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ABSTRACT

Research indicates that the health of Aboriginal people is improving; however,

there continues to be a significant gap between the health status of First Nation peoples

and the health status of all other Canadians. Several determinants of health contribute to

differences in health status. and the use ofhealth services and access to these services are

determinants that are important for the health status of First Nation peoples.

There are many reasons for variations in the delivery of health care. Ambiguity in

defining government level responsibility for health service delivery is hypothesised to

have a negative impact. Compounding these effects is the direct conflict between

stakeholders at each level involving jurisdictional responsibilities, the sharing of

resources, and the perpetuation of existing structures.

This study documents the health care delivery systems providing services for First

Nation peoples, and reviews factors influencing access to health services within a

historical and contemporary policy context. A review of relevant policy documents and

archival materials is carried out to document how jurisdictional issues at the federal and

provincial government levels have affected First Nation peoples ability to access or to

deliver service. Key informant interviews with policy-makers and health care

professionals were used to document their perspectives on jurisdiction. These

ethnographic case studies examined real or perceived barriers in access to service or gaps

in service for First Nation peoples, and the relationship to jurisdictional issues.

This study has identified outstanding issues in jurisdiction, and some potential

reasons why resolution of this jurisdictional ambiguity has not occurred. Key informant

perspectives and policy document review have acknowledged the critical effects of



jurisdictional ambiguity and its resultant outcomes on the health status of First Nation

peoples. Resolution of jurisdictional issues in health care and social programming is a

key factor for the enhancement of health status of First Nation peoples.
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EXECUTI\¡E SUMMARY

This study documents the philosophies, the beliefs, and the experiences of federal,

provincial, and First Nation decision makers, administrators and health care providers in

dealing with jurisdictional issues in the field of health services delivery for First Nation

peoples in Manitoba. It describes the present system as viewed by these individuals, and

their understanding of the issues arising in health care delivery. It describes the

approaches they take in managing programs or service delivery for First Nation peoples

within a system that has, for the last one hundred and fifty years, focused on divesting

itself of that responsibility.

This qualitative study was designed as a critical ethnography, using semi-

structured interviews with key informants to develop case studies. The Health

Information and Research Committee (HIRC) of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs

(AMC) provided support and direction for this study, and the research protocol was

reviewed by representatives of HIRC to allow feedback following completion of the

report. Some participants reviewed excerpts from their narrative and commented on the

interpretation of themes and conclusions.

KEY THEMES

Key themes were identified in the critical review of documentary data and

analysis of key informant interviews. Secondary, or 'minor' themes, were consistent

with, and reinforced the primary thematic codes of jurisdictional ambiguity and

jurisdictional responsibility. Dominant themes included:

1. historical effects of colonialism;

2. Aboriginal (First Nations) rights;



aJ.

4.

access to service; and

fiscal responsibility.

The Historical Effects of Colonialism

The lasting effects of colonization, coupled with the demographics and the social

and economic status of First Nation peoples in Canada, have had a profound affect on the

health, and health care of the peopie (Postl et al,1995; Comeau and Santin, 1990). In the

face of evolving legislation, policies and on site development of service delivery systems

that have resulted in assimilation and subjugation; the struggle for selÊdetermination by

First Nation individuals and communities is an example of their resiliency and strength.

Key informants described a culture of systematic avoidance by govemment for the

provision of adequate health services for First Nations. Ambiguity at the level of policy

making, decision making for funding allocations, and in the service delivery system was

identified by key informants as a reflection of the historical impact of colonialism.

Aboriginal (First Nation) Rights

First Nation leadership and the grassroots movements have sustained their belief

in the inherent rights of the First Nations of this country. The unrecognized rights of the

First Nation peoples is a historical challenge and continues today. A lack of trust in

government commitments and the resultant fragmentation of services for First Nation

peoples is reflected in the health status of the people. Study participants described many

situations illustrating the impact of governments' refusal to entrench the rights of First

Nation and Aboriginal peoples, and elaborated on how this has aided in fostering

Canadians' beliefs that both the Aboriginal peoples and the Aboriginal governments do

not have rights.

-xi-



Access to Service

The perceptions of the limited rights of First Nation peoples have resulted in

negative attitudes in Canadians. These negative attitudes have been reflected in

discriminatory behaviors directed at First Nation peoples. Key informants described

situations illustrating how these behaviors have affected First Nation peoples' access to

service. Informants also emphasized that there is reluctance of govemments to

acknowledge the need to collaborate and identify gaps in service provision. These factors

perpetuate unequal access to services. Informants suggested that barriers to service result

when vague and covert policies are allowed to continue.

CONCLUSIONS

Jurisdictional Ambiguity

Key informants shared their perceptions of the effects of sustained historical

jurisdictional ambiguity on the health status of, and access to health care for, First Nation

peoples. This ambiguity has resulted in unclear policies and in the provision of

insufficient health service resources. It has been reflected in the lack of cohesion and

integration in health and social program planning and in service delivery. The lack of

clarity has had significant negative affects on First Nation peoples health status and

general well-being.

Informants suggested that government has benefited from the secondary gain of

sustaining the jurisdictional ambiguity. Responsibility for providing comprehensive

health and social services programming, and the resultant fiscal accountability for these

programs for First Nation peoples, has not been assumed. Fragmented services have

been off-loaded to the provinces through the decreasing funding allocations of the federal

-xll -



transfer payments, or to the First Nations through the health transfer process, without

sufficient resources to sustain them. Strategies to integrate services for collaboration in

addressing health issues have not been initiated.

The historical efforts of the federal govemment to assimilate First Nation

peoples, and the resistance to formally accepting the responsibility for provision of health

services specific to First Nations, has resulted in fragmentation of critical health and

social programs. The ongoing reluctance of the federal government to assume a fuIl or

equitable responsibility for funding of health and social programs for all Canadians at the

provincial levels has compounded the fragmentation of service delivery.

One outcome for First Nations, in successfully resisting assimilation, includes

marginalization of First Nation peoples. This marginalizatíon is evident in the approach

to First Nations politics and govemance, in strategies for health and social service

delivery, and in access to initiatives that would recognize the abilities and

accomplishments of First Nation individuals and communities in this country.

JurÍsdictional Responsibility

Concems were expressed that the historical reasons for First Nation

marginalization, in health and other areas, rests with the legislative strucfure for

govemance of First Nations in Canada. The initial establishment of a relationship

between First Nations and Parliament was not sustained by a commitment to clearly

define the relationship for future govemance. Participants indicated that since the

responsibilities of the federal government have not been clearly defined by the federal

govemment in relation to provincial governments or to all Canadians, First Nation

peoples have experienced the results of this ambiguity in every component of their lives.

- xlll -



The attitudes of the Canadian politicians and population toward First Nations, which are

reflected by the political decisions, have had negative outcomes for First Nation peoples

when establishing resouÍces for sustainable programs. They have also affected the ability

of First Nations to establish governance, justice, and education programs that meet the

needs of the First Nation peoples.

Fiscal Responsibility

There is a perception that financial reasons drive the decisions by govemment to

continue maintenance of the ambiguity and contesting of First Nations entitlement to

benefits. Participants felt that a pervasive and systematic philosophy of resistance to

resolving these issues has driven the process. Efforts to minimize financial responsibility

are reflected in the lack of adequate resources for sustainable and effective programs that

would address the disparate health status of First Nation peoples.

SUMMARY

Informants described the key challenges to be met in resolving jurisdictional

ambiguity and responsibility. The key challenges were identified as:

1. the need for recognition of First Nations as equal partners in governance;

2. the need to actively involve First Nations in the development of community
relevant programs and services; and

3. the need to insure an increase of power by First Nations over policy decisions and
management of service delivery in community.

Adequate resources must be made available, and the ability to make decisions on

how to re-profile resources to meet the needs of communities must be possible.
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CI{APTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A discussion of the health status and health care delivery systems for First Nation

peoples is not complete without exploring the effects of jurisdiction and jwisdictional

responsibility. In the literature, most discussions of the effects of determinants of health

on health status do not include reference to the effects of jurisdictional issues. For

effective and efficient health care delivery, there is a need for inter-sectoral and intra-

sectoral collaboration in health care proglam planning (Royal Commission on Aboriginal

People, 1996; Health and Welfare Canada, 2002; Manitoba Health, 1999; Wiruripeg

Regional Health Authority, 2002). Health care planning for First Nation peoples should

involve inter-sectoral communication and collaboration between federal government

departments, as well as with provincial and First Nation governments. V/ithout

established process, there will continue to be a lack of clarity in defining roles and

responsibilities of the government departments. Some areas necessary for health service

delivery that are affected by jurisdiction include:

and quality of health care service.
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This study established as its objectives the task of documenting the current health

care system for First Nation peoples; and identifying barriers to health services, gaps in

service or risks to the health of First Nation peoples as a result of unresolved

jurisdictional issues. It reviews how jurisdiction has affected the ability of First Nation

peoples to access health care.

First Nation comm.unities are communities with a federal land base situated

geographically within provincial Regional Health Authorities. Ambiguous interpretation

of legislation and policy at the federal and provincial levels has resulted in poorly defined

jurisdictional and fiscal responsibility for health services for First Nation peoples.

Funding for health and social services delivery for First Nation communities is

fragmented, in part, as a result of the geographic and jurisdictional boundaries (Figure 1).

A review of relevant policy documents and archived materials has been used to

describe the historical evolution of the relationship between jurisdictional responsibility

and service provision for First Nation peoples. Supporting legislation was reviewed in

the context of health services for First Nations. Ethnographic case studies as described

by informants further examined this relationship. Key informant interviews with policy

makers, health care administrators and health care professionals were used to examine the

perspective of persons involved in administrative and policy roles on jurisdictional issues.

Participating key informants included individuals from within the federal, provincial and

First Nation govemment and health service systems.

a



The health of Aboriginal' people has improved over the last several years;

however, there continues to be a significant gap between the health status of First Nation

peoples, and the health status of all other Canadians (Health Canada, 1999; Manitoba

Health, 2002; Statistics Canada, Census Data 200I; Martens et al, 2002; Health Canada:

First Nations and Inuit Health Branch, 2002). There are multiple and mutually

interacting determinants of health status. Health service delivery systems, and the ability

of communities and individuals to access these services, are important determinants of

health (Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health,

1999; Tjepkema, Supplement to Health Reports, Statistics Canada, 2002; Lurie et al,

2002; Frank, 2003; Health Canada, Towards a Common Understanding, 1996). There are

many causes underlying variations in the delivery of health care; and jurisdictional

ambiguity and conflict can influence the level and quality of health services delivered

(Craig, 1992; Hanselmann, 2003).

Background: Policy and Health Services Development

The British North America Act (BNA) of 1867 established a relationship between

the First Nation peoples of Canada and the federal govemment. Parliament was deemed

to have responsibility for the Indian people in Canada. The BNA Act also gave

responsibility for health care to the provincial govemments. That proclamation has

resulted in a historical situation of jurisdictional ambiguity. The degree of governmental

responsibility betrveen the federal and provincial govemments for health services for

I Statistics Canada's 2001 Census defined Aboriginal persons as people who reported identifying with at
least one of: North American Indian, Metis or Inuit and or persons defìned as Registered or Treaty Indians
under the brdian Act, and or who were members of an Indian band or First Nation.



First Nation peoples has never been clarified in a maruler that would facilitate a seamless

continuum of care for First Nation peoples.

A specific area of ambiguity has been in the area of responsibility for the level of

health service provided on-reserve by federal and provincial govemments. Historically,

neither government - federai or provincial - have established or acknowledged a level of

responsibility for the health care of First Nations. The 1964 Agreement between Canada

and Manitoba (Appendix 1) is a memorandum of understanding outlining how

govenrments will deliver health services in northem communities in Manitoba. This

agreement is an example of how govemments, when convenient, will swap responsibility

for service delivery for First Nation peoples. The 1964 Agreement was established

without the involvement of First Nation or Aboriginal peoples.

The ambiguity surrounding the jurisdictional responsibilities of government for

First Nation peoples health care has resulted in situations wherein service was denied to

First Nation peoples, particularly if they resided on reserve. h 1979, the Winnipeg

Tribune reported:

"Intolerable Situation: A Manitoba judge has tumed the judicial spotlight
on an intolerable situation in this province for all to see, and for the federal
and provincial govemments to rectiff immediately.

It concerns treaty Indians on the (...) Reserve and the social services
which they have not been receiving; services which other Manitobans
receive as a matter of course....Judge Garson...was told that the
provincial government doesn't 'supply, provide or give their range of
services to treaty Indians' on reserve.

But Judge Garson noted that the same services were provided to others in
the area, provided the residents are 'white or non-treaty Úrdians.'....Judge
Garson put his finger on the nub of the problem: the federal government
has a special responsibility towards treaty Indians under the British North
America Act, but it maintains that health and welfare is a provincial
responsibility. For its part, the provincial govemment maintains it is
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excused because of the special historical and constitutional relationship
between the federal government and the treafy úrdians.

A classic example, in other words, of buckpassing." (The Winnipeg
Tribune, August 2,1979, Tribune Editorial).

Although this report focused on a situation on a Manitoba First Nation reserve, similar

situations have occurred nationally.

Several studies, Round Tables and Forums have focused on the health of First

Nation peoples over the last several decades, the most significant of which was the Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP). These reviews have all identified, as a

priority, the need to address jurisdictional issues in entitlement and delivery of health

care. This action is considered to be imperative in order to provide co-ordinated health

services which are holistic, and which address the health needs of Aboriginal people

(Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (RCAP), 1996; Canadian Medical Association:

Bridging the Gap, 1993; Manitoba Health, Quality Health Care for Manitobans, 1999).

Review of the Canadian system of universal health care has resulted in health

reform at a provincial and national level. These efforts have focused on the need to

change the way health care services are delivered. Sustainability of the present health

care system is jeopardized by the escalating costs of health care. The federal government

has changed the way it provides financial support for universal and comprehensive health

care as defined by the Canada Health Act. Most health reforms have placed emphasis on

the need for alternative care levels that arc community based. Having people returned to

their families and their communities as soon as possible, with supports in place for

convalescence, is preferable to keeping people in hospital. It is also more cost effective.

First Nation coÍrmunities have not had the same desree of infrastructure and resource

building, such as home care and other allied health ,lpport., at thecommunity level as



have non-First Nation communities. They are less able to accommodate the expectations

of health reform for an enhanced level of communitv based care.

In addition to difficulties in accessing health care services, the literature ciearly

supports the concept that disparities in social and economic status have an effect on the

health status of a population (RCAP, 1996; Frank et al, 2003). Poverfy, economic

stability, lifestyle stability, and food security are some of the variables that affect health

status. It is also acknowledged that culture and being members of a specific population

group have significant effects on health status (AFN, 1999; Statistics Canada, Winter

Report, 1999; Hanselmann,2003). Evidence of the impacts of all of these factors exists

in the health status of First Nation peoples. There is a need to effect a change in ongoing

social disparities and to ensure equitable access to all health care services in order to

improve the health status of First Nation peoples.

Jurisdictional ambiguity has allowed both levels of govemment to minimize

responsibility for First Nation peoples entitlement to health service. The lndian Act does

not define the responsibility for the provision of health services for First Nations, and

provincial governments have not explicitly asserted jurisdiction in relation to health.

Since jurisdiction carries with it financial responsibility, provinces have not contested the

federal governments responsibility to provide health care to First Nations (Craig, 1992).

As a result, neither level of government acknowledges a mandate to provide co-ordinated

health care to First Nation peoples on and ofÊreserve. The federal government maintains

that they provide health services for First Nations as a matter of policy and practice, and

not as a result of a constitutional or treaty obligation (Young, 1984; Romanow

Commission, 2002). FederaVprovincial relations over the previous half century have

-6-



generated very little activity which promotes collaboration between governments in

planning and delivering health service in First Nation communities (Lazar et aL,2002;

Weaver, 1985).

Impact of Federal Assimilation Policies

Although not specific to health care, the policies of assimilation in the 1830's and

1840's set the tone for the process of future interactions with First Nation peoples in this

country. Thomas Berger (1991), in 'The Long and Terrible Shadow' highlights the

impact of colonisation on culture, on health, and on self-identity:

"These are not simply questions of disease, its prevention and cure. They
are a cluster of social pathologies that threaten the lives of Native persons
and undermine the social life of Native coÍrmunities...European contempt
and indifference towards Indians and Indian culture have persisted into our
own time, though today their outward manifestation takes a different form
than it did five hundred years ago. In the same way, the destruction that
the Europeans brought is still with us today, though in a different form."
(p.27)

First Nation peoples have not had a respectful acknowledgement of their status as

the indigenous peoples, nor of their contribution to this country/. The dominant society in

Canada has been effective over time in establishing the concept of Aboriginal peoples as

a group to be feared, shunned, or ignored.

This imagery of Aboriginal peoples as a marginalized population is present in all

of the social networks in Canada. The effects of this imagery, and subsequent behaviours

and attitudes by non-Aboriginal peoples, are reflected in the established policies and

processes within the health system, the justice system, the education system and social

support systems. The need for collaboration between sectors has been recognised.

Pervasive negative attitudes within systems create added difficulties when attempting to

integrate services between systems.
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The justice system is overwhelmed with an inability to meet the needs of the

Aboriginal population. It is a system where Aboriginal people are disproportionately

represented ¿ìmong the residents of prisons and detention centres. The education system

presents an established curriculum that has an ambiguous reality for Aboriginal children,

and portrays Aboriginal peopie as a vioient people, with little to contribute to society.

Burnford (1969) summarizes the teaching of the prevalent theories of First Nation

peoples:

"The history books he showed me contained little of Indians except their
ultimate defeat and submission - (one could not help getting the
impression that those who resisted the invasion of their territory had done
so in a very ungentlemanly way; first they "rose" and then they
"massacred"; whereas the invaders, having failed to "quell" these uncouth
risers, thereafter merely "subdued" them). There were many lengthy
accounts of the first great explorers...all of whom would have perished
without the endurance and skill of those anonymous people who not only
guided them but taught them how to survive, without the courtesy, help
and hospitality of the many unmentioned tribes along the way." (p.233)

Terminology in the literature has changed over the last several decades, but inherent

perceptions are difficult to modify without education and exposure of the general public

to the positive culture of the First Nation peoples.

The health care system has not been sensitive to the culture of the First Nation

peoples, and has not been effective in engaging First Nations in health care planning in a

meaningful way. As Tookenay (1996) remarked "It is difficult to establish true

partnerships between different societies when one is subject to the discretionary power of

the other". (p. 1582)

Future Challenges

The inequities in the health status of Aboriginal and First Nation peoples in

Canadahave largely been ignored over the last century. Sporadic efforts to address these
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health issues have not been in the form of long-term commitments by government, at

either the provincial or federal level. Initiatives proceed without the active involvement

of the Aboriginal and First Nation communities.

The federal and provincial govemments aÍe now challenged with maintaining a

viabie health care system with escalating expenditures. Costs for First Nation health

services have increased significantly over the last few decades (Health Canada, NIIIB

Annual Report, 200112002). The population has increased, and utilization rates of health

benefits have increased. First Nation peoples experience a burden of chronic illness and

subsequent morbidity that far exceeds that of other Canadians. As a result, the non-

insured health benefits costs for prescription drug use, and medical transportation have

also far exceeded the anticipated budgetary expenditures of Health Canada's First

Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB).

Most recently, the "Romanow Commission" was established by the federal

govemment with a mandate to assess the future of health care in Canada. The final report

document of the Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada was entitled

"Building on Values", and included a chapter on Aboriginal Health. This chapter,

entitled "A New Approach to Aboriginal Health", reviewed the present system of

services for Aboriginal peoples in Canada. They indicated that there is "a disconnect

between Aboriginal peoples and the rest of Canadian society, particularly when it comes

to sharing many of the benefits of Canada's health caÍe system." (Romanow

Commission,2002, p. l2). The underlying reasons cited for this disconnect include:

'competing constitutional assumptions, fragmented funding for health services,

inadequate access to health care services, poorer health outcomes, and different cultural
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arrd political influences.' (Romanow Commission, 2002, p.l2). The Commission

reviewed the financial costs of health services for First Nation peoples, and heard the

political opinions on the jurisdictional responsibility for health services for First Nation

peoples. Consistently emphasized by participants in the hearings was the need for more

active participation of Aboriginal peoples and communities in deciding the health

services profile. There was a conviction by some, through reports to the Commission,

that improvement in health status and resolution of problems in health services will only

occur with more autonomy for First Nations in program development and service

provision. The report discussed the need for integrating services and indicated that

"given the overlapping responsibilities and the complexity of the health issues involved,

better results could be achieved by sharing responsibilities rather than jealously guarding

jurisdiction." (p.22I) The recommendations for Aboriginal Health, are summanzed as

'Directions for Change' (p.2LI):

the creation of Aboriginal Health Partnerships to manage and orgatrize health services
for Aboriginal peoples and promote Aboriginal health,

funding to address the specific health needs of their populations, improve access to all
levels of health care services, recruit new Aboriginal health care providers, and
increase training for non-Aboriginal health care providers, and

care services in their communities.

A critical first step to begin to address these ongoing health related issues is by

establishing a process for a collaborative approach to integrated service delivery.
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1.1 Objectives

The overali objectives of this study are to review the health care delivery system

for First Nation peoples. This study will explore how unresolved jurisdictional issues at

the federal and provincial levels may have had an affect on the ability of First Nation

peoples to access health services, or to deliver health services. This will be achieved by:

i. Documenting the current health care system for First Nation peoples in Manitoba,

including the affects of established Health Transfer, through a review of policy

documents and literature.

An ethnographic study through key informant interviews and case studies to

illustrate perceived or real barriers in access to health service, gaps in service, or

risks to health for First Nation peoples as a result of unresolved jurisdictional

issues.

2.
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1.2 Theoretical Framework: [Iealth Services for First Nation Peoples

The health of a population is affected by all of: health services, rehabilitative and

support services, eligibility for benefits, education and social factors, economic and

employment factors, and the degree of control that one has over their decisions (FÆ/T

Advisory Committee,1994; Frank, 2003). The conflicting messages from government

and subsequently from service providers, as a result of jurisdictional issues, minimizes

the control that First Nation individuals have over health and health care decisions.

Figure l.: Framework for current health service delivery in Manitoba

The current structure of the health services delivery system for First Nations in

Manitoba is complex. As indicated, the First Nation communities are situated on a

federal land base geographically within provincial health authorities. The First Nation

Provincial
Government

First Nations & Inuit
Health Branch
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communities receive funding from the federal government for community-based

programs in health promotion and prevention and some primary care service. Some

community-based programs include health promotion programs in diabetes a"nd prenatal

nutrition; and prevention programs in fetal alcohol syndrome, injury prevention, and drug

and alcohol prevention. The Brighter Futures and Building Health Communities

programs are aimed at addressing some of the social service needs of communities in the

areas of mental health supports, healthy babies, child development, parenting skills, and

also include injury prevention. More recently, the federal government has begun to

estabiish home care programs on reserve.

Provincial regional health authorities receive funding from the provincial

govemment for the delivery of insured health services. These insured services include

physician and hospital based services, in addition to some programs such as home care

and other allied health services. In Manitoba, some insured services are delivered on

reserve, but programs like home care, and diabetes education are not. Global funding

from the federal govemment to the provinces provides the basis for the delivery of

insured health services for First Nation peoples and communities.

This study will explore the perceptions and real affects, of jurisdiction on health

and health service delivery. It will review the policy directives that have resulted in the

present health care delivery system. It will explore perceptions of, or real gaps or barriers

to service, and will identify risks to health of First Nation peoples as a result of

jurisdiction. Finally, initiatives that have addressed jurisdiction and potential strategies

for resolution ofjurisdictional issues in health care will be identified and explored.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIE\il

A review of the literature drew on historical and contemporary information to

illustrate First Nation issues in health and social services, and the jurisdictional issues

which define the parameters of service delivery in those areas.

The persistent effects of colonialism on the health and well-being of First Nations

are explored through a description of the historical evolution of policy for assimilation

and for health service delivery. The need to establish Aboriginal rights as a basis for

future development, and some of the reasons for inactivity in this area" aÍe discussed. The

ongoing pressures of financial responsibility for health and social services are reviewed,

and the potential reasons for reluctance in commitment to a mandate for First Nation

health services are suggested from a national, provincial and First Nations perspective.

The Aboriginal and First Nations populations are increasing at more than twice

the rate of other Canadians. Concurrently, the rates of chronic disease are increasing, and

First Nation peoples are living longer. As the population increases and ages, the potential

for significant financial costs for the delivery of First Nations health services becomes

evident. Present concerns regarding the sustainability of universal health care compound

the reluctance for commitment to a system of comprehensive and integrated services for

First Nations.
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2.7 Population Context of First Nation Peoples in Canada and Manitoba

The 1996 Canadian Census reported that 1I.7Yo of Manitoba's total population

consisted of Aboriginal people. First Nation peoples account for 63.50/o of the total

Aboriginal population in Manitoba. Geographically, 35.5%o of Manitoba's Aboriginal

people lived in Winnipeg. At that time, 27%o of the First Nation peoples lived in

'Winnipeg, with 58% of First Nation peoples living on reserve. Forty-two percent of

Aboriginal people lived in the northem part of Manitoba, with 83% of this sub-population

consisting of First Nation peoples. Manitoba has a higher percentage of First Nation

peoples living on reserve in isolated communities than any other province (Statistics

Canada, 1996).

Figure 2: Population Distribution of the First Nations and Canadian Population

Distrihution of the First Nations and 0anadian Population
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Source: Health Canada, A Statistical Profìle ofthe Health ofFirstNations in Canada.

New data from the 2001

little more than 1.3 million. or

Canada 1996
(n=28,846,760)

Census indicates that Aboriginal people comprise just a

4.4Yo of Canada's total population (Statistics Canada,

1999 First Nations'
(n=437,035)
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2001). Of this group, 620/o reported that they identified as North American Indian, or

registered First Nation peoples. The census identified 15%o of the totai Aboriginal

Canadians as resident in Manitoba, with 8%o of all First Nations people resident in

Manitoba (Statistics Canada; Aboriginal peoples of Canada: A demographic profile,

2001). Less than one half (47%) of the First Nations population lived on reserve, with

the majority living either in urban centres, or in rural off-reserve locations. Greater than

55,000 Aboriginal people live in'Winnipeg, Manitoba, representingS%o of fhat city's total

population. Winnipeg had the largest First Nations population in a Canadian urban area

at22,955 (almost one half of the Aboriginal population of Winnipeg).

The population profile of First Nation peoples indicates a young population that

has had significant growth with a small, but increasing number of seniors.

Figure 3: Population Profïle of Registered First Nations in Manitoba, 1998
Population 85,959

PoPulation Profile of RegistÊred
First Nations in Manitoba, Dec 31' 1998

Population 85,959

Males ennales
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Source: Manitoba Centre for Health Policv. Health and Health Care: Manitoba First Nations
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The lower health status of First Nations populations and an increasing burden of

chronic disease within this population reinforces the need to focus on the determinants of

health and the health care needs of this population (Martens et al, 2001).
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)t First Nations Health Status

The health status of individuals is influenced by many variables producing direct

impacts in synergy. However, most determinants of health lie outside the realm of health

service delivery. The literature is consistent in its conclusions on the effects of multiple

determinants. The Regional Health Surveys conducted by First Nations nationally

concurred, and a statement issued in the Synopsis of these reports by the Assembly of

First Nations states:

"The most basic finding of the 'population health' research is that socio-
economic conditions and the social and physical environments are crucial
in determining people's health. Social inequalities produce differences in
health status, so that the poorest people with the least power consistently
have worse health." (Assembly of First Nations, 1999,p.12).

The health status of a population most often is measured by quantitative indices,

such as: life expectancy at birth, mortality rates, potential years of life lost, and morbidity

rates. If health care is provided without addressing the determinants of health that lie

outside health care, quantitative measures of the health status of a population are less

likely to improve, and morbidity or utilization measures may show declining health

status. The Lalonde Report of 1974 established the framework for key factors or health

fields that determine health status. These factors were examined and established as the

framework for a population health approach by the federal and provincial governments in

1994 (Federal./ProvinciaVTerritorial Govemment Advisory Committee on Population

Health, 1994). Some of the determinants of health include: (Regional Health Survey,

AFN, 1999; Health Reports, Statistics Canada, 1999; F/plT Advisory Committee on

Population Health, 1994):
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socio-economic factors (employment, education, income and social status);

social factors (early childhood development, social supports, and control over
ones own life);

lifestyle factors (nutrition, exercise, weight, smoking and alcohol use);

emotional and spiritual factors (stress levels, coping skills and exposure to
trauma);

genetics; and

health care services.

'When measuring health status, measures of life expectancy and mortality rates

can be associated with, and may be affected by, other factors such as unemployment and

level of education (Statistics Canada, 1999). The Federal,/Provincial and Tenitorial

Advisory Committee on Population Health (1994) recognized that, in addition to health

services, the key determinants of health included "our living and working conditions,

economic well-being, and personal sense of control over and skills for coping with the

challenges and stresses of everyday living". (p. 38) The documented effects of these

social, economic and attitudinal factors re-focused the need to address inequalities in

health status in a collective and comprehensive way.

2.2.1 Premature MortalÍty Rate

The premature mortality rate (PMR) measures the rate of premature death.

Populations with a high PMR tend to have poor overall health and experience a greater

burden of illness. While PMR is a good indicator of overall health status; as indicated,

determinants of health such as low income, low education and high unemployment rates

may affect the wellbeing of a population and have an effect on their health. Canadian

First Nations have higher mortality rates than other Canadians. From 1986 - 1990, infant
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mortality rate was 13.8/1000 compared to all Canadian infants at 7 .311000. In Manitoba,

infant mortality rates for First Nation people range from 2.1 - 2.9 times higher than the

Manitoba rate for non-First Nation people (College of Physicians and Surgeons, 2003).

Figure 4: Causes of Infant Mortality
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Source: Health Canada, A Stat'istical Profile of the Health of FirstNations in Canada. FNIHB.

For First Nations males in 1979 - 1983, the mortality rate was 1.7 times higher

for all males, and 1.9 times higher for all females (MacMillan et al, 1996). A recent

study -'Health and Health Care: Manitoba's First Nations' by Martens et al, found that

the Manitoba First Nations population had double the PMR of other Manitobans.

The PMR was elevated for First Nation people living on and off reserve, despite

area of residence, and despite living in regions that have the best overall health status in
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the province. Some regions with the best overall health status had First Nation

populations with the poorest health status (Figure 5)(Martens, 2001).

Figure 5: Premature Mortality Rates
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Source: Manitoba Centre for Health Policy, Health and Health Care: Manitoba First Nations.

2.2.2 Life Expectancy

Life expectancy is the expected length of life from birth. Aboriginal populations

have had a lower life expectancy than all other Canadians for decades. This has improved

by about ten years between the years of 1975 and 1995, however, there remain some

significant differences between First Nation peoples and other Canadians (Statistics

Canada, Health Reports, Winter, 1999; Health Canada, A Second Diagnostic on the

Health of First Nations and Inuit People in Canada, 1999).

to
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Figure 6: Life Expectancy - First Nation Males
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Life expectancy at birth is affected by many variables. Health regions rvith

overall lower mortality rates for all causes of death, lower rates of unemployrnent, and

higher levels of education will have individuals with an increased life expectancy. Life

expectancy increases as the proportion of the population aged 25 - 54 with post-

secondary degree increases, and as the rate of unempio¡rment decreases (Statistics

Canada, Health Reports, Winter, 1999,p.17).

f igure 7 z Life Expectancy - First Nation Females
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In Manitoba, First Nation people live approximately eight years less than other

Manitobans (Martens, et aL,2001). Mortality rates in Manitoba are higher than the

Canadian rate for most causes of death, particularly for deaths due to some chronic

diseases, for infant mortality, for unintentional injury, and for suicide (Statistics Cunda,

Health Reports, Winter, 1999).

2.2.3 Potential Years of Life Lost

Potential Years of Life Lost (PYLL) measures the years of life lost when a young

person dies. PYLL will be increased if a young population experiences a high death rate,

and this usually occurs as a result of injury or disease causing death at a young age. The

PYLL for First Nations has been consistently higher than that for all other Canadians.

The leading causes of PYLL for First Nation peoples were injuries and poisonings.

These rates were up to seven times higher than for all other causes (Health Canada, A

Second Diagnostic on the Health of First Nations and Inuit People of Canada, 1999;

Health Canada, A Statistical Profile on the Health of First Nations in Canada, 2003).

Figure 8: Potential Years of Life Lost - Males
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The rate for First Nations Canadians in 1982 - 1985 was 2.8 times higher than the

general Canadian population - 157.2/1000 vs. 56.5/1000. In Manitoba, the PYLL for

First Nations is significantly greater than for other Manitobans. The PYLL for First

Nations males is 2.5 times higher than the general population, and the rate for First

Nations females is three times higher (Martens, 2001).

The First Nation population is a young population compared to Canadians

generaily, with the median age 13 years younger than the non-Aboriginal population

(Statistics Canada, Census, Aboriginal profile, 2001). These statistics are concerning

when viewing the implications for a rapidly growing population with a recognized

increase in the incidence and prevalence of chronic disease. The number of Aboriginal

seniors in Canada increased by 40% between 1996 and 2001 (Statistics Canada, Census

data, 2001)(See Figure 2).

Figure 9: Potential Years of Life Lost - Females
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The incidence and prevalence rates ofdiseases, such as diabetes, circulatory and

respiratory diseases, and some cancers, is increasing in First Nation people (Health

Canada, A Second Diagnostic, 1999; Manitoba Health, Aboriginal People in Manitoba,

2000; Martens, 2001). As the First Nation population ages, morbidity and mortality due

to chronic diseases will continue to increase.

In addition, First Nation peoples experience higher rates of injuries, poisonings,

and suicide. The rates of suicide for First Nations youth age 15 - 24 are significantly

higher. The rates of suicide for First Nation male youth are five times higher than male

youth nationally, and the rates of suicide for First Nation female youth are eight times

higher than the female youth nationally (CICH, 2000).

The Manitoba study by Martens et al. using health care utilization data from

claims files, cited not only excessive mortality and morbidity in First Nation people

overall, but a PYLL rate that indicates that younger First Nation people are dying in

greater numbers than other young Manitobans. The emergence of a significant burden of

illness secondary to chronic conditions is established as well. The epidemiological

overlap of infectious and chronic disease in First Nation peoples imply a need to enhance

and better co-ordinate health services for this population in order to reverse this trend.
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Figure 10: Potential Years of Life Lost - First Nations vs. Canadians
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2.3 The Historical Context of Health Care in Canada - all Canadians and First
Nation Peoples - Legislation, PolÍcy Development, and Service Delivery

Health care delivery for First Nation peoples has been tied to the historical

relationship between First Nations and government. This has been described as a

fiduciary, or trust relationship, in that the federal goveffiment has a duty to ensure that it

acts in the good faith and best interests of the Aboriginal (First Nation) peoples. The

provision of health services to First Nation peoples (or Treaty, or status Indians - see

Footnote 1) in Canada has traditionally been the responsibility of the federal govemment

under Canada's Constitution.

This section of the literature review will provide background information on the

legislation and policy development, both federal and provincial, which is relevant to the

establishment of the current health service delivery system for First Nation peoples in

Canada. Reference will be made to historical legislation and policy that is established for

health services development for all Canadians, and how this has affected the evolution of

health services deliverv.

2.3.1 Legislative Background

In the Royal Proclamation of 1763 (Appendix 2), the British Parliament

acknowledged Aboriginal nations, and stated that the "Indians are under the protection of

the Crown" (Craig, 1992; Frideres, 1988). The British North America Act (BNA Act)

(Appendix 3), of 1867 gave legislative authority to Parliament (the federal government)

for "Indians and lands reserved for Indians". The provision ofhealth and social services

became the responsibility of the provincial governments (Craig, 1992; Canadian Medical

Association, (CMA), Bridging the Gap, 1993; Postl et. aL,1988; MacMillan, et. al., 1996;

Young, 1984). The Indian Act of 1876 assigns the legislative authority to the federal
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government for jurisdiction over Indians and Indian lands. Neither the BNA Act nor the

Indian Act clarifies the expectations for health care provision for First Nations people,

and this continues to be subject to debate and negotiation today. Treaty 6 (Appendix 4),

signed in 1876 between the Cree of Alberta and Saskatchewan, and Parliament; included

a Medicine Chest Clause that states that:

"In the event hereafter of the Indians...being overtaken by any pestilence,
or by a general famine, the Queen...will grant to the Indians
assistance...sufficient to relieve them from the calamitv that shall have
befallen them.

A Medicine chest shall be kept at the house of each Indian Agent for the
use and Benefit of the Indians at the direction of such agent" (Morris,
1880 - reprint of 1880 edition, 1991).

Reference to a medicine chest was not made in any other Treaty. Discussions

involving the provision of medicines and medical services were referenced in the

documents detailing the negotiation proceedings for Treaties 7,8,10 and 11, but were not

included in the actual Treaties (Young, 1984; Craig,1992). First Nation people maintain

that this statement in Treaty 6 can be interpreted as establishing the federal govemment

responsibility for health services for native people. Young (1984) summarizes the two

legal cases in Canada which defined the terms of the Medicine Chest clause:

1. In the Dreaver vs. R case of 1935, the courts interpreted this to me¿u1 that "a11

medicines, drugs or medical supplies which might be required by the

Indians...were to be supplies to them free of charge."; and

2. In the rR vs. Johnston case of 1966, the judge declared that "The Indians are

entitled to receive all medical services, including medicines, drugs, medical

supplies and hospital care free of charge. Lacking proper statutory provisions to
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the contrary, this entitlement would embrace all lndians within the meaning of the

Indian Act, without exception." (cited in Young, 1984, p. 258)

The federal government has never accepted that health care is a treaty right.

There continue to be ongoing disputes between federal and provincial govemments

regarding the jurisdictional responsibility for the funding and provision of health care

services for First Nation peoples (CMA, 1993; Young, 1984; Craig, 1992; Frideres, 1988,

Romanow Commissio n, 2002).
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The Constitution Act of 1982 reaffirmed existing aboriginal and treaty rights (Appendix

5) despite the intentions of the White Paper of 1969 (officially called "The Statement of

the Govemment of Canada on Indian Policy"). The White Paper proposed a policy of

assimilation that would have abolished the special status of úrdian people in Canada by

repealing the Indian Act. The Constitution Act of 1982 did not address the jwisdictional

ambiguity that exists for First Nation peoples in the areas of health and social services.
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In actual fact, until the final moments, the Constitution Act of ß82 came very close to

excluding all reference to Aboriginal and First Nation rights.

2.3.2 Evolution of Health Service Deliverv

Health care for Aboriginal people was initially provided by missionaries, and by

the Hudson's Bay Company, as well the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Itinerant

services, which were provided by the federal goverrìment, were primarily developed to

contain epidemic disease. Individual physicians collaborated with Indian Agents in

delivering primary care services throughout the country before and after the inclusion of

the Medicine Chest Clause in Treaty Six. A co-ordinated approach to health services did

not exist until 1904 when Dr. Peter H. Bryce was appointed as chief medical officer for

the Department of Indian Affairs (Young, 1984; Craig,1992; Waldram et al, 1995).

Dr. Bryce made efforts to address the diseases affecting the Indian people;

particularly tuberculosis, which rvas ravaging the inhabitants of residential schools.

Dr. Bryce' concerns were not addressed, and his efforts to improve the health of the

Indian people were met with inaction (Young, 1984; Craig, 1992). Although he did not

retire until l92l,Dr. Bryce' advice was not solicited after 1913. Bryce conceived of the

concept of the nurse visitor service to residential schools and reserves as a complement to

the itinerant physician services. However, this service was not implemented until after

his retirement in 1922. The nurse visitors performed health education and public health

functions.

Col. E. L. Stone was appointed medical superintendent for Department of Indian

Affairs in 1927. A formal Medical Branch was created within Indian Affairs after his

arrival. The nurse visitor concept was expanded upon when the first nursing station was
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established in 1930 in Fisher River, Manitoba. The nursing station practice model

combined health promotion and education with primary health care and some cottage

hospital activities.

In 1936, the Department of Indian Affairs was rolled in to the Deparlment of

Mines and Resources and became the Indian Affairs Branch. Medical services remained

in this Branch until the Department of National Health and V/elfare Act was passed in

1.944 and Indian Health Services became part of this department.

The newly established Department of National Health and V/elfare had assumed

responsibility for health services for Indian people in 1945, and initially administered the

Indian and Northern Health Services Directorate. The Medical Services Branch was

established in 1962. Its duties included the provision of direct service for the categories

which fell outside the provincial jurisdiction for health care as defined in the Constitution

(BNA) Act of 1867: Civil Aviation Medicine, Public Service Health, Indian Health,

Northern Health, Quarantine, Immigration and Sick Mariners Service (Young, 1984;

Craig, 1993; Blake, 1995; McGilly, 1993). The major activities of Medical Services

Branch, however, centred around Indian health service delivery. Responsibility for

service provision to First Nation and Inuit people was established on a regional and zonal

basis. As the needs increased, and service provision became more comprehensive,

changes occurred within the directorate over the years.

2.3.3 Development of Universal Health Care

The Government of Canada passed two Acts, in 1957 and 1966, which would

change the way health care services were delivered for all Canadians. Federal legislation,

in the form of the "Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act" of 1957 and the
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"Medical Act" of 1966; resulted in the federal government providing the provinces 50%

of the a¡nual costs of basic insured health services (Taylor, 19871' Blake & Keshen, 1995;

Health and Welfare Canada, Organization of Health Services to úrdian People of

Manitoba, 1986). The Royal Commission on Health Services in 1964 resulted in the

legislation leading to universal health care insurance. The provinces accepting obligation

to support this contribution agreed to insure basic hospital and medical services, and to

meet the conditions of universality, comprehensiveness, accessibility, portability and

public administration. The federal government agreed to finance the provinces for 50o/o of

the health care costs under this arrangement.

Following the implementation of universal health care; by 1971, all Canadians

were eligible for free health services which included hospital and physician services.

Medical costs were borne by the provincial governments' health plans. The federal

govemment became concemed about their rising costs attributed to health care, and

provinces were concemed about the lack of flexibility in the way health care priorities

were defined (Manitoba Budget Papers, 2002). In 1977, a new arrangement between

governments with the Established Programs Financing (EPF) transfer of funds allowed

greater flexibility to meet special needs, and could apply to extended health care in

nursing homes and drug-benefit plans. The EPF was block funding that included funding

for post-secondary education, hospital and medical care, and the Canada Assistance Plan

(CAP) included funding for other social programs.

The new Canada Health Act of 1984 replaced the Hospital lnsurance and

Diagnostic Act (1957) and the Medical Act (1966). The Canada Health Act set out the

program criteria and conditions for payment of the federal contributions to the provinces
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for insured health services and extended healthcare services. It held to the principles of

medicare, in that the criteria for eligibility for the fulI costs of the contribution include:

Public administration: the program must be administered by a public authority
accountable to the provincial government;

Comprehensiveness: the program must cover all necessary hospital and medical
services, and surgical-dental services rendered in hospitals;

Universality: one hundred per cent of provincial residents must be entitled to
insured health services;

Portability: the waiting period for new residents must not exceed three months;
insured health services must be made available to Canadians temporarily out of
their own province at no extra charge to patients; pa¡rment for services out-oÊ
province to be paid for by the home province at host province rates; payment for
services out-of-country to be at home province rates;

Accessibility: reasonable access to insured health services is not to be precluded
or impeded, either directly or indirectly, by charges or other mechanisms;
reasonable compensation must be made to physicians and dentists for providing
insured health services; adequate payments must be made to hospitals in respect
of insured health services.

The emerging practice of implementation of user fees and extra billing was halted

with the Canada Health Act, as provinces were forced to comply with the federal

governments' position in order to access federal funds. However, an increasing federal

debt resulted in gradual cuts to funding of the EPF. In 1982-83, the federal govemment

began to make adjustments to the EPF and CAP funds, and by 1998-99, the federal share

had been cut by half. The Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) was introduced in

1996197 and included block funding for education, health and social services. (Lazar et

al, 2002; Braen, 2002, Manitoba Budget Papers, 2002). Some increase of this funding

occwred in 2000, but it did not include full restoration of the fund.

With the development and implementation of universal health care plans, services

to First Nation people became more complex. In Manitoba, the province assumes
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responsibility for physician and hospital services for all residents, including First Nation

peoples. Physician services to remote areas are organized and financially subsidizedby

the federal government to ensure access to service. Community health services,

including public health services, continue to be provided by the federal government on

reserve.

2.3.4 A FederaUProvincial Approach

In Manitoba, the Canada-Manitoba Agreement of 196a (Appendix 1) established

a Memorandum of Agreement wherein a federal-provincial willingness to assume

primary responsibility for health care delivery for each others clients in specific

communities was established. The 1964 Memorandum of Agreement (MOU, 1964;

Health and'Welfare Canada, 1986) designates that:

1. communities with a majority treaty population to federal jurisdiction for the
provision of clinical and community health services; and

2. communities with a majority non-treaty population to provincial jurisdiction for
the provision of clinical and community health services.

Health reform has resulted in the establishment of regional health authorities

provincially. Health transfer is similar in that First Nations communities assume the

management of health service delivery within their respective geographic areas with

established federal funding. The health transfer process has limitations in that it is based

on existing funding, and existing pro$amming defined by federal government priorities

for First Nation peoples. This process of health reform has resulted in the re-profiling

and re-priontizing of regional and community needs. As a result, there are ongoing

negotiations to develop alternative models of health care delivery which overcome the

limitations of the system defined by the 1964 Agreement.
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Throughout the evolution of health care delivery models, and the changing

priorities for federal and provincial responsibilities in health care delivery, the federal

government regulariy indicated that they provided health services to lndian people as a

matter of policy and goodwill:

"There is nothing ...which piaces responsibility on the Minister for
medical services to Indians and Eskimos, except the general responsibility
the Minister has in respect of the public health of the people of Canada. In
view of the general responsibility vested by the lrdian Act in the
Government of Canada....it has been the practice of (this Department) to
undertake duties relating to the medical and hospital care of Indians,
Eskimos, and other persons in the far North where such services are not
otherwise available" (Department of National Health and Welfare,
Canada, Amual Report, 1966 - cited in Young, 1984; p. 258).

Medical Services Branch provided health services for First Nation peoples

through direct services in the North on a national level. úr addition, non-insured health

benefits that include coverage for benefits such as prescription drugs, dental services,

vision care, medical supplies and equipment and medical transportation were provided

for First Nation peoples through-out Canada. In Manitoba, in the 1964 Agreement, the

responsibility for health service delivery for all residents of a community was borne fully

by either the federal or the provincial govemment, based on geography and population.

2.3.5 Federal Policy Development

The initial Indian Act of 1876 had been drafted and formed without the

involvement of Indian people, and subsequent legislation and policies have not involved

them either. The White Paper in 1969 was such an example, and the recent drafting of

the First Nations Governance Act (Bill C-7) in 2002 continues the practice of exclusion.

The White Paper of 1969, which proposed the removal of the special status of

Indian people, and special services identified under the Indian Act, resulted in a quick
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and angry response from First Nations. ln response to this renewed federal attempt at

assimilation, the 1970 Red Paper (published as Citizen Plus) put forward by the Albefa

First Nations re-emphasízed the federal responsibility for health care to First Nation

peoples and asserted their plans to strengthen community control of their govemment run

programs (Young, 1984). The Red Paper referred to the concept phrased by the

Hawthorn Report of the mid-i960's which pointed out:

"...in spite of their miserable socio-economic conditions, Indians actually
deserved better treatment from Ottawa than did other Canadians. Because
of their Aboriginal title and treaty rights they should be treated as 'citizens
plus." (cited in Miller, 1989, p. 223).

The Booz-Allen-Hamilton report, initiated by the Department of Health and

Welfare as a review of Indian health services, made several recommendations for

rcorganization which included a focus on public and preventive health and community

development.
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1970 Red Paper (Citizen Plus)

1978 Non-InsuredServicesGuidelines
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1988 Health Transfer Policy
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The 'Policy Directive' of 1978 on non-insured health benefits followed an initial

draft of an Indian Health Policy in 1974 and resulted in a strong negative response by

First Nations. The federal govemments' current Indian Health Policy 1979 (Appendix
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6) identified three essential supporting factors for future development of health services

for First Nation peoples. They include: community development; confirmation of the

special relationship between the federal goveÍrment and the Indian peoples of Canada;

and the full use of, and participation in, the Canadian health system by Native people.

The Indian Health Policy acknowledges the federal govemments' "legal and traditional

responsibilities to Indians" defrnes the federal responsibility for First Nations health

services. It further defines an increase in the financial and administrative responsibility

of the provincial role in health care provision for First Nations (Indian Health Policy,

Appendix 6; Comeau & Santin, 1990).

The Berger Report (1980) identified the matter of Indian health care as 'critical'

and recommended that the federal government engages in consultation with First Nations

to effect the design, management and control of health care services in their communities.

The Penner Report of 1983 (Report of the Special Committee on Indian Self

Government) was commissioned to review self-government issues for First Nations.

Although focused on selÊgovemment, it discussed the three critical areas of education,

child welfare and health care in the context of the socioeconomic status of First Nation

peoples. Gudmundson (1993) observes that the Report:

o'noted conditions of social disintegration and deprivation arising from the
colonial treatment of Aboriginal peoples by the Government of Canada."

fOn-line: www. sarnkoma.com/thesis].

Gudmundson indicates that the Penner Report sunmary:

"urged that jurisdiction over such areas as education, child welfare and
health care v/as required to offset the problems of the past colonial
treatment of Aboriginal peoples". fOn-line : www. sarnkoma. com/thesis]
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The Health Transfer Policy was established in 1988, with the intent to have First

Nation communities assume the management of health services. It has allowed First

Nations to assume responsibilify for the delivery of community based health services on

reserve.

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples involved extensive consultation

with Aboriginal people and occurred over a five-year time frame. The final report was

submitted in 7996, and contained numerous recommendations in the areas of health,

education, justice, social services and govemance. Included were recommendations on

the need for resolution of jurisdictional issues. Few of these recommendations have

resulted in definitive action.

Medical Services Branch became the First Nations and Inuit Health Branch in

1998, and continues to provide services for First Nations people on reserve; as well as

non-insured health benefits for First Nations on and off reserve. The costs for these health

services have continued to escalate as the First Nation population increases and the

utilization rates increase INIHB Annual Report, 200112002).

2.3.6 The Legacy of Unresolved Jurisdictional Issues

The federal government has demonstrated continuing reluctance in accepting the

financial responsibility for health care for First Nations. Attempts to formally curb the

expenditures of these services, including non-insured health benefits, have been made

over the years always with resistance by First Nations (Young, 1984).

The increase in expenditures for non-insured health benefits is attributed to

"increased population and utilization, increased benefit costs, inflation, and changes to

provincial health care systems" INIHB Annual Report 200112002, p. 9). The NIIIB
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Annual Report also indicates that the rate of growth in program expenditures declined

over the last ten years, from 20.9Yo to 9%o, as a result of NIHB management initiatives.

(p. le)

A heavy burden ofchronic disease requiring extensive diagnostic procedures and

interventions and expensive medications for medical management has resulted in

escalating medical transportation and prescription drug costs. Through the commitment

by the federal government to ensure access to medical services, and an adherence to

standards of care in disease management; referrals to specialist consultants in urban areas

has increased the costs of medical transportation exponentially. Efforts to curb the non-

insured health benefits costs and to limit expenditures within an envelope system by

regions have been unsuccessful in some areas, as costs continue to escalate for the

reasons cited above.

The limits placed on available benefits, and difficulties in accessing benefits have

resulted in a situation that is described by some as cuts in service, and by others as an off-

loading of responsibility to provincial govemments. Policy changes at the federal level in

health care for First Nation peoples almost always affects the level of responsibility of the

provincial govemment. The federal governments' refusal to provide medical

transportation costs to ofÊreserve First Nation peoples resulted in the provincial

government of Manitoba picking up the responsibility through the Northern Patient

Transportation Program. In the past, Manitoba Health would pay for the initial

transportation costs for off reserve First Nation peoples in northem Manitoba, and would

invoice Health Canada throughout the year. This commitment to pay initial transport

costs was honored until 1998. when the Reeional office of First Nations and Inuit Health
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Branch would no longer accept responsibility for this population (Communication,

FNIHB to Manitoba Health, 1998).

The responsibility for health care and health care delivery for First Nations

continues to be a political football, and while this is being passed back and forth, the

health status of First Nation peoples remains the lowest of any segment of the population.

While the federal government does not acknowledge a mandate for full responsibility for

program deiivery, they have not established a process to work with the provincial and

First Nation govemments in establishing a protocol that addresses the needs of First

Nation peoples. The lack of clarity on defined areas of jurisdictional responsibility

between federal and provincial governments, and the firm belief by First Nation peoples

that health is a treaty right; is an ongoing issue.
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2.4 Jurisdiction for First Nations Health

As indicated in the historical overview, the provision of health services to First

Nation peoples has traditionally been a federal responsibility. The British North America

Act of 1867 gave the federal government authority over 'Indians and lands reserved for

Indians', while health and social services were designated as the responsibility of the

provinces.

The Medicine Chest Clause in Treaty 6 has been interpreted by First Nations as

evidence of the obligations by the federal government, under treaty, for the health care

for First Nation peoples. Although Treaty 6 is the only document which contains a

medicine chest clause; government documents show that similar promises were made by

the treaty commissioners during the negotiation of Treaties 7, 8, 10 and 1 1 (Craig, 1992;

Young, 1984).

The question of who holds the responsibility for providing and paying for health

services for First Nation peoples has been raised repeatedly over the years. There have

been court challenges to the treaty right to health services for First Nation peoples, with

varying results. Some of the cases which involved the billing of Aboriginal people for

services, such as physician and hospital services, are no longer as critical since the

implementation of the Canada Health Act, and universal health care for all Canadians.

Consistently, First Nation peoples have maintained that the federal govemment has a

jurisdictional responsibility for the provision of health services for their population.

Jurisdiction is defined as "the legal power or authority to act in a particular way",

while responsibility is defined as 'the quality or state of being responsible, as a moral,
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legal or mental accountability - reliability, trustworthiness" (Craig, 1992, p. 2). Craig

further states that:

'Jurisdiction is the legal power to act or to legislate, while responsibility is
the legal or moral obligation to act. Having jwisdiction to legislate over a
certain matter does not necessarily mean that Parliament has responsibility
for that matter." (p.2)

An extensive legal review of jurisdiction and Aboriginal health by Craig in 1992

examined federal and provincial law as it pertained to health, and to Aboriginal health.

Key legislation included the Constitution Act of 1867 (BNA Act) and the Constitution

Act of 1982. The Indian Act is relevant in its jurisdiction for 'Indians and lands reserved

for Indians'. The Canada Health Act, in conjunction with the provincial and territorial

health legislation and insurance plans form the basis for interpretation of eligible insured

health services for all Canadians. A summary of the relevant legislation in the legal

framework for Aboriginal Health is presented in Table 3.

Constitution Act, 1867, federal government responsible for 'Indians, and Lands reserved for the
Indians'

Cöliiitû¿ióätÀii;,,,1.q8'zil"¿ofi¿å'¡,.'øln*,a*is 
" ¿er aáiÀá.úaç'iÈu*-*¡a""|a¿ ;,,-

Indian Act,1876
cøá0à:ttêáiihrA¿t
Provincial and territorial health insurance plans

Þøv.i¡éi¿ir à;a'iêfi todut héäiih !éEii1á ,,,,,,,,'' 
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Adapted from Craig, 1992.

2.4.1 FederaVProvincial Jurisdiction in First Nations Public Health

Reviews of several provincial court challenges to provincial jurisdiction over time

were suÍlmari'zed, from a legal perspective, in Craig's study. She concluded that:
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"It is clear that the provinces have jurisdiction over hospitals; that they
have jurisdiction over public health...that they can regulate medical
professionals...it is also evident...that there is room for provincial health
legislation to co-exist with compatible federal legislation." (p. 59)

The conclusion from this review is that both federal and provincial governments

have jurisdiction over health (Craig, 1992). Both levels of government have been given

authonzation to take action in the field of public health within their respective

jurisdictional areas (Braen, 2002). There has been uncertainty over the jurisdiction for

public health in First Nation communities. Craig's review included examination of the

Rowell-Sirois Commission Report, which commented on public health as a concept that

would not have been conceptualized in 1867 when the BNA Act was drafted. They

recoÍlmended that:

"Provincial responsibilities in health matters should be considered basic
and residual. Dominion activities on the other hand, should be considered
exceptions to the general rule of provincial responsibility, and should be
justified in each case on the merit of their performance by the Dominion
rather than by the Province...Dominion jurisdiction over health matters is
largely, if not wholly, ancillaryz to express jurisdiction over other
subjects..." (as cited in Craig,1992;'p. 55).

Craig concluded that:

"Aboriginal health may have a 'double aspect', amenable to l^egislation by
both levels of govemment, with the doctrine of paramountcy' applying in
the event of an inconsistency." (p. 55)

' Webster's dictionary defines ancillary as "subordinate, or subservient". þ. 9) It is described by Craig as:

'Provisions of a Dominion State which directly intrude upon provincial classes of jurisdiction and which,
standing alone, would be incompetent to the Dominion, may nevertheless be valid as being necessarily
incidental to full-rounded legislation upon a Dominion subject-matter or to the effective exercise of an

enumerated Dominion power, or to prevent the scheme of an otherwise valid Act from being defeated.'
(p.46)
' Craig (1992) states that: "The paramountcy dochine was developed to address situations where the court
had applied the double aspect doctrine so that both the federal and provincial laws are valid, and yet they
are inconsistent. Both states cannot be allowed to stand if they require the same group of people to do

things in inconsistent ways. Thus, in situations where a federal statute and a provincial statute are both
validly enacted and yet they are inconsistent, the dockine of paramountcy applies, and the federal statute
prevails." @.49)
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This is interpreted to mean that since both federal and provincial laws are valid,

but they are inconsistent; they cannot both be allowed to stand, and therefore the federal

statute would prevail (Braen, 2002; Craig, 1992).

The provinces have exclusive jurisdiction over some aspects of health, while there

is concurrent jurisdiction over others. The federal govemment has some jurisdiction for

public health, and so do the provincial governments. The division of authority over

public health between the federal and provincial governments has resulted in a "non-

system" (as cited in Craig, 1992, p. 56). Challenges of the policy in case laws have

upheld the rights of the provincial legislation to regulate the practice of public health,

indicating that the federal and provincial legislation can co-exist with compatible federal

legislation (Craig, 1992).

Health Canada has always funded public health services and programming on

reserve, although they have not officially acknowledged responsibility for this service

prior to the I9T9Indian Health Policy. The legislative authority for the provincial Public

Health Act on federaVreserve lands has been an ongoing problem in public health

practice. Neither the provincial nor federal level of government has made conclusive

decisions to accept or assume this responsibility. Based on the case law decisions cited

by Craig, it may be assumed that the provincial government does have the right to

regulate the practice of public health on federal lands. V/ithout clear policy directives at

the federal and provincial levels, in Manitoba, the provincial govemment has not

accepted responsibility for public and environmental health services on reserye, except in

the communities designated under the 1964 Agreement (Memo, Chief Medical Officer of

Health, Manitoba Health, 2003).
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2.4.2 The Indian Act vs. the Constitution Act in Health Jurisdiction

The Constitution Act assigns the authority for making laws to either Parliament or

the provinces in most matters, however, nowhere in the Constitution is there reference to

authority for laws in health, health services or health care (Braen, 2002; Craig, 1992).

Braen and Craig note that in Schneider vs. the Queen, the Supreme Court of Canada

indicates:

"In sum, 'health' is not amatter which is subject to specific constitutional
assignment but instead is an amorphous topic which can be addressed by
valid federal or provincial legislation, depending in the circumstances of
each case on the nature or scope of the health problem in question." (as

cited in Craig,p.62; cited in Braen, p. 3).

While legislation over health frequently results in review on a case by case basis

as to the applicability of federal or provincial statutes; clarification around the legislation

for health as it pertains to 'Indians and lands reserved for Indians' has not been

addressed. The Indian Act primarily addresses property and band governance

(Department of Indian Affairs and Northem Development, the Indian Act: A Simplified

Version, 1982; Indian Act,1876). It gives the government the right to make regulations

for, among other things, 'the provision of medical and health services for Indians...and to

provide for sanitary conditions in private and public places on reserves' flndian Act,

s. 73(1)1.

The Indian Act also gives Bands the right to make Band by-laws and to provide

for the health of residents on the reserve, and to prevent the spreading of contagious and

infectious diseases (s. 81 (1)). These provisions would ordinarily fall within provincial

legislative jurisdiction. Based on the Inlig4 4g!, the federal government has the right to
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exercise legislative authority over Indians in sectors where it cannot exercise

authority over non-Indians. This is as a result of the ancillary (subordinate)

legislative

role of the

provincial legislation to the federal power under the Constitution Act.

Can provincial laws be applied to 'Indians and lands reserved for Indians'? It is

clear that provincial laws apply to Indians as long as it does not affect Indian status.

Section 88 of the Indian Act reads:

"Subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of the Parliament of
Canada, all laws of general application from time to time in force in any
province are applicable to and in respect of Indians in the province, except
to the extent that such laws are inconsistent with this act or any order, rule,
regulation or by-law made thereunder, and except to the extent that such
laws make provision for any matter for which provision is made by or
under the Act."

Craigs' review on this area indicates, from case law reviews, that "provincial iaws

can apply to lands reserved for Indians as long as it is not in relation to the use of land by

Indians" (Craig, 1992,p.90). Provincial law would only apply "to the extent that they do

not make provision for any matter for which provision is made by or under the Indian

Act, and to the extent that they are not inconsistent with the Indian Act" (Craig, 1992,

p. 93). In general, provincial laws of general application apply to Indians unless they

impair Indian status in some way. Craigs' sunmary was that: "if a piece of valid

provincial legislation that applies by virtue of section 88 is inconsistent with the úrdian

4g!, or any order, rule, regulation or by-law made thereunder, it \¡vill not apply to

Indians". (p. 99) Provincial laws therefore cannot impinge on treaty or Aboriginal rights

without impairing Indian status, and would not be valid in that instance. Since there are

few cases which address the applicabilify of provincial health legislation over
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constitutional jurisdiction, this limits the ability to form general conclusions over which

level of govemment ultimately has jurisdiction for Aboriginal health.

Craig indicates that, with First Nations health amenable to legislation by both

levels of government, the courts may be obliged to assess the activities involved in health

care delivery to determine who has jurisdiction over health. She summarizes the

activities of a Band involved in delivering health services on reserve and participating in

health transfer agreements as activities which may be services for Indians and lands

reserved for Indians, and therefore, under federal jurisdiction. She also indicates,

however, that:

"It is firmly established that provincial laws of general application apply
to Indians, and that the greater jurisdiction for health rests with the
provinces." (p.127)

The message is that, generally and specifically in situations of uncertainty,

jurisdiction must be identified on an individual case by case basis. This uncertainty as to

the clarity of jurisdictional responsibility through the historical legislative framework

highlights the underlying causes of persistent jurisdictional ambiguity in health services.

2.4.3 Policy in First Nations Health

To date, other than the Health Transfer Policy, there have been no formal policy

statements on First Nations health since the Indian Health Policy of 1979. The federal

Indian Health Regulations, passed under the Indian Act, were revoked in January of

1992. The Indian Act made reference to the ability of bands to pass by-laws for specific

situations, including health. The Indian Health Regulations required that:

"Indians living on a reserve or following the "Úrdian mode of life" comply
with all laws and regulations in force within a province relating to health
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or sanitation, except such lav/s or regulations as were inconsistent with
Part I of the regulations." (cited in Craig, 1992,p.I2).

The Indian Health Regulations did not mention band by-laws, as does the Indian

Act. Any band by-laws passed could not require Band members to do anything that was

inconsistent with provincial legislation, and as a result, Band health by-laws were

disallowed. Based on this practice, a recoÍrmendation was made to the Minister of

Indian Affairs to repeal sections deemed to be unconstitutional. Rather than addressing

those issues specifically, the Regulations were repealed in their entirety (Craig, 1992).

Provincial govemments are obligated to provide comprehensive services for all

residents, but will not assume or accept full financial responsibility for programs

traditionally funded by the federal government. Provincial govemments also cannot

impose public policy that would be seen as interfering in the relationship between the

federal government and First Nations'.

Recent changes to regional federal policies on health services have resulted in a

shifting of financial responsibility for some benefits for First Nation people, particularly

for those First Nation people living ofÊreserve. Since the delivery of health services for

all provincial residents is a provincial responsibility, the provinces should be aware of

federal policy changes impacting specific services provided for First Nation people.

Unilateral decisions by federal programs resulting in policy changes have not

allowed for sufficient dialogue between federal, provincial and First Nation governments

to adequately assess either the impact on provincial government expenditures, or the

long-term impacts on First Nation communities undergoing health transfer. The program

decisions on changes in eligibility for benefits will have limited expenditures for federal
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programs, but will have a resultant shift to either the provincial or First Nation

governments. The provision of sufficient funding support to the provinces for off-reserve

First Nation people who are obliged to seek these services under provincial programs

likely will not have occurred.

Expenditures for programs, such as medical transportation and income support for

off-reserve individuals, have been shifted from the federal government to the provincial

government through programs like Manitoba's Northern Patient Transportation Program

(Correspondence, FNIHB to Manitoba Health, 1998; Applying Manitoba's Policies for

Aboriginal People Living in 'Winnipeg, 1993). Formal correspondence has been

exchanged between First Nations' and the provincial governments to share information

on the health care costs to First Nations that have been shifted from the federal

government to the provincial government through benefit and program revisions

(Mr. David Newmann, Correspondence, 1 998).

2.4.4 Implications for First Nations Health Care in Manitoba

Manitoba has the highest proportion of First Nation people of all Canadian

provinces (Statistics Canada, 2001; V/orking in Partnership, Manitoba Policy Statement,

1999). It is recognizedthat Aboriginal people utllize health care services more than non-

Aboriginal people, have a greater burden of illness than non-Aboriginal people, and

utilize more days of hospital care than non-Aboriginal people (Martens et al, 2001;

Health Canada, 1999; Aboriginal People in Manitoba, 2000). To date, the Manitoba

govemment, as other provincial govemments, has not been invited to participate in

formal discussions between First Nations and the federal government (Weaver, i985;

Working in Partnership, Manitoba Policy Statement, 1999). Efforts have been made to
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establish partnerships with First Nations' in a marìner that will not affect the historical

relationship with the federal goveÍrment (Correspondence: Manitoba Government and

AMC, 1998; Joint Romanow 'Working Group Presentation, 2003). The Manitoba

govemment has not been involved in debates on the 'treaty right to health' and

jurisdictional responsibility between the federal and First Nation governments.

In Manitoba, First Nation peoples and the provincial goveÍrment, and most

recently, the federal government, have begun a collaborative process to begin to address

the recommendations of the Romanow report (Correspondence, AMC Grand Chief -

Federal Minister of Health, 2003; Romanow Joint Working Group Terms of Reference,

2003; Correspondence, Deputy Ministers of Manitoba Govemment and AMC, January,

2003; Assembly of Manitoba Chieß General Assembly Resolution, January 2003; AMC

General Assembly Resolution, 1997). ln the past, dialogue did not routinely occur

between federal and provincial govemments with regard to the funding of programs for

Aboriginal people. The result was partial duplication of services and programs, and poor

access to these services as a result of a lack of co-ordination between service providers

(Hanselmann,2003).

The implications for health care spending in Manitoba is that of increasing costs

with routine shifting of responsibility for program expenditures from the federal to the

provincial atena, with an Aboriginal population that is increasing in size. There are

minimal community supports to assist in the shift from acute care (hospital based) to

community based services such as home care and other support services. The ongoing

transfer initiative has brought the issue of jurisdictional responsibility to the forefront,

particularly in the areas of supportive community based and public health services. As
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more coÍlmunities assume transfer of the control of health service delivery, First Nations

are dealing with the issue of co-ordination of services across jurisdictions. Provincial

laws are generally applicable to First Nation communities unless there is operational

conflict with the Indian Act or regulations or by-laws under the Indian Act. The ability

of federal, provincial or First Nation employees to uphold provincial legislation on

federaVreserve lands has not been clarified.

Jurisdiction for health services remains ambiguous. Although dialogue has

improved, a commitment to resolution of outstanding issues is necessary to improve the

co-ordination and delivery of services for First Nations. The jurisdictional responsibility

for provision of health care services to First Nation peoples in Canada continues to be

debated.
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2.5 First Nations Health Issues

The persistence of poor health status in First Nation peoples has been of concern

to First Nation peoples, to policy makers and to health care administrators in government

for some time. Numerous round tables, health forums, commissions and other forums for

dialogue have occurred over the last two decades. These discussions have included

government representatives from all three levels of government, community

representatives, health care service providers, and representatives of Aboriginal

organizations involved in health and social services delivery. The health forums all had,

as their primary focus, the issue of how to develop strategies that would begin to address

the health care needs and elevate the health status of Aboriginal people. The need to

address jurisdictional issues was identified as a requirement for enhanced co-ordination

of services to First Nation peoples.

A literature review completed by the V/innipeg Regional Health Authority, in its

Continuum of Care Strategy for Aboriginal Health Services summarized the findings in

key documents from these health forums and studies. They identified recoÍrmendations

which required the resolution of jurisdictional issues to improve the health and health

services for Aboriginal people (Appendix 7). Health issues of primary concern were in

the areas of:

Strategy,200l).

Within these primary areas of accessibilify, health status and governance issues

key recommendations focused on:
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Aboriginal people that were culturally competent and grounded in traditional
values.

Jurisdictional issues remain key to advancing a comprehensive health care plan

for First Nation peoples, with the full involvement of First Nation people.

The goal of the Indian Health Policy of 1979 (Appendix 6) was "to achieve an

increasing level of health in Indian communities, generated and maintained by the India:r

communities themselves". As indicated, the 'pillars' of the Indian Health Policy included

community development; confirmation of the special relationship between the federal

government and the Indian peoples of Canada; and the fuIl use of, and participation in,

the Canadian health system by Native people. Historically, Native people had very little

input in to the delivery of health care under the established system. The third pillar of the

Indian Health Policy, pertaining to the Canadian health system, states that it:

"is one of specialized and interrelated elements, which may be the
responsibility of federal, provincial, or municipal governments, Indian
bands, or the private sector...the most significant federal roles in this
interdependent system are in public health activities on reserve, health
promotion, and the detection and mitigation of hazards to health in the
acute and chronic disease and in the rehabilitation of the sick. Indian
communities have a significant role to play in health promotion, and in the
adaptation of health services delivery to the specific needs of their
community...the federal govemment is committed to maintaining an
active role in the Canadian health system as it affects úrdians...is
committed to encouraging provinces to maintain their role and to filling
gaps in necessary diagnostic, treatment and rehabilitative services."

The Health Transfer Program, initiated in 1989 by the federal government, has

enabled the First Nations to begin the process for the control of delivery of health
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services on reserve. Concems have been expressed that the Transfer Program is a

process of off-loading of responsibility by the federal govemment to the First Nations

and to the provinces (Speck, 1989; Comeau & Santin, 1990).

The 2001 Census has indicated that 4lo/o of Aboriginal people now live in urban

areas. Ongoing jurisdictional issues continue to affect the delivery of services for First

Nations people in these urban centres.

The federal government states it has primary responsibility for First Nation

peoples living on reserve while the province holds to the position that all Aboriginal

people are the responsibility of the federal government (Hanselmann, 2003). The

application of eligibility criteria for non-insured health benefits for First Nation people

off reserve creates further difficulties for First Nation peoples who have relocated. It is

the perception of urban Aboriginal groups that both the federal and provincial

governments are responsible for the health of Aboriginal people living off-reserve

(Statistics C anada, Health Reports, 2002; Hans elmann, 2003).



2.6 First Nations Health Transfer

The historical lack of co-ordination, coupled with the persistent disparities in the

health status of First Nation peoples comparable to the rest of Canadians, has established

the need for a different approach to health service delivery for First Nation people.

Historical events and reports highlight the need for comprehensive services, which meet

the unique needs of Aboriginal communities as defined by First Nation peoples.

2.6.1 Policy Framework

The Indian Health Policy of 1979 (Appendix 6) identified the principles for future

development of health services for Native people. The expectation was that, at each of

the levels of community, government and health service administration, the parties

involved are to play an active role in achieving the policy's goal.

"Achieving Health For All - A Framework for Health Promotion" was released in

1986 by the federal Minister of Health (Epp, 1986). The Framework identified the health

challenges as a need to reduce inequities, increase prevention, and enhance coping. It

established health promotion mechanisms as those of self-care, mutual aid, and healthy

environments. It identified implementation strategies as those which would foster public

participation, strengthen community health services, and co-ordinate healthy public

policy.

Following the release of this report, on the heels of the Indian Health Policy of

1979, the Berger report of 1980, and the Penner Report of 1983; the federal govemment

moved forward with the Health Transfer Policy in 1988. This was followed by Treasury

Board approval for the Health Transfer Initiative in 1989. Health transfer would further



the principles of health promotion under the control of First Nation communities, as well

as the principles as identified in the framework of the úrdian Health Policy.

The Health Transfer Initiative was to establish the process for the tra:rsfer of

responsibility for federal Indian health services to First Nation communities. A sunmary

of the Transfer Initiative in 1997 indicated that:

"The 1988 Indian Health Transfer Policy provided a framework for the
assumption of control of health services by First Nations people, and set
forth a developmental approach to transfer centred on the concept of selÊ
determination in health." (Health Canada, Ten Years of Health Transfer
First Nation and Inuit Control,1999,p.7).

The transfer was to occur within the existing legal framework, and within the

existing funding base. Each community had the option of entering in to discussions with

Health Canada for the purpose of assuming control of health service delivery. The federal

govemment included a short-term and a long-term evaluation strategy for the Transfer

Initiative, which would occur at three and five year intervals. A review of the findings of

the Transfer Initiative Evaluation is included in section 2.6.6.

2.6.2 Community Profiles

Geographic isolation and the level of basic services provided in communities has had

an effect on the degree to which First Nation communities assume control over health

service management. The federal government has defined communities by four

types, based on the degree of isolation and accessibility to health care:

and no road access;

access;
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The provision of basic services in an isolated fly-in community would require a

different level of resources than a non-isolated community within easy transport to an

urban centre. The Ten Year Review of Transfer in 1999 identified 4lYo of communities

nationally, as being under First Nation and Inuit control: 43%o (170/400) of non-isolated

communities, 360/o (32186) of semi-isolated communities, 38olo (35193) of isolated

communities, and 35% (7120) of remote-isolated communities.

Figure 1L: Community Profïles

Numher of First Nations and Inuit Communities by Degree of lsotation, 2002
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Note: The data includes all First Natlons and lnuit comrnun¡ties in the provinces. not only those reporting
heallh ínformation for this publication.

Source: Health Canada, First Netions Inuit Health Branch in-house statistics.
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2.6.3 Planning Phases

Transfer of heaith services includes three phases following the initial consultation

process: Pre-transfer Planning, Bridging, and Transfer Implementation. The Pre-transfer

Planning phase is expected to be completed within twenty-four months; and activities

include research, community health needs assessments, assessment of community health

status, training of health committees and staff, community awareness workshops, and a

community health development plan. Health management funding is provided during

the pre-transfer phase and on an ongoing basis following trarìsfer.

After a full transfer agreement is signed, First Nation communities would be

expected to deliver all health services, including the mandatory programs such as

communicable disease control, environmental and occupational health and safety

programs, and treatment services. An evaluation of the programs under transfer was to be

completed. Full funding for program delivery is implemented at this point, and the

federal governments' relationship with the community is altered. The federal

governments' relationship with First Nation communities changes, from one of direct

service provision, to one of support and shared responsibility.

Some programs, such as communicable disease control, continue to be govemed

by provincial legislation. Established protocols for the management of communicable

disease control and the relationship between the federaVreserve lands and provincial

legislation must be clearly defined. The liability and insurance for facilities, and the

health professionals providing the health services are issues for consideration.

Agteements between the province, and the framework for assuring compliance of

health professionals within their respective licensing bodies, must be established to
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ensure the protection of the workers as well as the public they serve (Ten Years of

Transfer, 1999; Postl et al, 1988).

2.6.4 Infrastructure and Resources

Transfer was designed to occur within the existing legal framework and budgets.

First Nations have expressed concems that the funding base is inadequate to meet the

health needs of a growing population, and the limits to this base do not allow filling of

gaps that exist in health care services. Speck (1989) was critical of the intent of transfer,

and felt that it represented efforts to:

"legitimize cut backs in social and health services by transferring
responsibility for health and health care from the state to individuals and
groups within the population". (p. 208)

She described it as a transfer of responsibility without the transfer of power.

These concerns have resulted in efforts by the federal govemment - both First

Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB) and Indian and Northern Affairs Canada

(INAC) to look at how they must co-ordinate their activities. In addition to the need to

identify gaps in service delivery; issues of process around health care delivery arose on a

regular basis. Conflict and ambiguity necessitate some changes to the overall template

for transfer planning and implementation.

Transfer has been a work in progress - over time, clauses to address

confidentiality and medical records, continued responsibility of the federal govemment,

evaluation, termination, Treaty rights, land claims and mandatory programs have been

added, or revised in an effort to clarify expectations and process. Non-insured health

benefits were not eligible for transfer at the outset. Recognition that the First Nation

communities entering into full transfer had a need to provide services throughout the full
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continuum prompted changes to this policy, and some communities or Tribal Councils

have assumed management responsibility for non-insured health benefits under their

transfer agreement as a pilot project.

2.6.5 Evaluation

A short-term evaluation of transfer was conducted in 1991. It reviewed the

transfer process, pre-transfer planning, post-transfer administration and the impact of

transfer on the involved communities. The conclusion was that the process enabled First

Nations to effectively plan for transfer.

The long-term evaluation was conducted in 1995. The focus of this evaluation

was to assess the success of the Transfer Initiative through an examination of the impacts

and effects of transfer, identification of altematives to transfer, and whether or not

transfer had met the objectives. As reported by Health Canada (1999):

"the objectives of transfer have been realized at the community level for
communities that entered the post-transfer phase; community members
had an increased awareness of health issues, and health care had become
more of a priority in transferred communities; social and community
development strategies were found to be in place using a variety of
culturally sensitive and relevant methods of health delivery; and
community health services were found to be integrated with other
programs and services such as social services, mental health, home care,
education and non-insured health benefits." (Health Canada, 1999, p. 23).

The evaluation did not attempt to measure any change in health status as a result of the

transfer.

2.6.6 Evaluation - Key Issues of Contention

The long-term evaluation report in 1995 identified some key issues that had an

affect on the transfer process (Table 4). The process that was followed had contentious

areas for both Health Canada staff and the involved First Nations. The need for role
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clarity for Health Canada and First Nations in the pre- and post-transfer phases was

identified. Outstanding issues of jurisdiction, adequacy of funding resources and a lack

of established protocols for federaVprovincial relations were concerns for First Nations.

The need for an established residual role for the federal sovernment was identified. This

section will elaborate on some of the findings and 

'ron"luriorrs 

of the Long Term

Evaluation of Transfer in 1995.

Process

The lack of clarity on the scope of the transfer initiative created difficulties for

First Nations and for Health Canada staff. First Nations felt that the transfer negotiation

process was often adversarial, with Medical Services Branch (MSB) staff lacking in

collaboration and assistance during pre-transfer, and exhibiting rigid attitudes during the

negotiations prior to full transfer. MSB staff felt that the process was locked in to rigid

plans without much flexibility and felt that the term 'negotiations' gave false impressions

and should not have been applied to the process. In Manitoba and nationally, First

Nations said they experienced adversarial attitudes during the negotiation process. Some

of the expectations for reporting and evaluation were felt to be unreasonable, as the

guidelines for the reporting and evaluation criteria were not provided.

The need for established processes between the federal and provincial

goveÍiments for services for First Nations was emphasized. Transferred communities

identified a need to have federal-provincial protocols for mandatory service provision in

the areas of public health and community nursing. Templates of formal agreements

between the federal and provincial governments for these services were not available. As

a result, transferred communities indicated unease when establishing temporary
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agreements with provincial governments in the fields of community health nursing and

public health programs. Provincial health reform affects the level of service required at

community levels, and resource allocations under the transfer agreements must address

this. Programs of concern for First Nations undertaking transfer are home care, home

nursing and public health services, as they are specifically affected by provincial health

reform.

Table, 4 l Health Tranpfcq E.yaluatlo4 : ç"y- Issues of Cóntention

>- i ruffé;ò1vedjurigdiðtiônál,iliugs - p¡t1ið''treátinl.man¿âlq.Iy pqôgráms

Outstanding issues:

)> unresolvedJunsdlcfionalrssues

Þ,, néea for éSäbtilnè¿¡iotqcolr ror r"déráVþiovinclairespon¡ibility ,..'.,1: :,, ,,,,1,,:, ,,

nóji¿uáiiôi

Role Clarity for Federal Government and First Nations Post-Transfer

There is a lack of clarity on the ongoing role of the federal govemment following

transfer. The role of the federal govemment and the First Nations in policy issues and in

operational management is ambiguous. In addition, there is a need to establish

partnerships with the provincial govemment and regional health authorities for integrated

services for residents of First Nations transferred communities.
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The scope of federal regional management services needs to be clarified for the

benefit of First Nation communities and to ensure the parameters of the ongoing

relationship with the federal government at the regional level. Jurisdictional issues

between First Nations, provinces and the federal goveÍrment must be resolved to allow

negotiation of service agreements with local provincial agencies following transfer.

Fragmentation of service as a result of jurisdiction in the areas of federal non-insured

health benefits and non-insured provincial services such as diabetes education and home

care were cited as problematic. Jurisdiction for public health legislation on reserve post-

transfer remains an ongoing issue.

Manitoba has twenty-three isolated or semi-isolated communities that receive

primary and emergency care from nurses who work in the community in an expanded

role. Their scope of practice in the expanded role includes assessment, treatment and

diagnosis. The nurse-based practice is supported by an itinerant physician service, where

the physicians provide consultant services on site. The licensing body for nurses, the

College of Nursing, does not recogni ze the expanded scope of practice of these nurses in

Manitoba; and as a result, malpractice and liability insurance coverage is an issue for

nurses and employers in these communities undergoing Transfer. First Nations and Inuit

Health Branch has continued to hire the nurses on Interchaîge agreements with the

transferred Bands to allow the community the opportunity to proceed with fulltransfer of

health care professionals.

In Manitoba, the evaluation revealed the First Nations perspective that the federal

govemments' reluctance in recognising health as a Treaty right had caused delays in the

transfer process. The 1964 Canada/Manttoba Agreement on Health Services Delivery
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affected the transfer discussion process as First Nations were required to enter

negotiations with both federal and provincial representatives. The evaluators noted that:

"The unresolved jurisdictional problems between the federal and
provincial governments has caused a deadlock in transferring health
services in some communities." (Long Term Evaluation of Transfer,1995,
p.3e).

Efforts in dealing with provincial governments when First Nations had previously

only dealt with the federal govemment were barriers to transfer, in that established roles,

networks, processes and protocols between the federal and provincial governments v/ere

not in place (Long Term Evaluation, 1995).

'Residual Role' of the Federal Government

One outstanding issue is that of the residual role of the federal government in

transferred communities. A working group was struck in 1998 to review the need for a

federal residual role in First Nation conìmunities post-transfer. Key principles for

discussion on the residual role included the role of the federal Minister of Heaith, the

sustainability of the transfer process, and the establishment of linkages with other health

and social jurisdictions (Strategic Priorities Proj ect, 1 998).

The role of the federal minister must include the ongoing responsibility for the

health and protection of First Nations and Inuit peoples, as for all Canadians. ln order to

address the issues of advocacy and the provision of mandatory programs within existing

provincial legislation, the federal government will need to take a lead role in establishing

the protocols necessary for routine operations in these areas.
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2.6,7 Alternatives to Health Transfer

In 1994, Treasury Board approved the Integrated Community-Based Health

Services Approach. This was an alternative option to transfer for communities for the

achievement of limited control over health services. In 1995, the federal government

announced the Inherent Right to SelÊGovernment Policy, which recognizes that First

Nations have the constitutional right to define their own forms of government to suit their

own particular historical, cultural, political and economic circumstances (Ten Years of

Transfer, 1999). This allowed communities to further increase the level of control of

health services.

The present system allows for a variety of ways that health services are delivered

and administered:

programs);

In all levels of transfer agreements, it is necessary for First Nations to dialogue

with provincial agencies to effectively delivery co-ordinated health programs.

The need for resolution ofjurisdictional issues continues. Establishing a process

for dialogue to begin addressing these issues at a provincial and territorial level would

eliminate many of the difficulties that First Nation communities face when attempting to

establish service agreements post-transfer.
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2.7 Public Health Services

A key area identified as problematic was that of legislation for public health

services for First Nation communities. This issue arises through the routine delivery of

mandatory programs on reserve, and is often cause for contention between service

providers in the province as a result of jurisdictional ambiguity. Jurisdictional

responsibility for public health services requires specific consideration.

The jurisdictional responsibility for application of the Public Health Act on

reserve land in Manitoba has been an ongoing question, a¡rd has been the subject of 'legal

opinions' by both levels of government over time. Both federal and provincial

governments have some jurisdiction in public health; and provincial legislation applies on

reserve land if it does not impinge on the power of the federal government under the

Indian Act. Clarity on the roles of public health practitioners under this legislation in the

current health care system, and how they would apply post-transfer, has not been

achieved.

The federal government has systems in place to comply with the requirements of

communicable disease control in the province. The management of these programs is the

responsibility of First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB), with communicable

disease coordinators reporting to a Regional Programs Medical Officer (RPMO). The

RPMO has the role of director of public health practice on reserve. S/he has not been

appointed by the provincial Minister of Health as a Medical Officer of Health, so does

not have the authority to uphold legislation under the Public Health Act.

With health transfer, this role must be defined and the differences between the

RPMO and the legislated functions of the provincially appointed regional medical officer
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clarified for the First Nations. The federal document entitled 'Medical Officer and

Transfer' (1997) does not establish a process for ensuring compliance with provincial

legislation in public health. The federal government has issued documents on the

residual role of Health Canada following transfer. There is a need for clarity on pre-

transfer roles in order to effect a smooth transition (Transfer Handbook, 1989; Medical

Officer of Health post-transfer, 1997). It is necessary to establish policies and protocols

for routine operational activity, legislated and otherwise, for public health practice within

provincial jurisdiction on federal/First Nations lands.

Since there are no federal regulations for health care, it would appear that, unless

First Nation communities establish alternative by-laws; the provincial Public Health Act

would be applicable on reserve. Provinces cannot refuse services to First Nations that are

available to all other residents, however, the process for application of the Public Health

Act on reserve remains unclear.
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2.8 Summarv of Literature Review

The literature review suggests that health care for First Nation peoples has

evolved into an established pattern where-in neither the federal nor the provincial

govemments have accepted the mandate and taken responsibility. There is a need for

comprehensive health programming and co-ordinated service delivery to meet the needs

of the First Nation peoples within the provincial and federal systems.

Many consultative processes over the years have clearly indicated the need to

resolve jurisdictional issues. At the national level, the federal government has not taken

the primary initiative to meet with provincial and First Nation governments and begin the

process of reconciling jurisdictional issues in a meaningful way.

Jurisdiction for health for First Nation peoples does include concurrent

responsibilities through both the provincial and federal govemments. First Nation

peoples are eligible for all insured services. The issue requiring clarification is that of

provision of service on reserve. Despite the persistent nature of the health issues; over

the last century, a formal process for addressing health and social disparities has not been

established.

The initial hope and commitment by First Nations in entering into the Transfer

process has been challenged by fiscal restraints and a lack of committed resources at the

Tribal Council or cornmunity level. If unresolved jurisdictional issues have not been

addressed, the ambiguity around fiscal responsibility and levels of service delivery could

affect a transfer process. Clear lines of authority through documented roles and

responsibilities with established communication and referral processes are important

basic criteria for effective collaboration in service deliverv.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Methods

The purpose of this study was to gain information as to potential ways that

unresolved jurisdictional issues may have affected the health stafus and health care of

First Nation peoples in Manitoba. The policy directives governing First Nation peoples

health care delivery were reviewed and supplemented by key informant interviews.

Consultation with First Nations was initiated through the Health Information and

Research Committee (HIRC) of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC). The HIRC

consists of representatives from the seven Tribal Councils in Manitoba, representatives

from the northem and southem Independent communities, and representatives from the

Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs. The relevance of the study for First Nations was

discussed and a draft proposal for the study was shared with the Committee. Approval

and support for the study was granted by the HIRC. The HIRC identified Doreen

Sanderson, Poiicy Analyst with the AMC, as a primary contact and advisor for the study.

The results of the study were presented to HIRC representatives for review and feedback.

Policy documents relevant to health care delivery for First Nation peoples were

identified and reviewed. Key informants were asked to share any documents that they

felt may be relevant to the study. All documents referenced in this text were available in

the public domain or were shared with the researcher by officials at the relevant federal,

provincial and First Nation govemment levels.

Key informant interviews were a rich source of data. The case studies described

by the informants, ffid the interview narratives document the perspectives and
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perceptions of participants through their experiences while actively involved in the field

of First Nation health services delivery, either presently, or in the past.

Personal reflection from the researchers' perspective added a further dimension

for verification of results. This component of the study, in conjunction with the policy

review and key informant interviews, corroborated the data through the process of

triangulation.
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3.2 Ethnography

The primary research method involved the development of a critical ethnographic

study. Ethnography permits an in-depth description of behaviour over time of specific

groups of people and their actions. To explore the relevant jurisdictional issues which

have had an affect on health care delivery for First Nation peoples, an ethnographic study

of the policy directives governing First Nation peoples health care delivery was chosen.

A 'critical ethnography' is defined by Creswell (1997) as one in which the

researcher has a political purpose to chalienge policy, where the research begins with the

assumption that the cultural members of the group experience unnecessary repression to

some extent.

The purpose of this policy review was to identiff and explore the perceptions of

individuals of the implications of policy statements or directives for First Nation peoples

health care in terms of jurisdictional issues. Jurisdictional limitations have often been

cited as the reason, or rationale, for not providing a specific service to First Nation

peoples. Jurisdictional limitations or ambiguity has created difficulties for individuals in

accessing service due to misconceptions or misunderstandings about the service

availability for First Nation peoples.

The structure of health service delivery was documented through a review of

relevant documents. Key informant interviews with govemment officials and decision-

makers, policy makers in health care, health care administrators, and health care

providers explored the perceptions of service delivery for First Nation peoples.

Interviews focused on the issues ofjurisdiction on those services, if any. All prospective

key informants were involved in government at the federal, provincial or First Nation

levels, were policy or decision makers in health care or health service delivery, and/or
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were health care providers for First Nation peoples. Key informant interviews were

conducted using a semi-structured format. Interviews were centered around case studies

illustrating jurisdictional issues and their effects on policy.
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3.3 Key Informant Interviews

Early discussions with the Heaith Information and Research Committee (HIRC)

of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs resulted in support for and approval of the study and

its topic of jurisdiction in First Nation Health. The potential benefits of the study were

discussed. Some suggestions for the process and focus for discussion were offered by

members of the HIRC.

Key informants are defined as individuals with important knowledge in specifrc

areas. The study involved reviewing and exploring the effects of unresolved

jurisdictional issues on health care delivery based on the perceptions of individuals

involved in various levels in the health care planning and./or development or delivery of

services for First Nation peoples.

The key informants were selected based on their individual experience with the

First Nations health system, or their present role in the system of health care delivery.

The variation in the level of basic services in communities and the level of health transfer

is a result of geographic differences and degree of isolation. These factors influenced the

key informant sampling selection. The advisor assigned by the Assembly of Manitoba

Chieß identified several individuals as kev informants in health care administration and

delivery within First Nation communities.

Letters of invitation explaining the study and consent forms were forwarded to all

individual identified potential key informants. Follow up telephone contact was made

with all potential key informants to identify those individuals who were interested and

willing to participate in the study. Interviews were scheduled with each key informant at

the time and place of their choice. Consent was obtained, and each was asswed that their
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comments would be reported in a general way and not attributed to individuals

(Appendix 8).

All key informants agreed to participate in taped interviews. Key informants

were interviewed in person or by telephone, with tape recording. All interviews were

semi-structured, and focused on individual experiences in health care delivery where

jurisdiction played a role in the resolution of an issue or situation (Appendix 9).

Table five shows the distribution of kev informants in terms of their role and

involvement at the federal, provincial or First Nations level.

Table'5::,i..l,Kel'infòi'.n.ú,1l::_..i¡|;:..

Federal Government Policy/Decision Makers

Health Care'Workers
.:|......:.....:..|;']]ii..ì'

'pr"ri""i"i è;"#;i: ":' 
:'r';;:-;;¿;;r;iüiofrr :'' : ::ì:

ll-...,.'..'........:.:.....'..'..],..:.:.i.

Health Care'Workers

FirstNationsGovernments Policy/DecisionMakers

Health Care'Workers

Policy and Decision Makers includes Regional/provincial Administrators, decision and policy makers

Heàiih:ça¡-e:Admi¡istratô* inctu¿es.Dír-eqtors of Pro. gra

Health Care Workers includes physicians, nurses and community health service providers
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3.4 Interview Process

Prior to beginning the actual interviewing of key informants, pilot interviews were

held with key informants. The questions were re-focussed and refined, and structured to

allow informants to share their own personal perceptions and views.

All key informants were interviewed in the location of their choice. Generally,

this was in their work place at the end of the day, or in a neutral location - quiet

restaurant, or in their home. Some interviews were pre-arranged and conducted by

speaker telephone on tape.

The letter forwarded to all key informants was reviewed and the study explained.

The individuals all signed the consent form and agreed to taped interviews prior to

beginning the interview. Open-ended, semi-structured interviews were conducted, and

generally lasted for forty-five minutes to one hour in duration.

Information on the roles and responsibilities of the key informants in the

Aboriginal health field was kept in a journal. The roles and responsibilities were

confirmed in the interview. This information was described in a very general way in the

analysis narrative of the study as a means of establishing the validity of the data. The

identity of the individual was kept confidential and the tapes and transcripts kept separate

from the consent form. The tapes of the interviews, and the journal will be destroyed at

the end of the project.
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3.5 Interview Analysis

The interviews were transcribed verbatim in a Question & Answer format, using

Microsoft Word software. All interviews, including the pilot interviews were analyzed

together.

The material gathered was analyzed using constant comparison framework where

key themes were identified and coded. The data was interpreted and coded based on the

themes identified. Informant responses are presented in narative quotations from the key

informant interviews. The case studies described by the key informants reflected the

effects that jurisdiction can have on the service delivery for First Nation peoples.

Results of the analysis were discussed with some key informants to assure

appropriate interpretation. Copies of the report were distributed to some participants for

discussion of the results. A final report will be presented to the HIRC, in addition to a

formal presentation of results.
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3.6 Data Trustworthiness

Reliability and validity are the measures utilized to assess the trustworthiness of

data generated by quantitative studies. They are important in assessing the

generalizability and reproducibility of the data and final conclusions. External validity

assesses the degree to which a study can be generalized to other circumstances and

subjects (Creswell, 1994). In many qualitative studies, it is the uniqueness of a problem

or behaviour observed with a specific context that is the focus. Less emphasis may be

placed on generalizability. Qualitative researchers establish reliability through the

detailed documentation of the process of data collection where they describe their own

interaction and impact on data collection and interpretation (Yin, 1989, cited in Creswell,

1994). In this way, other researchers could follow the same process and arrive at similar

results.

Internal validity addresses whether the sfudy is using accurate information and is

reality based. In qualitative research, the methods would be more appropriately reflective

of internal validity since real people's perceptions or experiences are identified. Internal

validity, or credibility of a study, can be established through triangulation.

Triangulation is a concept utilized in qualitative and quantitative research as a

methodology to limit bias in data collection and analysis. Data is collected in a

combination of ways to ensure that data is reflective of all perspectives of the issue

(Creswell, 1994).It is a form of corroboration of the data. By accessing multiple sources,

methods and theories to document the same behaviour or phenomenon, potential errors

will be minimized (Creswell, 1997). Accessing policy documents, interviewing key

informants and personal reflection by the researcher will establish the basis for

verification of results.
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Verification of results occurs in a study during the data collection and narrative

writing phases of development. The data collection includes the observation, recording

and analyzing of the data. During the interpretation of the narrative, the writer must be

aware of how personal values and experiences influence our work. The need for

accurate information through documented research and participants perspectives will

minimize the writers bias in determining the ability of the study to challenge any

injustices. Subjectivity is always an issue in the interpretation of data, and while it is

helpful in qualitative research, we must also be aware of the potential for bias.
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3.7 Ethical Considerations

The principles of community-based research emphasize the need for participation

by the community involved. The ethics statement in the recom.mendations of the Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) stated:

"In studies that are carried out in the general community...consultation on
planning, executive and evaluation of results shall be sought through
appropriate Aboriginal bodies." (p. 326)

Consultation for this study began with an initial discussion with a Policy Analyst

on Health for the AMC. She recommended the proposal be presented to the HIRC for

further discussion. The draft proposal was presented to the HIRC, and discussion

occurred on the potential benefits for First Nation communities. Subsequently, support

for the proposal and written approval for the study was committed by the HIRC in

October of 2002. An advisor was assigned to work with the author on the project.

Updates to the HIRC were conducted, and recommendations for revisions to the process

were provided, and incorporated in to the design.

This proposal was granted approval by the University of Manitoba - Faculty of

Medicine - Health Research Ethics Board in January of 2003.

All research involving human subject participants must have informed consent.

All participants were contacted initially by letter advising them of the study and its intent,

and requesting their voluntary participation in the study. The potential participants were

contacted by telephone as a follow up to identiff those who were interested and willing to

participate in the study. All individual volunteer participants who agreed to participate

were assured of confidentiality. Written consent was obtained from all participants prior

to beginning the interview process. The consent forms were stored separately from the
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tapes. The tapes, transcriptions and consent forms will be destroyed upon completion of

this study.
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3.8 Investigator's Perspective

Lr this qualitative study, the researcher is a research instrument, and the author's

background and experience, as well as the author's connection to the Aboriginal and

professional community, is important.

As an Aboriginal (Metis) physician, with immediate and extended family

members with First Nation (Treaty) status, either through historical treaty or through re-

instatement under Bill C-31, I have a personal connection to the community.

I grew up in a semi-isolated community in the northern Interlake of Manitoba, and

attended a residential boarding school for my high school education. Throughout my life,

and into my early adult years, we lived in communities with little or no physician

coverage, and little or no on-site community health nursing coverage. Transportation to

the nearest town for consultation with a physician was difficult, and costly, to arange.

As a result. this was aÍare occuffence.

My professional career includes experience in family practice in First Nation fly-

in nursing station communities and federal hospitals on reserve. During that time, I

worked under contract to the J. A. Hildes Northern Medical Unit of the University of

Manitoba, which had contractual arrangements with the federal and provincial

govemments to provide health services to First Nations. My urban family practice

experience consisted of working in family practice in a core area urban community clinic

setting, where my primary client base was Aboriginal, and private family practice in a

suburban setting.

Public health experience was gained as a provincial regional medical officer of

health in the Nor-Man Region of Manitoba, and presently at the Winnipeg Regional
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Health Authority. The delivery of Public Health programs as a Regional Programs

Medical Officer with Health Canada provided a federal perspective of public health

responsibilities in First Nation communities.

Health services administration and management experience was gained at the

University of Manitoba a:rd Health Canada. As the Associate Director of the Northern

Medical Unit, I gained experience in program planning and contract negotiation for

service provision in First Nation communities. As a health care administrator for Health

Canada's First Nations and Inuit Health Branch, I had the opportunity to organize and

coordinate services in primary care, dental programs, mental health services, public

health and community based programs, including the home care program development.

As a physician, I have had many personal experiences co-ordinating service for

my Aboriginal patients. These experiences were occasionally difficult and time

consuming because of unclear guidelines, and difficulties applying guidelines in

determining service entitlement. Health care providers often must be patient, but

persistent, when arranging or co-ordinating services for First Nation patients. It has been

my experience that frequently, the range of standard practice of what service providers

within the system will, or will not do, may be the result of their own experience or

perceptions of what they can, or cannot do, for First Nation patients. Frequently, the

actual policies are elusive, but providers 'have been told' that they can or cannot provide

a raîge of services or benefits.

Shared dialogue with First Nation patients and health care administrators allowed

the opportunity to advocate on their behalf within the systems of government services

and health care provision. It has been my experience that First Nation peoples face
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personal frustration, and intimidation by service providers who are themselves frustrated

with the system. Service providers generally have either a lack of awareness of 'the

system', or their own subjective interpretation of eligible benefits and services for First

Nation peoples. The onerous process that health care professionals must follow to ensure

patient access to these benefits sometimes requires more effort and time than these

individuals may have available or are willing to commit to the task.

As a previous northem clinician in remote First Nation communities, and as a

progr¿Im administrator across jurisdictions, I acknowledge that I have developed

awareness, and formed opinions, of the experiences faced by First Nation peoples in the

health care system. Some of the key informants are individuals with whom I have

worked closely, either as colleagues within the same organization, colleagues within the

same community, or as collaborators in program development or implementation at both

a policy and service delivery level.

In doing this study, some informants, on occasion, would expect that I had an

understanding of their perceptions - "Well, I guess you know what that's like", or "You

know what I mean, you worked there". Frequently, it was expected that I would recall

events, or situations and outcomes that were general knowledge in the Aboriginal

community, and that I would then infer the meaning of the response to a query in the

interview. There may have been situations in the interview process where my previous

relationship with individuals influenced the response given.

I have had personal experiences with my family in the First Nation health care

system, both on and off reserve. As a result, I have insights into the expectations of
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family on the health care system, but also, insights into how both positive a.nd negative

experiences in health care can affect the family dynamics.

I have had the opportunity to experience professional successes and dilemmas

when providing comprehensive health care for First Nation peoples. As a direct provider

of health services, I have had real experiences in the complexities and difficulties in

arranging services. As a program developer, I have experienced the need to balance

effective and efficient services that were culturally appropriate and relevant, and also

cost-effective and sustainable.

Although some of these previous contacts and experiences may have

disadvantaged some components of this process, there were many more advantages.

Through my experiences as a service provider in the system, I had established some

credibility as a professional and as an Aboriginal person, within the system. A previous

working relationship with individuals who all share some component of a common vision

for health service delivery for First Nation peoples was one distinct advantage in the

process.
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3.9 Biases and Limitations

3.9.1 Biases

The researcher is an Aboriginal (Metis) physician who has had many personal

experiences, where-in the co-ordination of service for patients who are First Nations was

difficult and time consuming as a result of difniculty in interpreting guidelines for service.

Many providers or decision-makers have their own interpretation of what services or

benefits are provided for First Nation peoples.

The researcher recognizes personal biases as a former northern clinician, and

progam administrator in several jurisdictions. The researchers' life and caÍeer

experiences will have an affect on the interpretation of the data collected.

As a provider of health services, and a program developer of services, the

researcher will also have insights into the difficulties in arranging these services, and how

the perceptions ofjurisdictional responsibility impact those decisions made by providers.

3.9.2 Limitations

Interpreting this data is subject to the limitations of most qualitative research

studies. The situations described by individuals are presented in a consistent way

throughout the course of this study. Frequently, similar case studies were presented from

different perspectives, and this strengthened and contextualizedthe value of the data.

In this situation, the researcher has had extensive contact with key informant

individuals in the field on a professional level. As part of this system, participants may

have had a perception of the perspective they felt the researcher would hold, and may

have phrased their responses accordingly. Opinions may have been expressed based on

their own personal situation in a worþlace. Although individuals were asked to provide
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responses from their owTr personal perspectives, and not as an employee of an

organization, it is difficult to remove oneself from that role.

The study involved participants from a variety of roles within the health care

system, and from different geographic locations, with differences in health care delivery

process. The time available for data collection and analysis limited the number of

individuals who could be consulted.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will present narrative data gathered in key informant interviews and

interpreted in the context of the analysis of official policy documents and relevant

literature.
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4.I JURISDICTIONAL AMBIGUITY IN FIRST NATIONS HEALTH CARE

Ambiguity is defined in Oxford as "a double meaning which is either deliberate or

caused by inexactness of expression, or an expression able to be interpreted in more than

one way". (p. 34)

Much of the difficulty in addressing the health needs, in a comprehensive way, for

First Nation peoples, is a result of historical jurisdictional ambiguity. The rights of the

Aboriginal peoples defined within the Constitution Acts (Giokas & Groves, 2002) are

still ambiguous and contested. The historical relationship between First Nations and the

federal government is charactenzed by a lack of trust, by confrontation, and by a lack of

recognition of First Nations as equal partners. A key informant in the First Nations

community indicated that:

"..when you're looking at jurisdictional issues and how the government
has driven the process, there's no ownership by First Nations...I see
myself as a tool, I see myself as an inconvenience and I see myself as an
obstacle to these individuals... "

The Canadian public has assumed many impressions of First Nation peoples. One

impression is that of a cultural group who are seen as being unreasonable in their

demands and 'expecting something for nothing' from the Canadian government and

subsequently, the Canadian public. First Nation individuals who perceive this negative

attitude suffer resultant negative effects to their selÊesteem and overall well-being.

Weaver (1985) summarizes Aboriginal rights as:

"a complex, emotionally charged, multivalent symbol that represents
native demands for recognition as a unique cultural group; that is, as

Aboriginal people." (p. 141)

Confrontations with the federal government have resulted in minimal forward

movement for the establishment of First Nations rights; this despite the optimistic views
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in the 1970's and 80's that government was finally moving toward the recognition of the

rights of the First People of this country. First Nation leaders continue to hold firm to the

expectation that federal leaders will honor the treaties between the First Nations and the

Crown. In 1983, at a treaty conference, Chief John Snow (Snow, The Quest for Justice,

1985) stated:

"The federal govemment has repeatedly reaffirmed, through the office of
the prime minister and through the minister of Indian Affairs, that our
treaty rights will be respected. But the government has subordinated the
treaty agreements to other legislation. Úr effect, the federal government
has arbitrarily changed the rules when it didn't like them....Ow treaties
present a dilemma to the federal government because they confirm that we
are not just another minority group in Canada, but that we are the original
peoples with special rights and special status." @. 42)

The attitudes of Canadians towards First Nation and other Aboriginal peoples

have generally been less than respectful, particularly when there is a need to collaborate

on potential mutual interests. Miller (1989) states that:

"George Manuel (AFI.I) has argued that Indians will achieve political
victories that do not entail political losses for the rest of the Canadian
community....The problem for the electorate at large is that it cannot
perceive an Indian victory that does not entail a coffesponding loss for
non-natives.. ." þ. 284)

As a result of the ambiguous approach to resolution of First Nation issues

historically, the federal government is not unable to make definitive decisions on the

rights of First Nation peoples without incurring resistance from the general electorate of

Canada.

The health status of a people is dependant on many social determinants of health,

including biological and cultural influences and access to health services. The health

problems experienced by First Nation peoples exceed those of non-Aboriginal people,

and the per capita costs for health services for First Nation peoples are greater than for
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non-Aboriginal people generally. Jurisdictional responsibility for health programming

has been vaguely defined in most provinces, and almost always results in the impression

that First Nation peoples are imposing their needs on govemment and health programs.

Governments have long resisted the substantial costs of providing sustainable and full

funding of social programs that would make a difference over time in health status.

Health promotion and prevention services, which are recogni zed to make a difference in

health status, have been under-funded as govemments struggle to cope with the

significant financial costs associated with the need to address health care crises. As a key

informant, a First Nations policy-maker indicates that:

"...the federal government has totally denied quality health to First
Nations just by the mere fact of allowing so many departmental
involvements, so many different departments, making their policies as
vãgue as possible, and making it almost impossible to access treatment or
care. The Depørtment of Indian Affairs major responsibility is on the
social side and Medical Services is responsible for another area, and
anything that doesn't fit the two molds is passed on to the province ... "

The need for collaboration across multiple departments to ensure effective health

and social services planning has both complicated and fragmented service delivery for

First Nation peoples.

4.1.1 ColonialÍsm and Historical Perceptions of Aboriginal Peoples

The Oxford dictionary defines colonialism as "a policy of acquiring or

maintaining colonies; or, this policy regarded as the esp. economic exploitation of weak

or backward peoples by a larger power" (pp.22-23). The concept of colonialism, and the

subsequent effects on the indigenous peoples of this country; brings forth a

comprehensive visual image of the present state of being for First Nation peoples. In
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1995, a Manitoba Health document (Postl, 1995), included an Aboriginal Chapter which

indicated that:

"To understand why there is high mortality and morbidity rates is to seek
causes, most of which are historical. Political, social and economic
censure was a process generated by the colonialism of First Nations which
resulted in subjugation, a clear manifestation of hierarchical imported
authority." (p. 91)

The ideology of colonialism and its effects on policy decisions for First Nations is

poorly understood by the general public, by health care providers, and often by

Aboriginal and First Nation peoples as well.

Berry and V/ells (1994) reviewed attitudes toward Aboriginal peoples, and

identified two key issues that arise in the acculturation process when societies interact.

One is whether or not one's own culture is of value. The other is whether or not

relationships with the larger society are of value.

Acculturation is achieved through four separate processes. Assimilation involves

the casting out of one's cultural identity and being absorbed into the larger society.

Integration allows maintenance of cultural integrity while moving into the larger society.

Separation of a group can occur if the intent is to maintain a traditional way of life

outside the larger society, while segregation occurs when larger society imposes that

separation. Marginalization is charactenzed by feelings of alienation, and loss of identity

as the group loses its cultural identity and traditions, but also loses contact with the larger

society (Berry and'Wells, 1994).

As Europeans made contact with Aboriginal peoples in Canada, the relationship

shifted and evolved over time. The initial relationship was one that was mutually

beneficial, did not threaten the cultural integrity of either group, and was based on the
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equitable roles of commercial trading partners. This evolved into one of military alliance

as the French and English struggled for control of Canada, with the allegiance of

Aboriginal groups. Relationships post-war became combative. Aboriginal peoples

maintained their stance as allies to the British, who now saw the Aboriginal peoples as

their subjects.

Assimilation Policies

As Aboriginal peoples were no longer necessary to the survival and well-being of

the now dominant society in Canada, they were treated as an impediment, or obstacle to

the ambitions and intentions of the British. The coercion of Aboriginal peoples that

followed resulted in a dependence on the state due to the restrictive policies imposed on

the Aboriginal peoples by the federal govemment (Miller, 1989).

Assimilation policies of the 1800's eventually evolved into the establishment of

the Indian Act, which included many of the provisions of earlier legislation. Francis

(1992) comments that:

"Canadians did not expect Indians to adapt to the modem world. Their
only hope was to assimilate, to become White, to cease to be
Indians...Indians were considered strangers to progress". (p. 59)

Indian people wanted education for their children and agreed to collaborate with

goveÍìment on that initiative. However, separate education systems were established,

and Indian people were settled on tracts of land separate from their Euro-Canadian

neighbours.

"The stated aim of the policy was to assimilate Indians to the mainstream
of Canadian society; but the means chosen to implement this policy was
segregation" (Francis, 1992, p. 216).
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Francis notes that the 'þrivileges" that Native people received resulted in

resentment by the settlers, and that Native people were viewed as "different and inferior".

(p.216)

Sir Francis Bond Head was a lieutenant govemor in Upper Canada who initiated a

policy of assimilation in 1836 that was eventually opposed by humanitarian groups in

British North America and the United Kingdom. On the assumption that 'the Indians

were dwindling in numbers and were destined to die out completely' (Miller, 1989,

p.102), Bond Head took land surrendered by Indian groups and relocated them to the

Manitoulin Islands 'to live out their remaining days' (Miller, 1989, p. 10a)

i830's Si¡ Francis Bond Head Policy Land surrender with relocation to Manitoulin Islands
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The Bagot Commission of the 1840's was struck as an inquiry to review the

"assimilationist education programs". (Miller, 1989, p. 104) It reaffirmed the land rights,

and the right to compensation, of the Indian people. They also recommended changes to

the economic development, educational strategies and management of financial

responsibilities of the federal government to the Indian people. The traditional land use

would be eliminated, and there would be a reduction of the federal govemment's
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obligations. It was felt that the parental influence after school threatened the assimilation

of Indian children; and Bagot recoÍrmended the establishment of residential schools

which would teach the children how to farm or to leam a trade. and would minimize the

influence of family and community.

The Lower Canada Act of 1850 (officiallv entitled 'An Act for the better

protection of the Lands and Property of Indians in Lower Canada'), was initially drafted

to protect the land base while the British continued negotiations with the lndian people.

This was the first Act that defined who was an Indian. The 'Act for the Gradual

Civilization of the Indian Tribes in the Canadas' @ of 1857 built

on the Bagot Commission recoÍrmendations and those of the missionaries. This Act

defined how the Indian people could work toward the shedding of their lndian status,

become enfranchised, and gain access to land on an individual basis. As Miller (1989)

remarks:

"The legislature now was saying that it would define who was an Indian as

a preliminary to making it possible for the Indian to cease being Indian.".
(p. 113)

This was followed by the British North America (Constitution) Act of 1867,

which assigned the jurisdiction for "Indians and lands reserved for Indians" to the federal

govemment.

In 1869. the Gradual Enfranchisement Act was designed. This Act was more

coercive in that it restricted the ability of the Indian people to maintain or establish self-

govemment, and built further on the assimilation policies of the Gradual Civilization Act

of 1857. The traditional chiefs had blocked national efforts at assimilation. and the

Enfranchisement Act allowed the federal government a mechanism to manage these
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leaders. They could be disempowered for 'dishonesty, intemperance or immorality' and

replaced with elected officials (Miller, 1989, p. 114). There was continued resistance to

the enforcement of assimiiation strategies by the Indian people.

The Indian Act evolved from earlier legislation and policies directed at Indian

people in Canada, and included much of the content of these earlier efforts. Following

the enactment of the Indian Act in 1876, amendments occurred at intervals when the

federal govemment sought to further control the assimilation of the Indian population.

Many directives focused on removing cultural influences. Some amendments included

banning of traditional ceremonies such as the Potlatch and the Sun Dance, the inability to

appeal govemment decisions on selÊgovernance, and the establishment of the pass

system that forced Indian people to seek written authonzation from the Indian Agent

prior to leaving the reserve. The pass system was one means of discouraging and

preventing parents from visiting their children in boarding schools. Generally, these

efforts were not very effective as Indian people ignored them and enforcement was

difficult. Other amendments were under the guise of being protective, and included the

banning of alcohol, barring non-residents of a band from the reserve after dark, and

making it impossible for Indians to sell or mortgage land (Miller, 1989; Moss, September

24, 1990; Moss, September 17,1990). The amendments to control govemance created

more visible resistance and the struggle for self-govemment is ongoing. Miller (1939)

states that:

"Whether one looks at Upper Canada in the 1830s and 1840s, the prairies
in the 1880s and 1890s, or the north in the twentieth century, the record is
the same. Native groups recognized the inevitability of change and sought
only to control it so that it would not prove destructive to their identity and
social cohesion". @. 277)
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Amendments to the Indian Act in 1985 and 1988 were seen as interim efforts to

improve the Indian Act for the benefit of First Nations. The 1985 amendments 'removed

the sexually discriminatory provisions relating to Indian status and band membership,'

(Moss, 1990, p. 9); and the 1988 amendments 'intended to clariff the legal status of

conditionally surrendered reserve lands and thereby facilitate the power of Indian Act

bands to develop their lands through leases to non-Indian persons.' (Moss, 1990, p. i0).

The White Paper of 1969 formally proposed, yet again, the federal government's

intent to continue with assimilation of the First Nation and Aboriginal peoples of Canada.

Meaningless consultation with First Nations resulted in all proposals put forward by First

Nations being ignored by the federal government. Miller (1989) summarizes the

proceedings as:

"The 'White Paper adopted govemment solutions and ignored Indian
proposals. Indians had said that they wanted economic and social
recovery without losing their identity; the white paper proposed the
extinction of their separate status as a step towards dealing with problems
that Ottawa said were the consequence of a different status.

Indians had made it clear that they intended to hold the federal
govemment to the commitments it had made in treaties, obligations that
were embodied - sometimes perversely - in the Indian Act. The White
Paper proposed to absolve the federal govemment of its commitments by
revoking Indian status, eliminating the Department of Indian Affairs, and
transferring responsibility for Indian matters mainly to the provincial
governments.

Indians had been pressing for two decades for a claims commission that
would respond to their argument that Aboriginal title justified extensive
compensation for the loss of lands and resources; the proposed policy
airily dismissed the concept of Aboriginal rights and explicitly rejected the
establishment of an Indian claims commission.

And all of this occurred after a year of supposed consultation; all this was
done in the name of equality and justice." (Miller, 1989, p.228).
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As with all previous legislation and policy development, First Nations were not

actively involved in the process. Again, the First Nation govemments demonstrated their

resistance to these efforts.

The most recent effort of the federal goverrìment to reform the Indian Act is in the

form of Bill C-7, the First Nations Govemance Act (FNGA). The focus of the FNGA is

on govemance and does not specifically deal with health or social services programming,

however, it illustrates the historical approach to relations between the First Nations and

the federal government. A recent critique of FNGA was submitted by Pat Martin, the

NDP Aboriginal Affairs critic, MP for Winnipeg Centre in response to a previous

editorial on Native reform:

"First Nations from coast to coast have told the Standing Committee (on
Aboriginal Affairs) that the FNGA is a giant step backwards. It would be
the height of the colonial-style arrogance to proceed with any of these
changes without their participation and consent." (The National Post, May
15,2003, p.415)

The federal government must work with First Nations to establish a process that

acknowledges their right to be an integral component of any federal process affecting the

rights and the governance of First Nations and ultimately the First Nations right to self-

govefnment.

Policy Development for First Nations

The manner in which First Nation peoples are served by health and social

programs is dictated by the societal understanding that individuals have of Aboriginal

peoples, and by the policies that define the program or benefit which is sought. 'Weaver

(1985) states that:

"Indian policy in Canada is made by individuals who hold strong feelings
about whether or not native groups should be treated differently from
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other Canadians. One of the most pervasive forces underlying the federal
goveÍtment's resistance to Aboriginal rights demands is its steadfast
commitment to liberal-democratic ideology...Personalities are a key factor
in the development of policies" (pp. 141- 142).

Weaver (1985) also notes that many of the positive policy changes of the 1960s and

1970s occurred as a result of initiatives by:

"sympathetic officials in various federal departments and agencies' who
'function as action-oriented brokers between the govemment and native
groups"'. @.I42)

A key informant who provides health services for Aboriginal people noted that:

"Just a general kind of thing about Aboriginal health is that I recognize
more and more that colonization and the impact of how the Canadian
government and its policies has affected indigenous people, Aboriginal
people. I see it as a thing that's probably not well recognized in the
medical world and it's a necessary thing to know...I think a lot of the
issues that we have with Aboriginal people about jurisdictional issues
between whether the province is responsible for one part or the feds, to me
is an extension and reflection of the control the system has over
Aboriginal people, and their lack of understanding about how that impacts
health."

To adequately address the health determinants that will begin to effect an

improvement in health status for First Nation peoples, policy and program development

must include the active participation of First Nation peoples. The lasting effects of

colonialism on many First Nation communities is exemplified in 'Night Spirits' - the

history, as told by Ila Bussidor, of the affects on her people from the decisions made by

the federal government on behalf of that Dene community. The social upheaval for the

Sayisi Dene following a federal government decision to relocate the community of Duck

Lake to Churchill is tragic, and unfortunately is one that is told time and again, with the

name of the community and band the only variable that changes. The story begins with a

srunmary of some of the events, and some of the outcomes:
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"My parents belonged to a traditional generation of the Sayisi
Dene...From my grandparents they had learned well the skills of living off
the land, in the same way that hundreds of generations had done before
them.

That gift of survival, that gift of traditional skills passed from generation
to generation, would stop suddenly. It was a gift that would never be
given to me and my brothers and sisters, because in 1956, the Govemment
of Canada relocated my people from our homeland. We were left on the
fringes of a frontier town, Churchill, Manitoba. For us, that is when the
nightmare began.

We were nomadic of tradition and of necessity.....We attempted to make a
stationary life at Duck Lake, where a Hudson's Bay Company post was
located...It was to have been, and should have been, a gradual adaptation
to an inevitable way of living. The adaptation to stationary living needed
time and patience to work.

Instead, in 1956, we were airlifted off the land and left on the banks of the
Churchill River. For the Sayisi Dene, this arbitrary government decision
brought culture shock, disorientation and confusion. For my people, it
was the beginning of two decades of destruction and suffering. During
our time at Churchill, nearly a third of the Sayisi Dene perished - many
from alcohol abuse and violence. For my people, the impact of the
relocation had the same effect as genocide.

I was born during that time, when the Sayisi Dene were stripped of
everything they stood for as a people...We lived in a slum in total
darkness. As a child, I learned what it felt like to be inferior to another
race, to be less than the next person because I was Dene." (Bussidor and
Bilgen-Reinart, 1997, pp. 3-4)

The Sayisi Dene began to leave Churchill in 1973 to build a new community at

Tadoule Lake.

The preferred options for First Nation peoples in interacting with larger society in

Canada have focussed on the process of integration, or alternately, separation. In

contrast, historical government policies and legislation have made efforts to assimilate or

segregate First Nation peoples. This often has resulted in the marginalízation of First

Nation groups.
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Present day situations find First Nation peoples making continued and persistent

efforts to establish self-government and to be recognized as the First Peoples of this

country. Berry G994) indicates that:

"Social psychological theory suggests that under conditions of ignorance
and fear, negative attitudes predominate....by providing information about
Aboriginal self-govemment, a more positive attitude toward seif-
govemment could be brought about....feelings of cultural security play an
important role in allowing individuals to accept self-
government....knowledge and security combine to contribute to even more
positive attitudes". G,. 228)

Negative attitudes toward people result in poor self-esteem and the subsequent outcomes

indicate a greater likeiihood of poor health.

4.1.2 Aboriginal (First Nation) Rights

A key barrier to resolving ambiguities in policies impacting entitlement for

Aboriginal and First Nations is the conflict of the federal and provincial jurisdictions and

interests. This is not unique to Aboriginal issues, but is prevalent in decisions on health,

social and economic policy making. The key areas resulting in conflict for federal and

provincial govemments when dealing with Aboriginal peoples are 'land claims, selÊ

goveÍrment and financial liability'. (Boldt &, Long, 1985, p. 347)

Land Claims:

The provinces must co-operate with the federal goveÍtment in the negotiation of

land claims for meeting treaty obligations. This results in opposition from other interest

groups in the provinces, and is a particularly difficult and lengthy process of negotiation

when it includes the rights to mineral resources.
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As First Nations undertake negotiation of land claims settlements, awareness of

the present system and anticipation of future systems in the management of services on

those lands is critical. One key informant, a First Nation policy-maker, indicated:

"Our MLAfor this area understands that we are Manitobans too, and that
we should ltave access to provincial resources..ne also need the help of
provincial people identifuing and helping us with our problems...with
some of the lands in this area becoming reserve lands, right now they are
provincial responsibility, but once they become reserye lands, then they
become our responsibility and we'll need help with the province in those
areas, sharing information and meeting regularly to share information. "

Self-Government and Health Transfer:

Self-govemment can be addressed through the transfer of programs, changes to

legislation, and through political recognition of government status. The federal and

provincial governments have not reached consensus on how to proceed with this issue.

In addition, the federal policies do not support Aboriginal claims to inherent sovereignty

(Boldt & Long, 1985). First Nation leaders recognize that the provinces have a

significant role to play in program delivery. The uncertainty of the effects on treaty

rights and historical relationships results in reluctant collaboration with the provincial

govemments. First Nations fear that:

"by accepting financial and program assistance from the provinces they
will undermine their traditional trust relationship with the federal
government under section 9l(24), thereby forfeiting their Aboriginal and
freaty rights" (Boldt, 1985, p. 352)

The move toward Health Transfer through the transfer of health programs has had

positive outcomes in terms of community autonomy. It has also had negative outcomes

resulting from the ambiguity of established processes and protocols that define the

relationships with provincial and federal governments. Residents have seen significant
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tumover of health care workers, educators and other support workers in their

communities. Long term commitment is infrequent, and therefore continuity in staffing

does not occur routinely. Trust relationships between itinerant service providers and the

community residents and leaders are difficult to develop. The ability of First Nation

communities to recruit Aboriginal professionals is seen as a potential solution to retention

of staff who are aware of the historical and cultural issues for First Nations (RCAP, 1996;

CMA, 1994; Fricke, 1998). One key informant is a health care worker in hislher own

transferred communitv :

"One of the reasons why I went in to nursing was that I thought the
consistency in nursing seryices wasn't there....And just when the
community people were starting to gain trust in that nurse, and the nurse
was starting to lmow the people, they would leave...J always think that
people will be more receptive to you if they know who you are, if they trust
you."

Initial transfer efforts have identified areas that require changes, and the need for

clarity on roles and responsibilities is paramount for responsible program delivery. It is

still evolving into an integrated system that meets the needs of First Nation peoples

within an established provincial health care system.

Fiscal Responsibility:

The fiscal demands on the federal and provincial governments have resulted in

conflict over the financial responsibility for services for Aboriginal and First Nation

peoples. It is within the financial realm that Jurisdiction' becomes a significantly

contentious issue. A federal policy-maker stated:

"Jurisdiction primarily gets defined as who pays for what...the
jurisdictional piece really does evolve around who's paying for what, with
some parties at the table expecting others to pay for more, others at the
table expecting folks to pay for what they believe is jurisdictionally theirs
to pay."
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The federal govemment has transferred increasing responsibility for health and

social services to the provinces with a resultant shift for First Nations health and social

service delivery also to the provinces. Although some provinces do provide health, social

and education services to First Nations on reserve (Maioni, 2002), Manitoba does not. A

former Health Canada health care provider stated that:

"The main issue is a treaty-based issue...and because that's unresolved
with the federal government, it's become unresolved with the province. So
when First Nations are leery of dealing with the province, I feel that they
should be, because you never know how that interaction with the province
will be seen and how it will be abused or misused by Health Canada in
their attempt for fiscal restraint . . . The other thing with jurisdictional issues
is that wlten you look at how the government sets up their positions, it
seems like the ones that can make an impact on fiscal restraint are the
ones that get moved up the ladder...So these positions are used as a
personal agenda and they're used as positions of power...they're
rewarded for looking at the budget ...1 see their main responsibility as
keeping within that budget."

Service has been affected by some decisions related to the fiscal constraints faced

by government. A key informant who is a health care administrator and decision-maker

summed this up:

"This is less about whether the right level of service is being delivered in
the right measure at the right time to a client, and more about who's
payingfor it.....People are competingfor resources...and one of the ways
they can be successful is to shift the burden of past expenses from them to
somebody else who they think more logically should payfor them."

Concerns regarding the context within which decisions are made have been raised

consistently. Health care providers have concerns about how jurisdiction affects the

access to service. They stress that administrators and policy-makers must consider the

need for, and quality of, this service when making decisions. This approach to these

kinds of situations was summed up by an administrator in this way:
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"V[hen you focus on what the medical need is, when you focus on the
client, when you focus on the community, jurisdictional issues become
easier to deal with...The further removed you are from tlte community, the
more there's a balancing going on between how you're expending your
resources and addressing jurisdictional issues in a community and where
you're at with your senior political folk...the closer you are to a treasury
board, the more likely you are to focus on who is paying for what and
jurisdiction. "

The provinces have had particular concerns about their ability to meet the

financial demands of universal health care in general. Financial responsibility for health

programs for First Nation peoples is an additional expense that provincial governments

feel that they actually can refuse, based on the principle of federal fiduciary responsibility

for First Nations.

The move toward self-government has resulted in criticism from provincial and

First Nations goveÍìments that the federal govemment is shifting financial responsibility

for health and social services to other levels. Under the Health Transfer Initiative for

First Nations, the federal govemment has indicated that the transfer will occur within the

existing funding base, without additional support for the development of administrative

and technological capacity. The potential affects for service delivery when faced with

static financial resources would indicate a likelv withdrawal or reduction in service. A

key informant summarizedit in this way:

"...you've got this dance going on between Health Canada and the First
Nations saying 'well, we've only got this much money to do this' and
Health Canada saying 'but we transfened the responsibility to the First
Nations'and it seems to me there is a gap in there, a big gap, either the
person doesn'tfit, or the criteria doesn'tfit, or the resources don'trtt."

The Aboriginal peoples have a significant burden of illness, with infectious and

chronic disease; and Manitoba has the largest Aboriginal population of any Canadian

province (Statistics Canada, 2002). There ate potentially significant financial
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implications for the government of Manitoba in increasing their investment in Aboriginal

and First Nations health care. A First Nations policy-maker indicated that:

"ft's pretgt clear that the design of government, of their policies, is to try
and limit their responsibility, limit their costs as much as possible. I think
First Nations people are at the very bottom end in terms of health
treatment. "

The relationship between the federal and provincial governments has been

acrimonious on a variety of financial fronts, the most significant being that of health and

social services funding. Historically, health and social responsibility has been viewed as

a personal responsibility. This forum, in particular, requires collaboration between

govemments to ensure a change in the health status of First Nation peoples.

Maioni (2002) indicates that the federal govemment must become more of an

enabler in ensuring quality health care for all Canadians while assuring that provincial

governments have sustained capacity to meet their responsibilities in health care. (p. 10)

Managing the budget has been identified as a means of measuring the effectiveness of

govefitment, whether it be at the federal, provincial, or municipal level. It is a difficult

balancing act to manage financial resources in a manner which demonstrates efficiency

while effectively meeting the health, social and economic needs of the population it

serves. Govemments have had difficulty, also, in balancing the power that elected office

brings with the expected accountability to their electorate.

First Nations and Aboriginal Peoples - Canada's Commitments

First Nation and Aboriginal peoples have traditionally not been a component of

the electorate to which government has felt a need to be accountable. Concurrently,

government will not risk commitments that would reinforce the perception among

general electorate that the needs of First Nations are being met at the expense of the
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general populace. This has resulted in a situation wherein both federal and provincial

governments traditionally have not dealt with issues unless forced to do so through public

pressure from First Nations and Aboriginal groups, and their supporters.

Many Canadians perceive First Nation and Aboriginal peoples as a sub-group of

the population who have imposed a significant burden on this country, from a financial,

moral and ethical perspective. The recognition of Aboriginal rights would acknowledge

a level of responsibility to this population that is not acceptable, as it would imply a

national responsibility for the wrongs imposed upon Aboriginal people over time. It

would result in a level of social and financial responsibility that may not be supported by

Canadians generally.

The historical ambivalence reflected in the failure of government to take a clear

stand on First Nation and Aboriginal rights is a complex and convoluted situation. This

has resulted in outcomes in health, economic, and social services including education and

justice, that are unacceptable in a country such as Canada. Some systems have been

affected by greater negative outcomes than others, and initiatives to address these

injustices must acknowledge the rights of First Nation peoples to participate as full and

equal partners in identi$ring strategies for, and reaching solutions.

4.1.3 Access to Service

Ability to access health services may be less of a concern for individuals, than the

actual process of gaining access to services. The historical development of services for

First Nation peoples in Ca"nada have resulted in assumptions of how the system works,

and how the services are funded for First Nation peoples by the federal and provincial

governments. There are complexities in collaborating with geographically remote
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communities who receive primary care services from itinerant medical and nursing staff.

MacMillan et al. (1996) note that:

"Aboriginal people have less access to health care services than other
Canadians because of geographic isolation and a shortage of personnel
trained to meet the needs of the native population. Approximately 30%o to
50o/o of Aboriginal communities are in remote regions, many accessible
only by air." þ. 1572)

The degree to which individuals are comfortable with service delivery depends on

many factors, including the ease of access to the system.

The health status of a population is the result of influencing factors of many

health and social determinants. While access to health service is important, this alone

does not result in improved health status. Personal health practices and a personal sense

of control in decision-making for dealing with everyday challenges are key determinants

of health (FÆlT Advisory Committee on Population Health, 1994; Frank et al, 2003;

Health Canada, Towards a Common Understanding, 1996). It is clear also that negative

attitudes resulting in negative behaviours directed towards a population can result in a

loss of self-esteem. When these negative attitudes or behaviours affect access to service,

and subsequently one's personal decisions and sense of control, this will have an affect

on health status. A First Nations health care provider in a transferred community

commented that:

"People have always had dfficulty in getting services at the clinic or at
the hospital. There's always been problems, we lcnow that Aboriginal
people have never been treated very well at the hospitals and clinics, and
it stems back many years, but it's still there. And even with the provincial
ffice having all these sentices available, like mental health nurses and
psychiatrists that may come and visit, the hearing audiologist and the
speech therapist, all those speciality people that come through the
province, those same services are not as easily available to our First
Nations people. We are not a priority for appointments, it's very dfficult
to get appointments for our people. And even with the DER (Diabetes
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Education), tlte non-status communities are their priority, and it's very
dfficult for us to get appointments for people....I lcnow that comes from
the thinking that has always been tltere, that the province does not seryice
First Nations people, or people on-reserve. "

When a population has poor health status, there must be concerted efforts to

address the relevant determinants of health through inter-sectoral collaboration in order to

effect change. A provincial system decision maker indicated that:

"V[/e see as a mandate, inclusion of Aboriginal people in the health service
delivery system, not necessarily to do the same old thing, but there is every
evidence to tell us that there should be special strategies, unique
approaches, all of that kind of thing to ensure access and appropriate
delivery to Aboriginal people.....I don't htow whether there's a gap in
service, or there's perceptions about the gap, but I guess at the end of the
døy, it may be both..."

There may now be some forward movement occurring as a result of recent

initiatives and dialogue between the federal, provincial and First Nation governments in

Manitoba (Romanow Joint V/orking Group, 2003).

Public Health Services for First Nations

Public health situations are frequently the most likely to involve jurisdictional

ambiguity, and there aÍe a variety of perceptions or understandings expressed by

stakeholders explaining this discontinuity. Public Health is govemed by both federal and

provincial legislation. There is lack of clarity in authority over the enforceable legislated

functions in public health on reserve. This lack of clarity results from uncertainties in the

interpretation of the Constitution Act, the Indian Act and the Public Health Act.

Recent crises in public health have raised our awareness of the on-going need for

vigilance in public health monitoring and surveillance of disease. The integrity of public

health infrastructure such as water treatment systems and programs, and monitoring and

surveillance programs will minimize susceptibility to known communicable disease. The
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deaths and illness that occurred from E. coli in contaminated water in the Walkerton,

Ontario situation in 2000, emphasize the need for strength in these systems. The

emerging threats of diseases such as West Nile Virus and the highly infectious Severe

Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) highlight the need for established systems in

monitoring and surveillance as weil as effective national and international

communication systems in public health.

Health transfer involves the transfer of management of mandatory programs such

as public health and immunization, environmental health and disaster management. First

Nation communities and Tribal Councils undergoing health transfer must establish a new

system that facilitates collaboration with the provincial government. This dual

collaboration alters the present system existing prior to completion of health transfer

where the First Nations collaborate exclusively with the federal goverlrment, and the

federal government collaborates with the provincial government. Often, the specific need

for this collaboration is not apparent until there is a crisis, and health care administrators

and providers must reach out for assistance in resolving the situation. A key informant in

a transferred community commented on some gaps in the communication systems:

"Ever since we've ltad health transfer, we don't have tltat same kind of
contact with the zone nursing fficers (federal) that we did beþre. It's
like they leave us out in the dark. There's nobody giving us updated
information on things that are changing... There's nobody keeping us
inþrmed as to the changes that are happening. We should be inþrmed as
to whenever there are meetings going on with Medical Services."

In commenting specifically on the relevant protocols for Public Health, the health

care provider stated that:

"When those health transfer agreements were negotiated with First
Nations, I think that the Federal people, or Medical Services should have
advised First Nations communities that these are very important things to
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have in place so you can have consistency in the professional people that
you are ltiring. "
The roles of public health staff on reserve - nurses, public health inspectors, and

medical officers of health - and how they interact with each other in various public health

situations must be clearly documented to assist staff in responsive processes:

"The province and the provincial MOH and the federal MOH, they need
to communicate a lot closer. They need to establish that communication
link and they need to agree on what will be done, and that they would
notify their contact person at the provincial ffice here.....as long as it's
clearly set out what will be done...J think it should have been included
with transfer, clearly stated in the health transfer agreement how that will
be done so that everybody htows and that, when FNIHB is signing, they
lçtow what the agreement has been."

The potential for increasing incidence of crisis situations in public health (and the

resultant risk to individual and public health) is significant if public health staff are

unclear on how to access assistance within the system during an urgent situation.

Communicable disease and environmental health crises do not occur in isolation. As

illustrated in the thematic framework (Figure 1), First Nation communities are an entity

within Regional Health Authorities in the provinces. Risks to the health of the general

public are potentially as great if an incident begins on reserve, or if an incident begins in

a rural town or municipality managed by the province. Conversely, the risks to the First

Nations exist from emerging threats in communities off reserve as well as those arising

on reserve.

Environmental health situations arise frequently, usually pertaining to water

quality and safety. A long standing issue for concern is the documented deficiencies of

water systems in many First Nation cofirmunities (The Tribune, November 17, 1979, p. 4;

Wiruripeg Free Press, July 12, 1994, p. 1; V/innipeg Free Press, May 15, 2003; AFN,
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2003, pp 5 & 9). Following a series of emergent situations with water systems in several

First Nation communities in 1994,the Winnipeg Free Press documented:

"...Chief Francis Flett said the main problem for many northem reserves
is that there was little planning when water systems were installed. By the
time the (...) system was completed seven years ago, the reserve had
already outgrown it"(V/innipeg Free Press, 1994,p.B.3)

Limited resources are available for dedicated funds for the initial installation of

new and upgrading of old sewage and water systems. In May of 2003, the federal

goverrìment committed $600 million over five years to address deficiencies in water

systems on reserve, which is to be shared between 691 First Nation communities

nationally (Winnipeg Free Press, May, 2003, p.A3; AFN, 2003, p. 9). Communicable

disease outbreaks frequently follow breakdowns in the integrity of water systems on First

Nation reserves. The need for established communication systems between jurisdictions

is necessary to minimize health risks to the public.

Ambiguity results when attempting to address disruptions to healthy

environments in First Nation communities. The scope of the public health and

environmental health programs, and the relevant applicable legislation, is poorly defined

across jurisdictions. A key informant expressed frustration over the need for clarity in

protocols:

"..the biggest dffirence is obviously the program mandates of the
provincial governments versus the First Nations. They've got policies and
protocols, tltey've got laws and they've got enforcement tools. And
because of all those types of programs using the Public Health Act qnd the
Environment Act to get the province to do their job, they have to have
definitive program delivery so that there's consistency in how those
programs are developed....we are transferred, we are on our own....there
has not been a strong link with keeping in touch and making sure tltat we
get everything we need to operate....the environmental health program
was mandatory, but they did not make the medical fficer of health
program mandatory and that ltas hurt."
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Following health transfer, protocols defining the program linkages and

responsibilities are beneficial for the monitoring and surveillance of risks to health.

Accepting appropriate responsibility for infrastructure development and maintenance

requires committed communication efforts by various departments of government, both

federal and provincial. One policy maker and health administrator commented that:

"At the end of the day, the Minister of Health is responsible for health.
Now that doesn't take away our individual and collective responsibilities,
but when it comes to policy and funding for health, the Minister of Health
is still on the hook....so I don't understand how Health Canada can walk
ãway and say: 'Oh well, we've transferred that to the First Nation, it's
now their responsibility.' Well, it may have the responsibility to operate
the service, but does that take away all of Health Canada's ultimate
responsibilities... "

Health care providers, with responsibility for the individual client or for the

collective public, are on the front lines attempting to manage crises as they occur, and

established networks of communication are important to begin the process. A health care

provider, as a key informant, provided insights on key issues:

"When it doesn't work, it's usually if there's ambiguity about who's the
lead. Most people in a crisis just do the work. And that's what's good
about it. I think if we had more clarity, and I would indicate more internal
clarity than external clarity, in our own organization....Frequently, it's a
dffirence in the perception of what someone's role is and what someone
else thinks their role is. There is secondary gain in not clarifying that,
because then it might become someone's primary responsibility. ,So

there's a lot of secondary gain in keeping something ambiguous, in my
opinion....By keeping it ambiguous on both sides, and having some one
saying 'we assumed that you had your own plan' is really naive at
best...we shouldn't assume that our neighbors have a plan in a public
health crisis, or in any infectious process....that'sfoolhardy."

Conflict between staff in the respective jurisdictions can arise as well, and this has

an affect on the timeliness of the response to public health emergencies.
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The need for urgent, timely, and co-operative intervention in preventing outbreaks

such as SARS is well documented. A recent incident which could have had potentially

very serious outcomes, not only for First Nations on reserve, but for non-Aboriginal

peoples in the vicinity involved the need for collaboration between Public Health staff of

provincial and First Nation jurisdictions. The unfortunate response of one individual to

this collaborative effort is conceming, in terms of public health safety:

"...one of the provincial health nurses phoned that nurse and told her:
'why are you coming to discuss your situation with our medical fficer of
health? This is a provincial medical fficer of health and you shouldn't
even be talking to him/her. You have your own medical fficer of health -
you were given lots of money under your health transfer agreement to hire
your own, so don't come ltere.' So at that point, that nursefelt isolated
and she didn't htow who she should be contacting."

This subjective response to a potential public health emergency is a reflection of

the more serious underlying issues in health service delivery across jurisdictions:

"We've had various situations wltere we had to contact a medical fficer
of health...at that time, it was the MOH of Medical Services...s/he said:
'you know that you're a healtlt transferred band and I shouldn't even be
here to help you with this, but you need help'....and I thought, well who's
supposed to be helping us tlten, because at the same time the province was
saying the same thing to us...ne had one MOH with the province - he
was new to the community at that time, so I don't think that he had been
conditioned, he was open to helping....also, tltere were cases off the
reserye as well as on reserve, so he had to be involved."

The poor health status of First Nation peoples, in Manitoba as in all of Canada,

with the accompanying burden of illness, is a daunting image for health care planners and

providers. One health care provider summed this up as follows:

"We ere not the Bermuda Triangle in the middle of the HHA'*, you lcnow,
just little holes that drop in to the earth. I think our issues are scary to the
province, and to the medícal fficers of health. They don't have the huge
burden of illness in public health that we do, and it frightens people, I
think. And they don't even htow, some of them, what to do about it, or if
they should. It's just nice for them to htow that someone is doing it. But
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you try working in a place where each one thinks the other person is
responsible. It's quite frightening. "

The ambiguity that exists around health program delivery for First Nation peoples

on reserve, particularly in public health, does not lend itself to easy resolution. Efforts to

solve problems and to work through management of public health situations are generally

the result of cohesive partnerships, whether temporary or sustained. One key informant

who has served as a health care provider in First Nations communities indicated that:

"People aren't unwilling to do their jobs, they just want to htow f it's
their job or not...it seems most people do the right thing and whether they
have to preface it with 'it's not really my job, but...'... I think some people
play well with others, and some don't...public health people generally
play well with others, and you grudgingly do what you shouldn't do, but
you feel good because you solved it together...Public health people are
frequently the kind of people who say 'I don't lcnow the answer to that but
I'll find out' which is dffirent from bureaucrats who say 'I don't know'
and hang up the phone...It's really the top people who are the problem.
We make it a problemfor the people."

Decision-makers in health policy development and health program delivery have

the responsibility of resolving these potentially critical issues and relaying clear

directives to front line staff. The need for inter-jurisdictional problem solving is

important for maintaining public safety.

Public health is an area where the potential implications of emerging situations

posing a risk to health are clearly relevant to the entire population. The far-reaching

affects of a communicable disease such as SARS, is an example of how small our world

has become. Although First Nation peoples were devastated as a population with the

initial influx of infectious diseases that arrived with the Europeans; Canadians generally,

now have the same risks for infection by the new and emerging diseases as do First

Nation peoples. The perception of defined borders between federal and provincial lands
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is not valid in public health and environmental health. The obvious need to collaborate

on the management of health services to minimize health risks to all Manitobans, and all

Canadians, is exemplified by the SARS experience. As one health care provider had

indicated earlier - assumptions that others have a plan to deal with public health crisis is

foolhardy at best.

Primary Health Care Services

Although people prefer to access service as near to home as possible, discussions

on solutions for achieving this goal did not include First Nations, and were not

necessarily a priority for govemment. In Manitoba, in 1964, a Memorandum of

Understanding (Appendix 1) was drafted between Health Canada and the Province of

Manitoba, to carve out geographic areas for responsibility of health care. This has had

residual affects on overall health service delivery, in primary care and public health.

The access to service, and range of service provided, has been cause for concem

in the communities affected by the 1964 Agreement. One key informant stated:

"So as a result of '64, we've got, probably the federal interpretation of
what services they need to provide in the communities they're providing
them in. And we've got provincial interpretation of the services that
Manitoba has put in place. There's discrepancy between both services."

The discrepancies noted in service variables result from the lack of clearly

documented joint service provision for the on- and off-reserve health programs for First

Nation peoples. Discrepancies include examples such as diabetes education and

audiology services which are provided in 1964 communities such as Grand Rapids and

Easterville that are the responsibility of the provincial goverlrment, but not in Norway

House or Cross Lake, communities that are the responsibility of the federal government.
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A concerted move toward integrating services with enhanced co-ordination of

service delivery requires inter-govemmental participation and commitment. The First

Nation peoples have a long history of lack of tnrst in the federal govemment. The

provincial governments also are cautious of the federal governments' intent around

financial and social responsibilities for the health and well-being of First Nation peoples.

Recent collaborative efforts between a First Nation government, federal and provincial

governments have resulted in positive outcomes for a service delivery model in a remote

area [Manitoba Health, Health Canada, Island Lake First Nations Memorandum of

Understanding, (MOU), 20001. A key informant from the federal government had this

perspective:

"f 'm not sure that the right levels of trust are in place yet. I think we're
seeing some clear signals in terms of political will to want to move
towards some more integration. I think that in order for integration to
work properly we actually ltave to do something that we have not done
particularly well, and that is really meaningful consult with First Nations
about what this means, about ltow we intend to do things, and to relay any
concerns that almost inevitably emerge when we have these conversations
around somebody trying to escape from their responsibilities....If you're
living in the (XXX) Health Authority now, one of the things that you see as

a result of integration is people don't have to leave their communities to
get dialysis. Nobody is walking awayfrom the table "

Chronic shortages of medical and nursing staff for service delivery in remote First

Nation communities have historically resulted in problematic situations for primary care.

Even in times of adequate levels of medical staff in the province, recruitment of

physicians and nurses to the northern First Nation communities has required special

efforts. As has been the case in past recruitment and retention efforts, assurances of

career security and benefits for staff are variables that First Nation communities involved

in post-transfer recruitment initiatives will need to address.
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Primary Health Care Models

The communities in northern Manitoba have had itinerant physicians provide

service under contract to Health Canada's Medical Services Branch administered through

the Zone office in Thompson in the past. The federal govemment had greater difficulty

recruiting itinerant physicians to the southern remote communities, and recruiting

physicians to the hospitals in some First Nation communities. Other parts of the country

had seen successful initiatives in physician recruitment through the universities in

conjunction with government. The federal govemment and First Nation communities in

Manitoba contracted the University of Manitoba (J. A. Hildes Northern Medical Unit) to

provide physician services in difficult-to-serve areas.

Although not truly a collaborative effort, the contract for this service delivery was

joint funded between the federal govemment and the provincial government. The

province provided the funding for physician and specialist fees in the communities,

allowing the recruitment of salaried physicians. The federal government provided the

funds to support the physician practice in these communities, including physician access

to communities. The University was expected to meet their deliverables in this contract,

despite alack of agreement on the scope of financial responsibility of the two levels of

govemment. First Nation communities were not involved as negotiators or signators in

the process. As a result, funding was dependant on the ability of the university

administrators of the program to negotiate a package that met the priorities of the regional

federal and provincial health administrators. A disconnect between the need to marry

financial responsibility to best practice philosophy in health program planning has
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resulted in an absence of funding for activities usually established as routine standards in

medical practice - such as diabetes education and access to screening programs.

Both federal and provincial representatives, respectively, express concem over the

lack of on-reserve screening programs, and the lack of funded transportation to access off

reserve screening programs. A key informant working as an administrator in the federal

system expressed frustration:

"First Nation peoples are also citizens of the province. And the fact that
they choose to live on o reserl)e community shouldn't eliminate them from
eligibility þr programs that are available to every otlter citizen of the
province. But infact, screening is a good example, tltat's what occurs....I
could go to the edge of my jurisdiction and say 'can you be more flexible
about scheduling because if we're bringing people up for otlter purposes
then we schedule breast cancer screening at the same time. If we can find
a way to get you into a community, would you go? And tlte answer is 'no'.
Now, why not? "

A health care provider also expressed concern about the lack of a cohesive

approach to working within the guidelines of medical practice for addressing some of the

very serious health issues within First Nation communities:

"A good starting point would be a clear document that identifies what the

federal government believes their responsibility is. A companion
document should be what the provincial government feels they should be
responsible for. And to follow up those two documents would be the two
government levels meeting to determine what the gaps are and having the
decision as to who should close the gap...This should not be done on a
Manitoba level; this should be done on a national level in part to
ltarmonize programs between jurisdictions, between provinces and
territories, to lmow exactly what the responsibilities are of each
government regardless of where we're operating in Canada."

Federal and provincial administrators have recognized the need to coordinate

activity to address these gaps. A mechanism for doing so has not been entrenched in a

collaborative approach to integration of services.
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Recent movement in the integration of services for all Manitobans, including First

Nation peoples, have resulted in some positive initiatives aimed at addressing health

status disparities. First Nations have exhibited a degree of caution when moving ahead as

a partner. A federal decision-maker indicated that:

"First Nations communities...get very concerned wlten you talk about
integration, and what they hear is the federal government seeking to
withdraw from its Treaty obligations as opposed to thinking abut it as a
new way of satisfying the Treaty obligations."

The traditional approach to integration did not necessarily include dialogue with First

Nations.

A commitment to change must include efforts for the development of effective

programs with public policy that meets the needs of First Nation peoples. This must

include not only public policy in health, but also social policy that influences health and

social services development. When establishing programs that will meet the specific

needs of Aboriginal peoples, common problems which emerge on a consistent basis

(Hylton, 1994) include:

One mechanism for ensuring that programs meet the needs of First Nation peoples

and will be sustainable and appropriately funded, would be through the process of self-

government. The efforts of the Island Lake Tribal Council in reclaiming authority and

autonomy for their communities governance and service delivery have been identified as
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positive initiatives of a collaborative nature between the four Island Lake communities

and the provincial and federal governments (Manitoba Health, Health Canada, Island

Lake First Nations Memorandum Of Understanding (MOtÐ, 2000):

"To my lvtowledge, the Island Lake area in Manitoba is the only area that
ltas a process in place to look collaboratively at health-care programs.
And that collaboration is community, federal and provincial. It does not
include the provincial regional health authority that the communities are
within, but it does include provincial and federal jurisdictions within the
communities - and not just health. It also includes other jurisdictions
federally and provincially that have an impact on the integrity of health in
the communities, including the federal and provincial departments
responsiblefor infrastructure in northern and First Nation communities."

Although the identified Memorandum of Understanding deals specifically with

the delivery of health services, the underlying concept of control of decision making is a

key determinant of overall health status of a population. Other Tribal Councils in the

province of Manitoba have assumed various levels of responsibility for health service

delivery, as well as economic development, social services development, education and

justice initiatives. Integration with provincial programs on a regional level has been

effected through various degrees of involvement and commitment to partnerships.

O'Neill and Postl (1994) have indicated that:

"selÊgovernment will constitute an enoÍnous step in breaking the cycle of
poverty, disadvantage, and hopelessness that now causes an extensive
burden of illness in Aboriginal communities. While selÊgovemment will
improve the effectiveness of health care services, its more important result
will be to prevent the causes of ill health in the first place." (p. 83)
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4.2 JURISDICTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY IN FIRST NATIONS HEAI.TII
CARE

Establishing clarity on the responsibility for First Nation health and social

services has become a complex undertaking. We have reviewed some of the potential

reasons for the presence of ambiguity in jurisdictional responsibility for First Nation

health programming. Not only are co-ordination of national health and social policy

development needed, but also, efforts are needed to ensure that the policies on First

Nations affairs are not contradictory to similar policies at a provincial or federal level.

Complicating efforts to address jurisdiction is the underlying impression that the federal

govemment has continued its assimilation efforts despite the First Nations commitment

to self-govemment. As Comeau & Santin have stated:

"the'White Paper simply went underground, and continues to be the main
driving force behind the government's native policy" (Comeau & Santin,
1990, pp. 16 - I7).

The process undertaken by the federal govemment in developing the First Nations

Governance Act would appear to support that concept.

The constitutional division of jurisdictional powers has had implications for

federaVprovincial relations in situations that pertain specifically to First Nation peoples

on arid off reserve. A First Nations policy maker made the observation that:

"The BNA Act...was probably the beginning of the derailment of our
treaty ríght to health...and the division of powers, I think, certainly fail to
recognize the jurisdiction to health matters resting with the First Nation
communities, along with our Crown partner...there was already
recognition of major epidemics...it was one of the significant reasons why
they continued to say that the Crown would have a medicine chest that
would provide for First Nations people...the federal Crown has to
recognize that First Nations people must be given responsibility at some
point in time...They have their own jurisdiction...they must be in control
of their own treatment programs..."
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For government to have a true understanding of what would constitute effective

and relevant programming, the First Nation peoples must be involved in the development

of health and social programs for First Nation communities.

The establishment of a universal health care plan removed some of the mandated

health care responsibilities for governments on services for First Nation peoples. The

ongoing concems regarding the sustainability of this universal service have affected the

health programs and health benefits available to First Nation peoples through Health

Canada. A provincial health care administrator noted that:

" ...pa.rt of the challenge to begin with, is making sure that everyone is on
the same page with the basic principles of what is expected..ryou lcnow it's
still not clear, depending on wlto you talk to within either system. What is
the understanding of roles, responsibilities, legal, political, administrative
and otherwise, to meet the health needs of First Nations people living on
reserye? And there are lots of reasons why that's dfficult. Part of it is,
what do we mean by health needs? Are we just talking about healtlt care,
are we talking about insured health-care benefits as y)e htow them within
the Canada Health Act and within the Province of Manitoba? Are we
adding on non-insured health benefits? Are we adding on public health? If
we're adding on public health, what do we mean by public health? Do we
mean just the delivery of programs and serttices within various specific
mandates like vaccination programs, or do we mean population and
public health, which means environment and the social and economic
determinants? So we have to start offby defining all these terms."

With the decrease to the federal share of health caÍe funding, and the

implementation of the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST), concerns regarding

the adequacy of health care funding emerged. Provincial govemments struggle with the

need to contribute tax dollars to sustaining a health care system that is enforced by the

federal government through the Canada Health Act (Lazar et aL,2002; Braen, 2002). The

systematic off loading of federal funding responsibility to the provinces in health and

social services has included provision of these services for First Nation peoples as well.
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The Manitoba government established the "Working in Partnership - Manitoba

Policy on First Nation Government" in1999. This publication states:

"To date, the Manitoba Government has not been invited to participate in
the formal discussions befween the AMC and the federal sovernment...."
(p.6)

However, the govemment went on to indicate that the policy was based on

principles that the Manitoba government recognized the culture and history of First

Nation peoples, and supported the concept of working in partnership. The policy was

based on the assumptions that First Nations rights are constitutionally based, and that

only the federal government had fiduciary obligations over the assets and affairs of First

Nation peoples. The key issues in the policy are summarized as (Manitoba Health, 1999,

p.e):

the province;

will not result in further shifts to the province; and

health and social services for First Nation peoples in order to affect a change in

health status.

Concems by provincial governments regarding funding cuts by the federal

government have resulted in the refusal to provide services to First Nation peoples on

reserve for fear of further off-loading by the federal govemment. One key informant

stated:

"f see the province, sometimes they're caught in the situation about going
on-reserve because they have to be careful that the feds are not off
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loading to them. And it's a legitimate concern for them as it is for us,
too...there needs to be an understanding, and I think it needs to be
recorded...tltose are the kinds of things that interfere ultimately with
service to the First Nations."

The examples below are reflective of personal experiences in different health care

areas where health care providers have been exposed to the covert policies of limited

service for First Nation peoples:

"The new community nurse resource center...was established...they have
three nurses and the nurse practitioner...and they've been very supportive
whenever we've asked them to do joint education sessions, but at tlte same
time I lcnow that they're being told that they shouldn't be doing that,
because they told us that beþre, that they were told that, but they continue
to be supportive. "

"In mental health the provincial people first off would not go on-reserve
to provide tlte services. We had people in..nho wanted access to mental
health resources and the only way they could access it was f they came to
the town and went to see the staffat the provincial building."

"They ltave workers in there that promote that position that jurisdiction...I
remember seeing their policies when I was with the health center, and the
workers were not allowed to go on, or work on reserve."

In addition, the First Nations are reluctant to engage in negotiation for provincial

health services in the event that this activity may diminish their treaty rights. In

discussing national and provincial health reform and the effects of regionalization for

First Nation peoples, a health care provider reflected that:

"...my perception, at least from my perspective, is that, in general, First
Nations are not well involved, and perhaps are not well informed about
the agenda for regionølization and how it would improve delivery of
health services from a provincial perspective. Again, I suppose the
politics becomes involved tÍtere, because the responsibility for First
Nations health, I believe, is seen as a federal responsibility, and again
having the province involved somehow might be seen as weakening that
relationship."

The federal government has systematically cut back on the federal percentage of

funding for health and social services in transfer payments to the provinces. This has
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resulted in some caution by the provinces in the area of health service planning and

delivery; particularly in areas for which they have not received specific funding, such as

First Nation health.

4.2.1 Barriers to Service in First Nations Health Care

The division of sovereign powers under the constitution has resulted in the need

to assess the integrity of federaVprovincial relationships when reviewing responsibility

for First Nations health care. The funding of health and social programs for First Nation

peoples has historically resulted in limited support from the provincial goverltments. The

approach of federal funding for universal health care has allowed the provinces discretion

as to the degree of coverage they will provide for First Nation peoples on reserve (Fricke,

1998; Lazar et al, 2002; Weaver, 1985). Variations across the country can have

significant affects on the comprehensiveness of service for First Nation peoples. Home

Care is one service wherein Manitoba has made a policy decision that they will not

provide this service on reserve (Fricke, 1998). Indeed, the provincial government does

not provide arly direct service on reserve in Manitoba, except in communities identified

under the T964 federaVprovincial Agreement as being the responsibility of the provincial

government (Memo, Chief Medical Officer of Health, Jan, 2003). A former decision

maker in First Nations health indicated that:

"The provincial government did not see that it had a role in Aboriginal
communities, so when the ltomecare program was initiated in the early
1970's, that program was only established in nortltern and rural
Manitoba. It was not established in First Nations communities. And in
fact, it's taken about until 1999/2000 beþre the federal government
actually began to establish a homecare program on-reserve. I think we
saw the same thing with the diabetes education programs. There was a
modest program established in the province in about 1984-85 whereby
some resources were placed in all of the regions around Manitoba,...So I
think that whøt you see there is a discord of the need as seen by the
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provincial government, and the needs as seen by the federal government,
because there wasn't agreement and becøuse the provincial government
has always taken the stance that they do not provide on-reserve
serltices... "

Historically, it has been difficult to establish a process for dialogue in resolving

situations as it requires multiple departments in the federal and provincial governments

(i.e. Health Canada,Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Manitoba Health, Manitoba

Family Services and Housing). Oftentimes, the same issues are recuffent, primarily

because the process for resolution has been dependant on individual accommodation and

not on the establishment of policy guidelines.

A specific situation requiring inter-disciplinary, inter-govemmental and inter-

departmental involvement relates to the resources for children in urban areas with

complex medical problems and complex needs. These First Nation children may be in

hospital awaiting discharge, or may require specialized care in medical boarding homes

available only in urban areas. At the federal level, Health Canada provides for medical

benefits and the Department of Indian Affairs provides social supports. At the provincial

level, Manitoba Health provides insured health services, and Family Services and

Housing provides social supports and services for Manitobans. ln the past, First Nation

children with complex needs in the health and social services areas often languished in

hospital while the federal and provincial departments responsible for services were

unable or unwilling to make decisions on how to provide care for these children.

Recent efforts by these government departments to facilitate a solution to this

persistent situation have been encouraging. The extensive inter-disciplinary approach to

coordination at multiple levels, has had full collaboration of senior administrators. One

policy maker shared the perspective of the individuals involved in the resolution process:
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"I think probably what didn't work is that we all felt entrenched, (we
meaning the government service delivery bodies), entrenched into our
traditional 'tltat's federal responsibility, no tltat's a family services, it's
not a health responsibility, oh, that's a native affairs responsibility, tltat's
tlte responsibility of whoever...right?...5o in the meantime, we've got
these few kids... where I say...Indian Affairs, Health Canada, RHA, and
Family Services ltave come together around these kids, around tltis
process to plan for them, to look at their needs, try and identify what the
needs are and try and put them in context, everybody's context, but at the
same time, try to define our resources, matclt the kids to the system so that
tlte resources can be applied...Now tltat's sort of a goodwill...Wether or
not that kind of goodwill will actually move to a significant policy
change...that I suppose if we ltave enough and these systems work, maybe
we'll get systems change...But right now, it's based on goodwill."

Health care administrators or providers appear more comfortable with the status

quo - identifying the gaps, or barriers to a service rather than working toward a solution.

Another health care administrator familiar with the process stated that:

"...the issue wasn't e new one and everybody was coming at the issue,

frankly from my perspective, in a fairly confrontational kind of way. It
was all about trying to force foll<s from one jurisdiction to do something
that they didn't have the mandate to do...the biggest baruíer in all of thß
was trust, an inability, or unwillingness to believe that other parties could
come to the table and would be prepared to work through some of these
issues... the absence of trust wasn't rooted in personalities; it was rooted
in, sort of, the history, that promises had been made and hadn't been
kept. "

Establishing support systems in the community for children with complex needs

requires a concerted effort by many. When asked if the process of collaboration had

identified any systems barriers that needed to be addressed, an administrator indicated

that:

"An example of one of those that we identified was when Indian Affairs
came to the table with their goodwill, they realized that their policy, in
terms of special needs kids could not be defined in health context...if you
look at the kids as a whole, the health issues may be the driving issue, but
other typical issues followed that..."
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It is rare that high level administrators must gather to discuss specifics of case

management, as this is usually accomplished at the level of the service delivery. The

entrenched perceptions of both the jurisdiction and the mandate for service frequently

results in misinterpretation at the service level, and this can have varying results. The

above noted situation had been re-visited several times, with different individuals, but a

legacy of difficulty in inter-departmental and inter-governmental relationships -
primarily at the service level - was the key factor in determining the need for a new

process to case management.

Relationships between the provincial and First Nation systems in health and social

services remain largely uncertain - partially as a result of the outstanding issues around

the Treaty right to health, and partially as a result of the historical resistance by the

province to accept responsibility for service provision on reserve. When asked if services

are well coordinated and integrated between regional and tribal council level services for

First Nation peoples, one health care provider indicated that:

"...tltere's a philosophical gøp there that's often dfficult to deal with
when it comes down to a service at the ground level...Often the political
decision-makers don't have the kind of htowledge of health care that may
be required to do a more complete planning, and it's impossible in any
small community to fund and plan for all contingencies, that some things
need to be done a muclt more systems level to be practical and
responsible... "

Clarity on the scope of Aboriginal and First Nations rights is critical to the

development of First Nation solutions for First Nation peoples. Weaver (1985) states that:

"federal resistance to these demands lies as much in the culture of policy-
making (the liberal-democratic ideology and static concepts of ethnicity)
as it does in the social roles (activist personalities and motivated ministers)
and social structures (organízations, co-ordination, and jurisdiction) of
policy-making." (p. | 47)
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The approach to public policy development on social programs tends to focus, not

on outcomes, but on how to coordinate them so that they cost less. Cutting these

programs would have significant negative effects on the health system, particularly with

the focus on health reform and concept of a community support system as the mainstay of

this reform. Manitoba studies (Martens et aI,2003) have indicated that, in general, First

Nation peoples utilize physician services arid hospital services in greater numbers than

non-Aboriginal peoples. The health status is poorer and continues to worsen in some

areas of the province (Martens et al, 2003). It is tempting to conclude that this implies a

comprehensive system of access for First Nation peoples. It is also quite likely that the

social systems and supports contributing to health status are as inaccessible to First

Nation peoples as are appropriate health systems that would have an impact on health

status. A health care provider in a First Nations community stated that:

"If you look at what's going on in our communities, we have more access
to physicians and drugs now tltan we ever have, compared to 30 or 40
years ago, but we're sicker now than ever. So the physicians and the
drugs aren't going to make us healthy. It's addressing the issues of the

fficts of the oppression, the low self-esteem, tlte chronic sustained anger
at wltat's happened, and those things that have made people physically
sick, the change in diet, the change in exercise. Those are tlte things that
we need to be looking at and trying to fix, so you can fix the core of the
problem, not just doing bandaids like giving out hypoglycemics and
antihyp ert ens iv es ... "

lntegration of health and social services has not occurred routinely. A health care

administrator noted that:

"...people tend to retreat to their jurisdictions as afirst response to these
issues ratlter than looking at achtowledging the jurisdiction issues and
dealing with, how do we close the gap? "

Funding for these health and social services continues to be 'silo'ed' within federal and

provincial departments. Collaboration between govemments or goveÍiment departments
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is often forced by crisis situations, as is evidenced by previously noted examples.

4.2.2 Fiscal Responsibility

Financial responsibility is a relevant issue when govemment departments begin

the process of defining their mandates for service provision in health and social services.

Communication between systems is poorly established and not well fostered. Health

service delivery for First Nation peoples is fragmented. The government systems

calculate the finarìcial bottom line for their piece of the services to Aboriginal people

independently, and each appears to feel that they are carrying the greater burden of health

care expenditures. Estimated per capita expenditures for First Nation peoples can be

skewed when presented on a provincial and regional level, if not broken down into all of

the separate components. An example would be the estimation of total health care costs

that include medical transportation. In Manitoba, including the medical transportation

costs would greatly increase the per capita costs for this region, as there would be

significant air fare costs due to the many isolated communities (Appendix 10, Table 11).

The actual per capita costs for health care services, not including transportation costs,

would be quite different. Ultimately, regardless of how health care costs are calculated,

considering the burden of illness carried by First Nation and Aboriginal peoples, the

financial costs for health service delivery for First Nation peoples will be high.

When looking at the real costs of health service delivery, the administration and

infrastructure costs of program delivery may not be accurately reflected in budget

estimates. This is problematic for First Nations undergoing health transfer, as transfer is

to occur within the existing funding base. Program administration and management has

been managed centrally. The need to provide administrative and management support at
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multiple locations potentially increases the overall costs to health program delivery

through the need for additional human resources and infrastructure development.

The o'Insured Health Services"

Insured services in health care include physicians services, hospital services, and

all diagnostic or hospital based support services. Costs of these types of services are

driven by the utilization rates within a province, and remuneration for service providers.

The federal govemment provides health and social services funding through the

Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) payments to provinces. The CHST is a block

funding agreement that makes no distinction as to the amounts designated for health,

education or social services. The federal govemment systematically decreased these

transfer payments over a period of years by a total of more than one half of the total

payments (Manitoba 2002, Budget Papers, p.c6). In Manitoba,in200212003, the cHST

transfer payments for health contribute ll.6% of the total provincial health care costs

(Manitoba Health Presentation to the Joint Romanow Working Group, 2003; Manitoba,

2002). The federal govemment has announced that it will increase the portion of CHST

funds for health care to 620/o of the total funds, bringing the contribution to l6Yo of total

health expenditures for the province - this action will be at the expense of other social

programs (Joint Romanow Working Group, 2003). The federal govemment has also

announced a five year, $1.25 billion program for First Nations and Inuit Health for on-

reserve initiatives in capital and programming.

The CHST funds continue to be determined by the federal government

unilaterally, and are inadequate for the anticipated needs of the provinces. The provinces

hold to the principle that federal funding for health and social services should be formula
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driven, based on need. A study by Prof. Ruggeri - "A Federation Out of Balance" was

updated for the federal government and premiers in 2001, and has indicated that the

federal resources are sufficient to assist the provinces in sustaining universal health care.

The study indicated, however, that:

"there is a need for frrndamental change in intergovernmental fiscal
relations aimed at rebalancing the fiscal structures of federal and
provincial government in a manner that allows both orders of government
to fulfill their constitutional spending responsibilities in a fiscally
responsible manner and in a manner that respects jurisdictional integrity."
(Manitoba, Financing Health Care, Budg et 2002, p. C7)

Manitoba has taken the stand that:

"The current model for establishing priority and responsibility in respect
of health and other social programs is dysfunctional" (Manitoba 2002,
Budget Papers, p. C9)

The funding under the CHST is deemed to be inadequate relative to the actual

expenditures. The federal government funds the provinces on a per capita basis, and

therefore remunerates for costs that are well below the actual costs of service delivery.

First Nations have long argued that the province receives funding for all First Nation

peoples in the province but do not provide service on reserve. A First Nations individual

involved in policy and decision making stated that:

"I certainly believe that the provincial government has a responsibility to
First Nations people. I think they should be able to access funds through
the Canada Health and Social Transfer. They include the First Nations
populations into their censuses and they receive money to provide health
services. At the same time, we live in this province, we pay taxes in this
province...and I think based on that factor alone, they ltqve a
responsibility to First Nations to bringforth quality health care..."

Consistent with the concept of self-government, recornmendations from First

Nations are that the funding be provided directly to First Nations to manage health and

social programs. A key informant reiterated this:
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"I htow the government would probøbly like to see us integrate everything
as in the Romanow recommendations, to integrøte all funding sources and
we administer our own health servíces...any monies that go to the
province through the CHST...it would be nice if we had access to those
dollars...we could be working with the province and the feds, but having
the directfundingflow to First Nations."

Recent partnerships between the First Nations, provincial and federal

goveffIments have seen an approach wherein the provincial and federal govemments

maintain their funding responsibilities and subsequently the funding levels, \Ã/ith the First

Nations at the table providing direction for service in their communities. A recent

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the three levels of govemment for the

Island Lake area ( Manitoba Health, Health Canada,Island Lake First Nations MOU,

2000) established the basis for negotiations for health services in the Island Lake area.

The MOU included a non-derogation clause which stated that the agreement should not

be seen by the federal government as able to "alter, diminish, derogate from or prejudice

the relationship between ILFN and Canada; or diminish any responsibilities of Canada

and Manitoba regarding the delivery of health care to the ILFN according to applicable

federal and provincial legislation." (MOU, 2000) A key informant who was a participant

in the process indicated that:

"I think that what worked well in this situation was the fact that we
establíshed our partnership based upon a memorandum of understanding,
where we had all three levels of government - First Nations, federal and
provincial governments - all at the table, so that we weren't able to walk
away. ïle had a commitment already at a very high political level to be
there and to stay there, and to work towards three particular areas of
concern..."

The provincial and federal governments have worked through health transfer

initiatives as well, specifically in the communities identified as "1964 Agreement

Communities" in northem Manitoba. The Swampy Cree Tribal Council had the majority
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of its communities included within the 'provincial' designated areas of the '64

Agreement. In keeping with the principles of health transfer, First Nation communities in

the Swampy Cree Tribal Council area approached both the province and the federal

govenìment to negotiate health transfer. Discrepancies in the level of service, funding for

service, and capital investments in the provincial and federally designated communities

created controversy in the initial negotiations. A key informant indicated that:

"Tlte province wanted to give us just a little over...dollars to take all the
nurses...wefelt that wasn't enough...the costs at that time were more tltan
the offer..."

Processes for resolution and more respectful relationships have now been

established for negotiation of these contracts. A tripartite agreement between Canada,

Manitoba and the Swampy Cree Tribal Council has been established in 2000 in the

"Principles for a Negotiated Agreement", which sets out the terms for service delivery in

that area while the three parties are negotiating the termination of the '64 Agreement.

There is a willingness to make a commitment to provide a service, and look at what is

needed, and then start to look at the financial and jurisdictional responsibility of various

levels of government.

The "Non-insured Health Benefits"

In addition to the insured services in a province, the federal govemment has

funded for First Nation peoples, the non-insured health benefits, which include medical

transportation for access to health services, dental services, mental health services,

prescription drugs and medical supplies and equipment.

First Nations and Inuit Health Branch states that the principles of the NIHB

Program are:
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are eligible for non-insured health benefits regardless of location in Canada or
income level;

consistent with the best practices of health services delivery and evidence-based
standards ofcare;

portability of benefits and services;

whenever agreed to by First Nations and Inuit organizations; and

as the primary facilitator in coordinating payment in order to ensure that the other
plan meets its obligations and that clients are not denied service." (FNIHB, Non-
Insured Health Benefits Annual Report, 2001/2002, p. 3)

There is some regional variation in the criteria and eligibility for benefits. In

Manitoba, for example, off-reserve clients are ineligible for transportation to access

health services.

If a client living off-reserve in a northern community requires diagnostic services,

specialist consultation or urgent/emergent care in Winnipeg, FNIHB defers this cost to

the Northem Patient Transportation Program funded by Manitoba Health

(Correspondence, 1998). This would indicate some inconsistency in the application of

the principles of the Non-insured Health Benefits Program.

Health care providers have expressed concem about the practice of refusing to

approve transportation for patients, despite referral by a professional, such as a physician

or dentist. The impression from one key informant is that the decision to approve or

refuse medical transportation rests with the Regional office, and often referrals are over-

ruled by program decision-makers. There is no clear directive defining eligibility or
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criteria for medical travel benefits. Decisions to fund transportation are not necessarily

contingent on a professional decision to follow proscribed minimum standards of care.

An itinerant health care provider expressed concem about the practice of Regional

decision making for transportation to access service outside remote communities:

"A lot of people don't even understand that they have a social and public
responsibility...When I look at that, I am looking at the transportation
services, and it just seems like the clerl<s there will over-power decisions
that have been made by health professionals....It's refused because it
could be done at the community level, but the number of days of service
that the communities get is inappropriate..."

This approach to decision-making for benefit eligibility is inconsistent with the

principle of professional referral of the NIHB Program as stated in the Annual Report

(FNIIIB, 2002,p.3)

Following the formal establishment of organized health services for First Nation

peoples on reserve, the implementation of funding the expenditures for the non-insured

health benefits occurred. Costs for this service became a concern for the federal

govemment almost immediately. Úritially, the costs for these benefits were not capped,

and began to accelerate rapidly as both the utilization rates, and the eligible client

population base increased (See Appendix 10, Table 1 and Table 2). Throughout the last

several decades, Health Canada has made efforts to limit these benefits, always with

significant protest from First Nations.

Non-insured Health BenefÏts - Financial Implications and Utilization Rates

The eligible First Nation client population for non-insured health benefits in

Canada rose 9.9o/o between 1998 and 2002. Manitoba had the largest increase at I\.9o/o

(FNII{B, 2002, p. 8) (Appendix 10, Table 2). Funding for First Nations and Inuit Health

Programs includes the NIIIB Program Envelope. Other costs within the FNIHB Programs
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included community based and hospital based services. The 1995 federal budget set

growth levels for the envelope at 3%o per annum. The NIHB Program expenditures

accounted for more than4}%o of all expenditures. (FMHB, 2002,p.17)

NIHB annual expenditures have almost doubled in the last decade to a total of

5627 .8 million in fiscal year 200112 (Appendix 10, Table 3). The annual rates of growth,

however, have decreased from 20.9% ]n 199112 to 9o/o in 200112. The overall NIIIB

expenditures growth rate, by region, was second highest in Manitoba (Appendix 10,

Table 4 and Table 5). The total cost of non-insured health benefits in Manitoba exceeded

$107 million dollars in 200112, with greater than $48 million directly attributed to

transportation costs to access medical care or diagnostic services (Appendix 10, Table 5).

The national per capita expenditures for all benefits totaled $849 in 2001/2 (Appendix 10,

Table 6), with Manitoba's per capita expenditure rate at $974 (FMHB, NIHB Annual

Report,200ll2).

The criteria for eligibility for qualifying for non-inswed health benefits for First

Nation peoples has not been widely disseminated among the First Nation peoples. There

is a lack of consistency in applicability of these criteria and subsequent eligibility for

benefits on a regional and national basis. There is a significant variance in the utilization

rates of these benefits (Appendix 10, Table 7). The dental benefit utilization ranged from

22Yo in Manitoba to 48o/o in Quebec, with an average total utllization rate of 36%o overall

nationally. The utilization of pharmacy benefits was higher. It ranged from 45%o in the

NWT and Nunuvut to 78o/o in Saskatchewan, for an average Canada-wide total utilization

rate of 65%o. Manitoba's utilization rate for pharmacy benefits was at 680/o for 2001102

(Appendix 10, Table 7).



The total expenditures for pharmacy for all regions, at an average 650/o utilization

rate topped $252 million dollars (Appendix 10, Table 8), while dental expenditures, at an

average rate of 360/o totalled over $124 million dollars (Appendix 10, Table 9).

The costs of the non-insured health benefits pro$am continue to escalate as a

result of "increasing benefit costs, increased population and utilization, inflation and

changes to provincial health care systems". (cited in FNIHB, NIHB A¡nual Report,

200112002, p. 19)

Non-insured Health BenefTts - Restraints

Recent efforts by the federal government to implement a consent form, in order to

utilize and share the personal information of First Nation peoples has been an additional

cause for concern by First Nations. Unlimited access to and utilisation of personal health

information, the 'second guessing' by administrative staff of professional decision

making, and the potential for further erosion of First Nation health benefits are some of

the expressed concems regarding the initiative.

The process of initiating a consent form for access to personal information for

claims processing has been flawed from the outset. Early discussions with the Assembly

of First Nations were conducted in 2000. Health Canada proceeded with the

development of the process without further consultation with First Nations.

In September of 2002, FNII{B was to begin sharing information with First

Nations at the regional levels regarding a proposed consent form to be initiated by Health

Canada. An information package was forwarded to Health Canada regional offices for

distribution to staff, service providers and clients. Health Canada indicates that the forms

are also available at a vaiety of outlets such as Band Offices, pharmacies, postal outlets,
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Friendship Centres, and Nursing Stations or Community Health Centres. (FNII{B, NIFIB

Consent Form, 2002)

The intent was that all First Nation clients must sign the consent form by

September, 2003 in order to maintain eligibility for funding of non-insured health

benefits. Strong resistance to the process was expressed by First Nations in Manitoba in

November,2002, atthe Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs' Health Conference in V/innipeg.

The consent form allows Health Canada the use of First Nations' personal

information. The consent form must be signed by First Nation clients in order to access

non-insured health benefits. The federal govemment has indicated that the consent form

is a legal requirement. They have stated that:

"The consent process will ensure that all eligible clients know what
personal information is collected, how the information is obtained, how it
is used, who it is shared with, and for what purpose. Given current federal
and provincial laws there is a possibility that without the eligible client's
consent health providers may refuse to transfer health information for the
processing of claims. This may result in eligible clients being denied
services or required to pay for their benefits directly." (Health Canada,
FNIHB,2002, p. 103)

Without a signed consent form, FNIHB will not fund the requested benefits. First

Nations have expressed concem nationally that the consent form is a form of erosion of

the non-insured health benefits program.

Informed consent implies that a full explanation has been given and all potential

questions by the client have been answered. In Manitoba, distribution of the consent

forms has occurred primarily through retail outlets such as pharmacies and footwear

outlets. Boxes of the forms are available for clients to access. and the information on the

process has been largely through signage at the outlets and verbally from the pharmacists

or other distributors. The consent form includes a section for an interpreter to sign if
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language interpretation is required, however, interpreters are not available at the retail

outlets to facilitate the process of informed consent' on Health Canada's behalf.

The consent form is a 'one time' consent form and gives Health Canada

permission for the full use and sharing of all personal information. It states that

individuals or organizations accessing client's personal information include:

"Health Canada or its agents/contractors; claims administrators/
processors; prescribers; health care professionals and their licensing
bodies; eligible service providers; First Nations and Inuit organizations
under administrative agreements who are providing non-insured health
benefits; federaVprovinciaVterritorial insurance plans or third party
insurance plans; and Indian and Northern Affairs Cãnada (only to rorrfir-
eligibility)." (Health Canada, NIHB Consent Form, 2002,p.2)

The consent form allows Health Canada to share personal information with these

groups for a variety of reasons. Health Canada states that personal information is used:

"to confirm eligibility for the program; to process requests and payments
to health care providers; to maintain a record of benefits provided to each
client, in pharmacy, dental, MS&E audits; for the ongoing review and
analysis of claims to ensure benefits reflect: client need, current
medicaVdental practice, changes in health care delivery (de-listing of
services i.e. eye exams), NIHB Program Directives; by a medical or dental
consultant and discussed with the client's physician, pharmacist or dentist
when prior approval is required; for benefit utilization analysis to identi$r
and better target benefits to clients; for instance, the development of a
process for renal dialysis and AIDS patients to access benefits without
prior approval; for program planning and evaluation; to inform clients and
providers of program changes; to provide statistical information for
benefit utilization reviews, such as drug utilization reviews to address
misuse and abuse of prescription drugs by sharing information with clients
and their physician and pharmacists."(Health Canada, NIHB Consent
Form,2002,p.7).

The statements in the NIHB Annual Report (2002) indicate that eligible clients

will know what information "is collected, how the information is obtained, how it is used,

who it is shared with, and for what purpose." úr. 103) Health Canada states that personal

information may be disclosed or shared with:
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"provincial or territorial health facilities, Indian and Northem Affairs
Canada (INAC), medical insurance plans, and federal, provincial,
territorial, or municipal public assistance plans to veriff your eligibility
under the program and to compile statistics specific to the program."
(Health Canada,NIHB Consent Form, 2002,p.8)

With such broad implications for utilization of the personal information, First

Nations have concems regarding potential future implications for benefit eligibility.

First Nations are in agreement that a consent form for claims processing is

necessary. The concept of a blanket consent form that has no time frame, and without

clear guidelines or restrictions on the utilization of the data, has implications that are of

concern to First Nations. First Nations have been very assertive in recent years as to the

need for participatory involvement in any research initiatives involving First Nation

information. This form would eliminate all further need for participatory involvement by

First Nations in decisions on datattllization and analysis.

The consent form is not voluntary, in the sense that clients are not eligible for

benefits if they do not sign. As a result, the consent form process is viewed as a coercive

initiative. Medical transportation and prescription drug costs are often prohibitive for

individuals. First Nation populations have a high incidence of chronic disease and those

individuals affected will require prescription drugs or transportation to access medical

care. There is concern from First Nations and from health care providers that individuals

will be refused service as a result of this initiative. A discussion with a kev informant

indicated that:

Q: With tltis consent form process, do you anticipate that there may be
gaps in health service... particularly if people do not sign?

A: I could see poorer quality of service, a lower quality of service for
First Nations. The service providers want to get paid, and they're not
going to be very sympathetic to our cause tf it't going to affect their
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pocketbool<s. And then, some might just throw their hands up in
disgust and say: 'why bother if this is the hassle we're going to be
getting all the time?' So tltat's discouraging service providers from
giving us the service, I guess.

Are you suggesting that they may refuse to provide the service?

Well, they can't. I mean, it's going to force them into a situation
where they have to decide 'okay, I can't give this to you because you
can't pay.'

Do you think there will be a risk to people's health as a result of this?

Some people believe strongly in their Treaty rights and they will put
themselves at risk.

Q: So some people will refuse to sign?

A: Yeah. Some people will refuse to sign.

The decision to sign the consent form is a personal choice. It is based on the

understanding individuals have regarding the overall process, including the risks and

benefits associated with the decision to sign or not sign the form. The potential

implications to clients who cannot afford to pay for these benefits, health care providers

who have a need to adhere to standards of care from an ethical perspective, and the

financial implications to the province, are to be considered. One key informant who

provides service as a health care provider expresses concem:

"I worry that I will see patients who will need a cane, will need a walker,
will need medications because the disease burden is so high, and if they're
not on welfare...they may not get adequate supplies and things. So there
will be a lot of work to try and ensure that people get the care and
treatments that they need...most of the people I see are poor. A lot of them
are illiterate. A lot ofthem need to getfood, have a safe place to be, and
have proper housing. Tltey're not worried abut filling out forms for two or
tltree hours in order to get 8100 or 8150 back from the thing. It's
frightening to think that that could happen...I worry that people will not
get treatment as a result. "

Q:

A:

Q:

A:
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There are potential implications for First Nation patients who do not have

sufficient funds to pay for benefits are concerning. There are also potential implications

for provincial health and social services systems that may be viewed as a default for

funding these services in the event that individuals do not sign the form. One health care

provider indicated concern :

"The clrrent thing that's a real big issue in my mind is whether or not tlte
non-insured health benefits are jeopardized by what the federal
government wants to do with the consent form...How can tlte province
respond to that positively, or how can other governments respond
positively to ensure that those benefits are maintained? "

The financial situation of each FNIHB region, and the provincial health system

appears to play a role in the consistency and delivery of these health services.

Medical transportation is a benefit under the NIHB Program, and has been a

rapidly escalating expenditure for First Nations and Inuit Health Branch, particularly in

Manitoba. Cost drivers for this benefit include escalating costs of air travel, increased

burden of illness requiring access to medical services, and increased utilization of

services. Manitoba established the Northem Patient Transportation Program in order to

facilitate access to medical care for northem patients requiring health care in V/innipeg.

Air travel costs were often beyond capacity of patients to manage and this program

ensured that patients were able to travel to receive the care they needed.

FNITIB (then Medical Services Branch) had traditionally paid retroactively to

Manitoba Health, the accumulated costs of off-reserve patients. In an effort to contain

costs in Manitoba region in 1998, the then Regional Director for FNIHB corresponded

with the ADM for Health Programs of Manitoba Health and indicated that FNIHB would

no longer fund transportation for off-reserve clients in the province (FNIHB
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coffespondence, to Manitoba Health Assistant Deputy Minister, April, 1993). This

unilateral decision had negative implications for the Manitoba government at that time as

budgets for the year had already been set, no negotiation had occurred, and the move was

not anticipated. FNIIIB re-affirmed their commitment for ground ambulance in city,

accommodations and meals for those individuals.

Correspondence from the Assistant Deputy Minister ("ADM") for FNIHB, in

October of 1997 established the guidelines for a renewed mandate in NIIIB. The

provisions included:

needs of clients whose health status lags behind that of other Canadians; and

There would appear to have been a change in thinking, yet again, about the need

for a renewed mandate for non-insured health benefits. This recent change in eligibility

for coverage is, however, consistent with the historical efforts to limit access to non-

insured health benefits for First Nation peoples.

A recent meeting with the federal Minister of Health, and the Assembly of First

Nations Grand Chief resulted in a posþonement of the deadline for consent forms for the

NIHB program. Discussions are ongoing in an effort to establish a process that is

agreeable to both parties.

The administration and management of the NIIIB Program at the federal level is

reflective of issues that arise as a result of jurisdictional ambiguity. There is potential for

gaps in service and barriers to service for First Nation peoples. There are risks to the
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health of First Nation peoples secondary to a reduced access to needed services if ciients

are not eligible for benefits. As a result of the process that excluded First Nations,

significant time delays have occurred in the implementation of acceptable management

guideiines for the NIHB Program. This has further eroded the relationship between the

federal govemment and the First Nations.
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4.3 RATIONALE AND STRATEGIES
JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES

FOR RESOLUTION OF

The role of the researcher is not to offer suggestions or proposals of

comprehensive solutions to identified issues. The conclusions stated are reflective of key

informant statements or suggestions, and summaries of the policy documents reviewed.

4.3.1 Rationale

Govemment does not have a good track record when entering into respectful

partnerships with First Nation govemments. There is a lack of trust as to the real

intentions behind the govemment agendas for resolution of First Nation issues on

jurisdiction. This ambiguity has allowed government to avoid policy agendas that would

benefit from the resolution of outstanding issues related to jurisdiction. A health care

administrator noted that :

"f'm not sure that tltere's any particular interest in resolving it...I think
the federal government has tried to withdraw from service, so they don't
really care, because they're leaving. The provincial government just sees
it as another cost center. And Aboriginal people aren't sure who they
want more in the communities - the feds or the province - because it's not
clear what benefit either of them brings."

The need for collaborative approaches to resolving outstanding jurisdictional

issues has been established. In all of the areas of public health, primary health care,

social services, and education services, there is room for partnership development in

order to begin to address the social determinants affecting the health status of First Nation

peoples.

The unanimous conclusion of all key informants was that efforts must be made to

strategrze on collaborative means of integrating services. Although key informants do

acknowledge that trust is an issue, there is a political will by the interested parties in
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focusing on the potential strategies for resolution. One key informant who is an

administrator with the federal sovernment stated:

"f 'm not sure that the right levels of trust are in place yet. I think we're
seeing some clear signals in terms of political will to want to move
towards some integration. I think that in order for integration to work
properly, we actually ltave to do something that we have not done
particularly well, and that's really meaningfully consult with First Nations
about what this means, about how we intend to do things, and to relay any
concerns that almost inevitably emerge when we have these conversations
around somebody trying to escøpe their responsibilities....you also want to
look for examples wltere you're doing it successfully now, because that
speal<s more loudly to the issue of trust than anything else."

One provincial administrator had indicated that:

"...ideally wltat we need to create in Manitoba is a tripartite process that
says, let's bring to the table leaders of First Nations communities, the

federal government and the province, and let's see if we can establish
some principles of working together in an integrated system that brings us
more towards integration than separation of roles and responsibilities... "

First Nations have echoed this sentiment but have reiterated the need for equitable

partnerships based on recognition of the right to selÊgovemment. A key informant

commented that:

"I think that as a political organization, the Assembly should be
spearheading the push towards recognition of our participation. IVe
should be meeting with the mínister of health federally,
provincially...when they have thefirst ministers conferences, tltey give one
seat to the AFN..J think there should be one First Nations person from
each province, much like their own first ministers...they need to begin to
recognize the regions...We've made some recommendøtions to the
minister of health here in the province, saying that we want First Nations
participation at the event on ltealth."

4.3.2 Strategies

First Nation policy makers have indicated that efforts are underway to work

together to look at the recommendations of the Romanow Commission. An informant

commented on the process to date:
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"Politically and operationally, we've had the minister of health, minister
of Health Canada, and First Nations organizations in Manitoba - SCO,
MKO and AMC sign on the fact that we worked together to try to look at
Aboriginal health issues os per Romanow. We're using Romanow as a
starting point to that."

The establishment of a sustainable health services system based on peoples needs

requires the "active contribution of key stakeholders, or health partners" (Boelen, World

Health Organrzation, 2000). The five principal partners identified by the World Health

Organization (WHO) include policy-makers, health managers, health professionals,

academic institutions and communities. The members of this'þartnership pentagon" will

share a common set of values such as quality, equity, relevance and cost effectiveness

and will also share a common vision for future health services deliverv. A kev informant

shared their vision for maximizing services:

"I saw the provincial system itself has a lot of experience in providing
these kinds of services...I really believe the First Nations communities,
with the federal government and the province have to collaborate on how
to sltare resources and how to sltare information and skills, and transfer
skills back and forth, cultural skills from the First Nations to the non-
indigenous peoples and usable medical skills, nursing skills to the First
Nations...it's important that those three governments again look at how to
train First Nations people to deliver those skills...1t has to become part of
the solution."

A health care provider commented on potential strategies for addressing

jurisdiction, and ultimately, health status of First Nations:

"...tlte definition between thefederal government and First Nations has to
be much more clearly defined and the implicit has to become
explicit...once that's done, I think First Nations people will have a better
idea of how they communicate with the province without having fear of
losing their relationship with the federal government...my perception
actually with the provincial government is that despite the provincial
government not wanting to go on-reserve to provide some services, I think
they, seemingly in my mind, they seem a little bit more apt to want to
become involved at dffirent levels with First Nations ltealtlt."
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A First Nations policy maker defined some key steps in the process for

developing strategies for health:

"...1 think the political organizations, like the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs, have to become involved with the federal Crown through FNIHB
here at the region, and then we ltave to become involved with the minister
of health in this province in terms of defining our own responsibilities and
jurisdictions...the leadership will determine the level of participation in
terms of the dffirent decision-making areas."

Only through an established partnership process will there begin the means to

address the disparities in health status. Partners must have an active and equitable role in

the development, implementation and evaluation of health services for First Nation

peoples.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous situations and case studies wherein jurisdictional issues have

had primarily negative effects on our ability to provide comprehensive and culturally

relevant heath care services for First Nation peoples. This study has documented some of

these situations through the observations and experiences of key informants. The case

studies illustrate real situations and events that have negatively influenced health service

delivery and access to service for First Nations. In addition, the case studies have

identified some areas wherein there are potentially serious risks to the health of First

Nations and all Canadians.
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5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The need for resolution of issues of jurisdiction has been well established. A

review of policy documents has documented the basis for inequities in service delivery in

the health and social sectors. A review of the summaries of numerous forums,

commissions and round tables have further confirmed these findings. Key informant

interviews have illustrated actual situations wherein jurisdictional ambiguity has had a

direct impact on the health service and health outcomes.

Jurisdictional ambiguity has resulted from the historically entrenched perceptions

of First Nation peoples and perceptions of their rights in Canada. A lack of meaningful

commitment to the resolution of issues of jurisdictional responsibility for First Nation

peoples health and social services is evident in the lack of response to the recurrent

recommendations of nationally conducted Commissions. Minimal activity has occurred

following the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, and

more recently, Canadians at large have expressed concern on the lack of action following

the Romanow Report.

This inactivity has negatively affected national perspectives on the Iegal, moral

and ethical obligations of the federal goveÍrment to First Nations. Jurisdictional disputes

between federal and provincial governments have sustained the situations that result in

disproportionate levels of social inequities for First Nation peoples. First Nations

govemments have been excluded from discussions that may have resulted in meaningful

dialogue for resolutions to these inequities. The disparities in health status between First

Nation peoples and all other Canadians remain unacceptably high.
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5.1.1 JurisdictionalAmbiguity

The framework for health services (Figure 1) illustrates the inter-connectedness of

the political funding orgarizations, and the overlapping boundaries of the regional health

authorities and First Nation communities where the actual service delivery occurs. This

study has focused on identiffing the need for strategic remediation of the factors that

negatively affect the health status of First Nation peoples, and risks to the health of First

Nations.

Case studies shared by key informants have identified key areas of concem,

which are impacted by ongoing jurisdictional ambiguity. These include the need for

positive approaches in addressing the effects of colonialism, the need to acknowledge

First Nations rights, and a collaborative approach to integrated services for First Nation

peoples.

5.1.2 Colonialism and the Historical Perceptions of Aboriginal Peoples

The historical validation by govemment that First Nation peoples are a population

who are not valued by Canada has been described as 'ethnocide' and 'genocide' and has

been the basis for international appeals for restitution. Enforcement of the explicit and

implicit policies of assimilation has resulted in generations of First Nation peoples who

have struggled to establish their rights as the First Peoples of this country.

Ambiguity in decision making on First Nation issues is reflective of the continued

'þolitical, social and economic censure" (Postl, T995, p. 91) of First Nation peoples.

This jurisdictional ambiguity serves to validate the national perceptions of a people who

are not recognized as people with special status because they are not entitled to this

recognition. The reluctance of the federal government to establish precedents for fair and
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equitable treatment of First Nations in the realm of political and social responsibility is

unacceptable and fosters continued inequities.

Policy document review has established the need for a commitment to the

resolution of jurisdictional ambiguity. The federal govemment must acknowledge the

results of colonialism on First Nations and work with First Nations to establish a process

for reversing these perceptions and to address the affects on First Nation peoples.

Advocacy for First Nation peoples, by First Nation peoples, must be strongly supported

by the partners who are committed to effecting change. Clarity on the roles and

responsibilities of the federal govemment to the First Nations must be established. A

commitment to the process would be established by a declaration of the expected

responsibilities of the federal and provincial govemments.

5.1.3 Aboriginal (First Nation) Rights

The historical challenges encountered by the First Nation peoples in asserting

their inherent rights as the First Peoples of Canada are well documented. Persistent

efforts by First Nations to gain the federal govemments commitment for the

entrenchment of the inherent rights of First Nations must be acknowledged. A process

for the fair and equitable definition of these rights must be determined.

Decisions made by the federal government have been dependant on the personal

beließ of the individuals in power at any given time. Leaders have made public

statements of reaffirmation of the legislation while concurrently drafting policies that witl

continue the enforcement of assimilation. The lack of trust, and mistrust afforded the

federal govemment by First Nations is not without justification. Halfway measures by

government which are intended to paciff First Nations, while a predetermined course of
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action proceeds, has been the norm in relationships between the federal government and

First Nations.

The devastation to the First Nations population by the unilateral and ill-

considered decisions of assimilation, while ignoring the rights of First Nations by the

federal government must be acknowledged. Some positive initiatives have occurred

through acknowledgement of the effects of the residential school process and the

establishment of the Healing Foundation. Documenting the need for change, and making

efforts to implement change in the judicial system, are viewed as positive. Changes to

the management of the education system and to the education curriculum, and the move

to First Nations management of health programs through health transfer are also positive

initiatives. In all instances, the consultation and collaboration with First Nations has been

the key component in determining the success of these initiatives.

5.1.4 Access to Service

The effects of the negative attitudes and behaviours toward First Nation peoples

that have resulted from the historical perspectives of Canadians must be acknowledged.

The gaps in service, the barriers to service, and ultimately, the risks to health for First

Nation peoples will not be resolved or addressed without this initial effort. Established

policies and protocols, which are clearly defined, must be affected. Without these efforts,

resolution ofjurisdictional ambiguity will not occur.

The level of health service programs delivery for First Nations on reserve lags

behind that of other Canadians for a variety of reasons. Key informants have shared case

studies indicating that the ability of First Nations to access service off-reserve is often

hampered by the perceptions of service providers that a parallel system exists for First
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Nations. Jurisdictional ambiguity and degree of responsibility is clearly a factor. The

fiscal responsibility associated is frequently the determining factor in decisions to provide

or refuse service in health or social services. The complexity of service provision across

jurisdictions for First Nation peoples is frequently a decisive issue when individual health

care providers must make a decision as to whether or not the program or service is

accessible to First Nation peoples.

Access to service that meets the needs of First Nation peoples must be equitably

delivered on- and off- reserve. Covert policies for limiting access to service for First

Nations through individual decisions, or program specific decision making, is not

acceptable.

Key informants have identified the need for clarity on the scope of jurisdictional

responsibility in program delivery for on- and ofÊ reserve First Nation peoples.

Jurisdictional responsibility of both the federal and provincial government as they relate

to the First Nations must be clarified. Dissemination of those defined areas of

responsibility must be decided with the collaboration of First Nations, and then shared

with First Nations and with all federal and provincial government departments and

personnel.

Without clarity on jurisdiction, the ability of First Nations to negotiate for the

authority to manage services for their communities is hampered by the subjective

interpretations of individuals acting on behalf of govemment. Only with clarity on

jurisdiction will there by clarity on the parameters for First Nations autonomy in health

and social services management.
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5.1.5 Jurisdictional Responsibility

Key informants' sharing of situations and case studies identified a need for

acknowledgement of jurisdictional responsibility in specific areas. Jurisdictional

ambiguity has resulted in barriers to service and potential risks to health. Key informants

expressed concem that the need for fiscal restraint has further impacted decisions that

would involve assuming the financial responsibility for health and social services.

5.1.6 Barriers to Service

Key informants have illustrated that the risks to health are not limited to First

Nation peoples alone if jurisdictional ambiguity is not resolved. There is a need for

clarity in jurisdictional responsibility in public health and environmental health program

delivery. There are very real risks to health of First Nations and all Canadians with the

existing gaps in the system. Emerging global diseases alone are reason enough for a shift

in attitudes toward what might constitute an integrated approach to service delivery.

There are existing and potential barriers to service delivery in primary health care

and in support services as a result of the lack of commitment by the federal or provincial

governments for services on reserve, or for First Nation peoples living off reserve. Key

informants have indicated that there are concerns about the potential barriers to service,

gaps in service, and ultimately, risks to health ifjurisdictional issues are not satisfactorily

resolved. The federal, provincial and First Nations goverlrments must establish a process

for collaborative resolution of outstanding issues in jurisdiction for health and social

services programming. Integrated service initiatives between governments and

goveÍiment departments are critical to ensuring a comprehensive approach that addresses

emerging issues.
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Key informants have indicated that the federal and provincial governments must

work in meaningful relationships with First Nations to establish the scope of health and

social services programming and related benefits. lnitiatives of the federal govemment,

such as the consent form for funding on non-insured health benefits, have potential risks

for a decrease in the present service levels for First Nations. Unilateral decisions by

government for service withdrawal and service reduction as a means of fiscal restraint

will result in prohibitive costs to First Nations health status.

5.1.7 Financial Responsibility

The burden of illness in the Aboriginal and First Nation populations ultimately

results in significant financial costs for health care services delivery. Clarity on the

process for provision of service to First Nations, under both the provincially funded

insured health services and the federally funded non-insured health benefits must be

established.

Efforts to contain costs in health service delivery have become an expectation of

govemments when establishing the funding base for health and social programs. A need

for balance between cost effective health services and qualify health care is a critical

component of health services planning. The disparities in health status for First Nations

as compared to all Canadians are acknowledged as a need for focused efforts to address

the determinants of health that can effect a change in health status.

The escalating costs of health services has resulted in high expenditwes for acute

care services and limits govefirments' ability to shift funds to health promotion and social

programming efforts that could make a difference over time on the health status of a

population. First Nations have maintained that there is a need for community specific
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programming that addresses the health and social needs of their communities. The need

for comprehensive support services at the community level is important in the evolution

from a hospital based health system, to a system where community based services

provide most support and convalescence services. Changes that will affect community-

based programs must be done th¡ough a tri-partite process, following consultation and

consensus building between the decision makers, providers and First Nation clients.

Erosion of non-insured health benefits will further impact the health status of First

Nation peoples. Individuals require medical transportation to access health services,

funded benefits for prescription drugs and access to medical supplies and equipment that

will support their independence at the community level. A comprehensive approach to

health care and health program planning that is inclusive of systems that support health

and social services is necessary to improve the health status of First Nation peoples.
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5.2 CONCLUSIONS

5.2.1 Significance of the Study

The findings of this study have implications for First Nations - both at the

political plaruring level and at the service delivery level for individual groups. First

Nation peoples can use the sfudy to assist in assessing the relevance of historical policy

and service issues, and to anticipate future initiatives based on the analysis of the health

care providers conclusions ofkey issues.

Recognition of the consensus on key issues in health care for First Nations is an

important note. A commitment to a process for the resolution of historical inactivity is

evident in the analysis of data from this group. Ongoing health and social policy reform,

which is based to some degree on fiscal responsibility, is a key component in the future

decision making for programming for First Nation peoples. The need to address

disparities in health and social status of First Nation peoples has been identified as a

priority.

This project reflects the need for consensus building and equitable partnerships in

health care planning. Cost effective programs can be sustainable, and if these programs

are delivered in a cultural context that is relevant to First Nation peoples, then the

foundation for collaborative governance and administration of these programs will have

credibilify in all sectors.

5.2.2 Conclusions

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples identified numerous strategies

regarding indigenous peoples health (RCAP, 1996). Guidelines for action in health

included equity, holism, recognition of diversity, and the need for Aboriginal control over
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health systems. Strategies for the restoration of community health were identified as the

need for Aboriginal healing centres, the development of Aboriginal human resources, the

full and active support of mainstream health and social services in meeting the needs and

goals of Aboriginal peoples, and the implementation of an Aboriginal community

infrastructure development program to address the most immediate health threats (RCAP,

ree6).

Govemments' reluctance to fully implement the recommendations of the RCAP is

an example ofjurisdictional ambiguity. The financial costs of the consultation process for

the development of the RCAP were significant, and implied a real commitment to the

process of change in the relationship between government and the Aboriginal people.

The delays encountered have been disappointing.

The negative effects of jurisdictional ambiguity on the health status of First

Nation peoples are documented in the perceptions and observations of key informants in

this study. There is a need for more of the collaborative efforts such as those that have

been identified in Manitoba. These efforts have been established as a means of restoring

autonomy and gaining meaningful ways of establishing priorities in health services

planning for First Nation communities.

Forward action on these guidelines and strategies must be tackled by collaborative

partnerships between all levels of government, and government departments, with

meaningful involvement by the community. Responsibility must be assumed by all

levels of government, and assurance of appropriate resources and infrastructure

development must accompany a sustainable commitment for relevant program

development and implementation.
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APPENDIX 1

1964 AGREEMENT BETWEEN HEALTH CANADA AND
PROVINCE OF MANITOBA
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(l'' |./'t, 
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L
6 7 A5rtt ¡'t''Ù(tT

ÌfElfoRANDUH OF AGREEHENT BETI.¡EEN fHE DEPARTHENT OF NÀTIONAL HEALTT¡ ÁND IJELFARE', as

represenced by che. Hedicar Services Directorãce' 
^ND 

TI{E DEPART}'E}¡T oF HEâ'LT''{ 0F TH

pRoyfNcE oF llANIroBA, Ls r.pr.=..."a uy the DÍvisíor¡ of Healch Sen'ices-

fc l-s agreed rhac in Che follstring areas: Ìloose Lrke', Grand R:pids' and Cedaç

t-ake co Che southes,sc of Ïhe Pas' and in Che Bay LÍne cocrounicies of Cormoranc'

fJabor¿den, Spipr.rosku Thickec Porcage, Pik¡¿iConsi' Ilford, GÍllau, and Bird' cogecher

r¿ich.and i¡cluding all secÈion houses oñ che c. N- RaLlway Line as far nor,ch as

Churchill, ehe Local GovernlnesE Dissrict of Cr¡urchill and the Local Governmenc

Discrícc of Lynn Lake, trhe Proviocíal Norchern Eealch Serr¡ices r¡ould provide

clinical and public healrh serwices in che field- lÌ...- - :-',"

f' Ctr" follouing areãs: Nelson touse, Pukacawagan, Souch Irrdíãn Lake, Erochec'

5p1ic [.ake, York Landing, Shamacc¡¡¡a, Ittg Pas Resenre, Norsåy House' Cross Lake'

Orford House, Godts Lgke, Island l-¿ke, SCe. ft¡eresa Pof'nf' a¡rd Granville Lake'

Hedical Services of ctre DeparFc¡r.c of NacÍonal tscllrh and lJelfare sould provide

clinical and pub.Iic healrh se¡r¡ices in che fíeld''-
:

Jn addirion, ic is furcher agreed that che índivídual serwices trould supply

professional and ancillar7 personnel Eo Èhe aboüe areas, and be responsibte for

cheír orm drugs and medical supplies,:rtÈhough Hedlcal Ser¡¡ices agreed Èhac chey

sould concinue co supply durgs co Provincial Norrhern Healrh services aÈ cosc

pIuS Cen Per cenÈ.

The respeccfve se:r¡ices ç¡or-rId u¡,dercake físcal responsibilicy for Eransporc of

scaff and patiencs for r¡ho¡u they arei responsible. In Èhe case of Prowincial'

Norchern HeaICh Servíces, this ¡¡oul-di lPply Co Non-Indian paEiencs' and in r-he case

of Medical Seruices, DeparÈruenr of Nacional HeaLrh and llelfare' chis uould aPply

Co Indian patients only- Esch sc6 ice, houewer, will sccePc fiscal responsibilícy

for such errangeoencs r¡ade by the oair.r service for a patienc on behalf of the firsc

se¡rrice. For exarople, lfedÍcal Sen¡Íces ui1l accePc fin¡ncial responsibillcy for

Indian PsÈiencs moveC from Hoose l¿ke to The Pas by Provincial Norchern lleelch

serviccs uiehouc prior aurhorízacíon. Provincial Norchern Ee,alÈh Services r¡ill

r.ftp. financial responsibilify fsr ooverqen¡ of all indígenÈ Non-Indian PaEiencs

in conrmunities ser¡¡ed by lfedical Services, Deparcmenc of National Healfj¡ and

tJelfare ,¡ichouc prior authoriz¡Èion. Excepc in cases of emergeccy' ic is agreed

EhaË consulcarion becween Ehe trvo services should 6s p':rde r¡hene'wer possible' o¡1

all r¡ovcmenc of paEients prior Eo such Eovefnenc-

:
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Venereal 
'disesse conE,rol shall ro.-in under cbe Provinci.el Norchern He¿Lrh

serr¡ices jurisdicÈion, buc in che flerd, scaff of che iodividuar servf-ces r¡ould

be responsib'le for locaCion of conÈacgs, advisory servíceSt eCC-

In che field of Ëuberculosís concrol; esch service shall be responsible for ics

progra¡! ¡¿ith.in iss oç¡n areã, buE ßbare shall Lo a oucual incerchange of ínforsacion

and daca. i
¡

I

Each t"r./É.." ¡¡ilI be responsible for che essablishßentr and oaintenance of
I

communicacio|s co effect che usr¡eiuesÈ of paciencs Eo and froo hospical. TI¡ac is"
t^

in che "rr"=i of responsibilicy e6 ouclined ¡boven lledic:I Sc,rvices" Deparr"eric of
I

Nacional Heaitth and Ítelfere r¡ilI be responsiblc for ehe necessa¡lr årrangenerrEs
I

required co !*.r=porc sll pacieuÈs from cheir coø,¡nities co hospicel or clf.nico
I

cogecher t ich infora.acion percaining co che parieac beíng ¡¡qued- Like¡¡ise"
t-

?rovinêial Nårchorn ttea.lth.sarviccs r¡t1l be responsibLe'for idencical arrangFn.nÈs

:egarding Èrånsporceríon of all pacíencs in eheir area of op".icion'-
!provinciai Norchcrn Healch Services r¡itl undercake co provúde supervísioa of
t

:nvironoer¡cai sanicacioa r¿here fecsibls, if and r¡hen rêgüe6Eed by l{edical Serwices,

,e.perE¡Eenc of Nacional Hestth and lJelfare, in.areas of their jurisdíction.

Zone. S,rp.åirrc.ndenc, Èledical Services, atr Norßtay House, r¡ill ú" ta¡ned Depury
I

ealch OfficËr co che Direcfor of Norchern'Healch Sert¡iccs, and be responsible
I

or adsinisciacion of Tt¡e Publlc Eealrh,lct in che area of his jurisdicr{on¡ under
i

he direccion of Che Direccor of Norchern Health Serwices
:

uich regard to Lynn L¿ke Nursing Sracion ic is desired ch¿c Non-fndian ¡nd

ruic uedical referrals be boarded clser¡here. Ic is :greed th¡c ¡¡ich respacE

] che oPeracion of Lynn l,ake Nursing Scacion, chac uhe' Prorrinci:l Norchern ltealch

:rvices ¡¡ill base one public bealrh nurse aC chis sCaÈion Co:

:

1. Proviðe public health gÐ:ticss Eo Che Lynn Lake cø@uniÈy-

z. Hake alrranBer¡enc,s for uon-IÃdíã¡i ¡¡edical refr:¡rsls.
:

3. Assisi in che operacion of che Hursing Sts.cíon r¡hen boch nurses are in
I

LYnn låke-
i¿.. In thi absence of a Hediczl Services Eield nurse, Ehe Norchern HeaItl¡
¡

SenricÞs m¡rge r¡ill operace Lynn L¡ke Nursing Sc¡cion' roake ãrrangcgùnEs
I

for lnhian oed,ical re.ferrals, and. måke e¡rcrgency crips co ouclying;rrcas
¡

for HcþlcaI Serrrices.
I
I
I
I
I

i
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Hcdical Scrr.iccç :n turn u.ill bc rcsPon¿bilc for rhc opcratioo of Lynn

Ìiursing starioa- Tt¡c ìtcdícar serúices field Nurseui ducies -çdlJ incruoc:

1- ìiurse in charge of L¡rn Lakc llursint Scacior¡-

2- Providc pu'o)íc hcal ch se:atices end ninor creetrrenc serTices i:r hc:-

arca .of resr.onsibil iry ãrocher " -souch Indian Lake anc c;rvirone-
' -r:noomenr< fot Indí=t' r¡edical' referral's-3- H¡ke arrangeoen3s {t

t _ In che absence of a Províncial llorrhern IIeaIth Services nurte, Èhe

Hedical Servíces nurss uil.l slso roake arrange.eer¡c:s for non-IndÍan ¡

:efer;;1g anC oake €:lertency Èri¡s for ?rovir¡c'-er N=r-be--- Ec'1cl :

uPon rÉquesc-

5- Assist Provincial Norchern SeaIrh Serwices Nurse' in eDertencies snc

in largc public healCh progrãrDs, i'o' ñâss iæuni-=Èioo of Che

co=l:Érníay, or upofl :_eguesE 
froæ Provincial Norrhern Bealth Services

throu¿h The Pas Zone Superintendenr- :

This ,{Sreenenc is to be eff ecciwe on the lsc ðay of 'April , l96t,.'

(original sig:red bY P. E- Hoor'

On BèhaI f of Hedical Services D

DE?AR,T}G.NT OF }|ÂTIO:{A'L HEåLT8 A

Or¡ Behalf of
DEPART}ENT OF

che DÍvisios of Ée'

HEÂLT¡I. PROVINCE I
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APPENDIX 2

ROYAL PROCLAMATION of 1763 (excerpt)

And whereas it is just and reasonable, ffid essential to our lnterests, and the
Security of our Colonies, that the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are
connected, and who live under our Protection, should not be molested or disturbed in the
Possession of such Parts of our Dominions and Territories as not having been ceded to or
purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them as their Hunting Grounds. -We do
therefore, with the Advice of our Prir.y Council, declare it to be our Royal Will and
Pleasure, that no Governor or Commander in Chief in any of our Colonies of Quebec,
East Florida, or 'West Florida, do presume, upon any Pretence whatever, to grant
Vy'arrants of Survey, or pass any Patents for Lands beyond the Bounds of their respective
Govemments, as described in their Commissions; as also thaf no Govemor or
Commander in Chief in any of our other Colonies or Plantations in America do presume
for the present, and until our further Pleasure be known, to grant 'Warrants of Survey, or
pass Patents for any Lands beyond the Heads of Sources of any of the Rivers which fall
into the Atlanti Ocean from the West and North 'West, or upon any lands whatever,
which, not having been ceded to or purchased by Us as aforesaid, are reserved to the said
Indians, or any of them.

And V/e do further declare it to be Our Royal V/ill and Pleasure, for the present as

aforesaid, to reserve under our Sovereignty, Protection and Dominion, for the use of the
said Indians, all the Lands and Territories not included within the Limits of Our said
Three new Governments of within the Limits of the Territory granted to the Hudson's
Bay Company, as also all the Lands and Territories lying to the Westward of the Sources
of the Rivers which fall into the Sea from the West and North'West as Aforesaid.

And We do hereby strictly forbid, on Pain of our Displeasure, all our loving
Subjects from making any Purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of
any of the Lands above reserved, without especial leave and Licence for that purpose first
obtained.

And We do Further strictly enjoin and require all Persons whatever who have
either wilfully or inadvertently seated themselves upon any Lands within the Countries
above described, or upon any other Lands which, not having been ceded to or purchased
by Us, are still reserved to the said Indians as aforesaid, forthwith to remove themselves
from such settlements.

And whereas great Frauds and Abuses have been committed in purchasing Lands
of the Indians to the great Prejudice of our Interests and to the great Dissatisfaction of the
said Indians; in order therefore to prevent such Irregularities for the future, and to the end
that the Indians may be convinced of our Justice and determined Resolution to remove all
reasonable Cause of Discontent, 'We do, with the Advice of our Privy Council, strictly
enjoin and require, that no private Person do presume to make any Purchase from the said
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Indians of any Lands reserved to the said Indians, within those parts of our Colonies
where 'We have thought proper to allow Settlement; but that íf at any Time any of the said
Indians should be inclined to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be purchased only
for Us in our Name, at some public Meeting or Assembly of the said Indians, to be held
for that Purpose by the Govemor or Commander in Chief of our Colony respectively
within which they shall lie; and in case they shall lie within the limits of any Proprietary
Government, they shall be purchased only for the Use and in the name of such
Proprietaries, conformable to such Directions and Instructions as we or they shall think
proper to give for that Purpose; and we do, by the Advice of our Privy Council, declare
and enjoin that the Trade with the said Indians shall be free and open to all other Subjects
whatever, provided that every Person who may incline to Trade with the said Indians do
take out a Licence for carrying on such Trade from the Governor or the Commander in
Chief of any of Our Colonies respectively where such Person shall reside, and also give
Security to observe such Regulations as We shall at any Time think fit, by ourselves or
by our Commissaries to be appointed for this Purpose, to direct and appoint for the
Benefit of the said Trade.

And we do hereby authoize, enjoin, and require the Governors and Commanders
in Chief of all our Colonies respectively, as ell those under Our immediate Govemment
as thoe under the Government and Direction of Proprietaries, to grant such Licences
without Fee or Reward, taking especial Care to insert therein a Condition, that such
Licence shall be void, and the Security forfeited in case the Person to whom the same is
granted shall refuse or neglect to observe such Regulations as We shall think proper to
prescribe as aforesaid.

And we do further expressly enjoin and require all Officers whatever, as well
Military as those Employed in the Management and Direction of Indian Affairs, within
the Territories reserved as aforesaid for the use of the said Indians, to seize and
apprehend all Persons whatever, who standing charged with Treason, Misprisions of
Treason, Murders, or other Felonies or Misdemeanours, shall fly from Justice and take
Refuge in the said Territory, and to send them under a proper guard to the Colony where
the Crime was committed of which they stand accused, in order to take their Trial for the
same.

Given at our Court of St James', the 7th Day of October,1763, in the Third Year
of our Reign.

GOD SAVE THE KING
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APPENDIX 3

CONSTITUTION ACT 1867
Sections 9l and,92

Section 91 reads:

9I. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of the
Senate and House of Commons, to make laws for the Peace, order, and good
Government of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes of
Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces; and for
greater Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality of the foregoing Terms of this
Section, it is hereby declared that (notwithstanding anything in this Act) the exclusive
Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all Matters coming within
the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that is to say,

1. Repealed.

14. The Public Debt and Property.

2. The Regulation of Trade and Commerce.

21*. UnemploSrment insurance

3. The raising of Money by any Mode or System of Taxation.

4. The borrowing of Money on the Public Credit.

5. Postal Service

6. The Census and Statistics.

7. Militia, Military and Naval Service, and Defence.

8. The fixing of and providing for the Salaries and Allowances of Civil and
other ofÍicers of the Govemment of Canada.

9. Beacons.

10. Navigation and Shipping.

11. Quarantine and the Establishment and Maintenance of Marine Hospitals.

12. Sea Coast and Inland Fisheries.

13. Ferries between a Province and any British or Foreign Country or between
Two Provinces.

14. Currency and Coinage.
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15. Banking, Incorporation of Banks, and the Issue of Paper Money.

16. Savings Banks.

17. V/eights and Measures.

18. Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.

19. Interest.

20. Legal Tender.

21. Bankruptcy and Insolvency.

22. Patents of Invention and Discoverv.

23. Copyrights.

24. Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians.

25. Naturalization and Aliens.

26. Marriage and Divorce.

27. The Criminal Law, except the Constitution of Courts of Criminal
Jurisdiction, but including the Procedure in Criminal Matters.

28. The Establishment, Maintenance, and management of Penitentiries.

29. Such Classes of Subjects as are expressly excepted in the Enumeration of
the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislature
of the Provinces.

And any Matter coming within any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in this
Section shall not be deemed to come within the Class of Matters of a local or private
Nature comprised in the Enumeration of the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned
exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces.

Section 92 reads

92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that is to say,

1. Repealed.

2. Direct Taxation within the Province in order to the raising of a Revenue
for Provincial Purposes.
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3. The borrowing of Money on the sole Credit of the Province.

4. The Establishment and Tenure of Provincial Offices and the Appointment
and pa¡rment of Provincial Officers.

5. The Management and Sale of the Public Lands belonging to the Province
and of the Timber and'Wood thereon.

6. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Public and
Reformatory Prisons in and for the Province.

7. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Hospitals, Asylums,
Charities, and Eleemosynary Institutions in and for the Province, other
than Marine Hospitals.

8. Municipal Institutions in the Province.

9. Shop, Saloon, Tavem, Auctioneer, ffid other Licences in order to the
raising of a Revenue for Provincial, Local, or Municipal Purposes.

10. Local Works and Undertakings other than such as are of the following
Classes:

(a) Lines of Steam or other Ships, Railways, Canals, Telegraphs, and
other Works and Undertakings connecting the Province with any
other or others of the Provinces, or extending beyond the Limits of
the Province;

(b) Lines of Steam Ships between the Province and any British or
Foreign Country;

(c) Such Works as, although wholly situate within the Province, aÍe
before or after their Execution declared by the Parliament of
Canada to be fore the general Advantage of Canada or for the
Advantage of Two or more of the Provinces.

11. The Incorporation of Companies with Provincial Objects.

12. The Solemnizationof Marriage in the Province.

13. Property and Civil Rights in the Province.

14. The Administration of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution,
Maintenance, and Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of
Criminal Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in those
Courts.
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15. The Imposition of Punishment by Fine, Penaity, or Imprisonment for
enforcing any Law of the Province made in relation to any matter coming
with any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in this Section.

16. Generally all Matters of a merely local or private Nature in the Province.
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APPENDIX 4

TREATY 6

THE TREATIES OF CANADA
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TO EIS EXCELLENCY

$þ" &iålþt Scnu€¡rËle tþe Srr€l uf Suffc€in,
E¿r Btita,nníc Mqjaety't Ambauaùor a¿ St. Petu¿burg, 8.P.P.0,,

' .K,C,B,, G,C,M,Q,, &c,; &c., &c. 
,i'

Ml Lono,-
Encouraged by the eerneet lntoreaü, your lrorclehlp ever ovlnced, tn the

work of obtalning ühe alll¡nce ond promoüing the welfariá of tho Indian
trlbss ln the North.lV'est of Ooned¡, and in oponing up the Terrítorfes for
aobtloment, by obtalnlng thc rellnqulshmont of the naturtl tlüls of the Inrll¿no
to the lands of üho Ferülle Belü on falr ond Juet.tormo, f hove ths honor, by
your kind permiaaíon, to dedlcste thle collsotlon of the trsatles made wlth
them, to your Exoellonoy, ln ühe bellef thst its publlcatlon will be timely,
and thob ths lnfor¡¡a,tlon now suppllecl ln a oompoot form, may prove ol
servioo to ühe Domlnfon of Canads.

f havs ùhe honor to be

Your lordahfpte obedl,enü eervanl

å.LEXÁ-¡TDER MORRIS,
I'øl¿ Líeut,-Ow, o! Monltabu, tlu North.Weat Tøríto¡íet, onJ Eta,øa-tin,

ToRoNTo, NaÍch, tgeo.
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350 Tha Treøtí,es of Canud,a with the Ind,inns.

Signåd by tho pcrüios ln ühe prerenoo of üho uudcrølgnod
hovlng been fi¡sü explainotl to tho Inclloii' t y tt,
MoKoy:

(Signod) Tr¡o¡t,re Hotv,r¡n.
Ronxn¡or lloes,
Iù. C. Monn¡s.
*4., G. Jrr0rc¡¡S, lyI.D.
Âtux¡v¡ll¿rr M¡rrHngo¡f:
JosnrH Housrox.

. CHnls¡rx¡ y. K. llfo¡rn¡s,

/ ,. IlÍ¿noronihun,

Tho Quiiorr'e Inrlion comnrissionors hnvrng rnot TI¡rcrcfoot and a portion of
tl¡e rsl¿nd' l¡ond of rndions ot 'wrpung or D-og Hond lalo'd, on the üwenty.
eighth dny of soptomber, 

^,D. 
ßzit, request him to notify tho reland rn(llons¡nd ühoss of Jack Hertl point, to meet ot wopnng an rndian agont nex.t

llt,ltll to rec-civo poynrentr undr¡r tl¡e üroaty whíoh they have ¡ioclc with
úrì€ rntt¡ens o[ Norrvol' Houre, Boren¡ River, Grond Rapidr ¡nd Loks'wi'nlpeg, 

ond in whloli ürroy rre inotucted, at ,, t¡mo of whrcl¡ thoy rvfil benotifled,,ontl to be. preporod tr¡en to dosignrte üheir chiof and two councir.rors' 
''he 

uommi¡sioner¡ have agreed to give some of ùhe Norway Houoo
rncliens & r€s€''€ oü rlisher creek, ond th-ey will gi'e rond to the rerond
Indions of the aome plooe.

, ,Gíveu at 'Wop;ng, tl¡is 28th tlny of September, á.,D. 1gT5, under our
n¡!nu8.

A¡,Exnxnsn Monn¡s,
I¿íeut,.Qousrnor.

Jrtilrc MoK^y.
r ucce;i, paymente under tl¡o ireety for mysolf ¿nd tho¡s who may oclrrero

to mo, ond accepü tho ¡a¡ne ond olr rtr proviaions, êr e principol rudian, an,l
aoqreg fo notify the Indiane a¡ ¡bove wriüten.

'Wapongr 
September ZBth, 187õ.

. (, (Signed) T¡r¡oxroor. Hjs x m¡rk.
'Witneds :

(Sig:Ãed) T¡¡ou¡s Ifow.r,np.
Ronun¡ox Ross.

Norp.-rn 1826 Messrg. Howarrl anrr Reid obterned, the adhesron¡ to th.'lv'innipeg 
tyoty of the rndion¡ of the Dog lread, Bloodvein nt"..,-ri6;hlend, snal Jecl( Fi;h }reod boncre o¡¡ Lako'wtnntpog, ond ,rf tho isr'rcl

aud _Grand Roplda of the Bsrens Rlver 
'ond, 

and of túu f"o, C".lr.ri"",¡
end Moose Loke b¡ndl on ths sa¡rcatcrrewen iìr"ur, n, wil be found stutedin Chapter YIIL

¡

oo

¡

witnes¡es, tho somo
Honor¿ble Jomo¡

THN TRD;\îIDS ÄT FORTS C^Iì,LTON .Ä.ND ?trTl,,
NUI\fl]1ilì stx.

.A.nrtcLrs oe ¿ Tnr,ltv mnclo onrl conclutle<l near Uolltotr, on Clro twer¡ty.thlrd .oy of *^.uguut, 
3nd g tl¡u t*e,,iv-er¿¡ht' ,oy of *,,iJ ,n,,ntt,respoctively, a¡¡d neor Fort piüt on trro ninth,ìnv of Éopt.,,,rrir,'i,, ,,uyeor of Our Lord one_ül¡ousn¡¡rl eiglrt Irunrlrocl *nrl ,.r;;;;:;;;, ;;;*r",,Her *fost G¡'acious Mojerüy,ro a,i;;;; ,,ì Gre¡t 

'lriraírr,rntl 
rrcrnntì,by her commi¡¡ronore, trro irorr.r,rt,to 

-eiu*onaor 

^fo'.ir, 
J,isutcnn¡¡b-Governor of rhs provrnce of lvrrniror,o oìi¿ tr,u NnrÈr,-lt;;ï ö;iìrn, i.r,and tho Honorobre J¡¡rne¡ Mcl(¡ry 

"n,t ti,à H.no.urilo wiiri^,r,'iïr.p,.,chrietie, of üho o¡ro pert, nra tr¡e r)rr¡i¡r an, the ivoocl croe,frirrce ofrncli¿ns, and ,he other Tribee nf rrr,lion,,, Í¡rhorritnrrtg of t'e cou.¡,,,rvíühln the limits horeinnfter dcfined or,,i-¿.r".itru,,, U, ,i.U,îììiJiJohosen antl nonretl rs hereinnfter.n,untio,io¿, of th" oit,u,, ;;;;. ",
ï/hereas the Indiens inhnbiting bhe soirl country lr:rvo, ¡rurr,lront to onappointment made bv 

lrre 
e1[r corin¡jseio¡¡e*, b.oon corrvenecr nt rneetings atForü carlton, Fort pttt antl Bottls Ri".l, i" ¿.rrrr.roüe upon cert¿in m¿rttersof Interest to Hor Most Graciour ltrn,¡.riy,"of.t'o ono pn't, antl tr¡e eoidfndl¡n¡ of ùhe othor;

And ryhe¡eas the ssld fndlene hevo beon noilflecl ond informecl by HerMajeety'e eord commiseionors that ¡¿ ¡. ti,".iir¡". or Her Mnjeucy tn opur,up for settlement, lmmlgraülon ond ,u"h;l;;;
mev roem meer, c ürao t. of coun rrv, ¡"",,¿..i 

"i¿"fi.*tïiut",,Ill :,iiirrrr:imentioned, ¿¡rd to obt¡jn tt¡e consent thereto,]r l,.r In.t¡_ìrì,ì,iï.irï,,ï.,,0-iting 
'he 

aaid t'aoü, an, to ¡nako. i t.r"iy"""i nrruìgo r*ith trrorn, r¡o tha!thero rney be poaco ana good wit betrveei tr'ärn ona Hor Mojescy, an<r 
'rcü

ühey may know ancr be oseure(ì of wh¡ü rriot"^n.a trrey nr.o to co.nt rrponand rocsivo from I[er MoJeety,e bounty nn.iU.n.uulun., 
,

'A'ncr wheroa¡ the rn<ï¿nc,ãr t¡._*i¿ trì*.t,'.rrly corve)re(r i¡r corrr:cir aseforerairl¡ and being roquosiocl 
.by Her lf"irrty,, Co¡nmic'ioners to nomocsrtain chiefe and head men, wl¡ã gtrourtr be aì¡horrze(t, on trroir beharf, t.conduot such negoùrationa an(r eign any t.uotlm bo founrrerr tlrereorr, antrto becoms reaponaible to Her.e¡"¡..i1,'i"."ih". ,o,rl,ful pu.ro.n,on.'o uyjLiì;'r',r_îfl:":îî:ilt eucr, obris"iiní, 

"î,i"u bo.nseumorr uy ¿¡,ei, rr,e
a e n, n s tn. r n a i *,'*'r,-J T,ll,:iï.l åîi' I i åîlii,il :lî ï :x :: Jið i;iJ n:;Counclllors who h¡ve subscrib€d h;;;;;, nn,ii.orur.nüing rlre fn<liane who

iii:'lllfiï,ff:""" Pitü' the ""'"r'öììr.i' ond cou-nciri,'ìïî," n,".
'{'nd thoroupon, in open corrncir, the <riflerent bonrlu hoving preeenterì theirchisfo to rhe safd commiesroner;'; rr,;'öì;r;fr'on,r hu*.ì men, for rhe pur-po¡cs aforess,icr, of tho reapoctive boncrg of ri,t¡nn, inhobiting the dist.ricthereln¿ftsr doecribed ;

Appendlín. , ñYlùÐr
%



An<l wherens the soid commis¡loner,a then ¡ncl thero recelved ond ficknow.

letìge<ì ü[o pel.sot¡8 ao roprouented, ru chlefu oncl l¡ea{ rne¡, for t[o put'posee

nforesoirì, ãf ültu t.rpooülvo b¡¡rdg of frrdi¿ns Inhobtülrrg the saitl diut¡'icÛ

hsloi¡¡nfter deecribsd ;
Antl rvlrerenc the coid conrrnl¡sionors lrave proceecled to negobiobe o tronfy

witlr tlro soid rrrtlinns, ¡utl ühe gnrne lìfr8 been finolly ngÌeed upoD ott<ì oolt'

clucìed os followu, ülrot iu to laY:
Îl¡e Pl.ì,in oncl Wr¡ocl Cree lribes of fndion¡, and all obhor the fndin¡rn

lnhobibing the rìisbl'icü her,einnftor dercrll¡ed ancl definocl, tlo horeby cc'ltr'

reloo'e, Ã"ro,,4". ur<l yielcl rr¡r to tìre Govenrnre¡ìt of t¡o Domir¡lorr nf

Car¡o<lrv for Her, I'Iojcxty tho Queerr oncl l¡er' stlcoe8sot'8 fot'ever, all tlrcir'

riglrtr, tiLIes orrtl prlvilogeg whntsoover, to tho lnnrlg inclu(ìecl rvibhirr tìro

follorvíng limita, tlrot ia to rnY :
Comurlonclng nt the t¡.¡ontìr of the river om¡rtyiüg into the nol'blì'rvcst

ongle of Cu¡nL,er,ln¡¡d Lolce, thelrco \vertolly rrp tho ruid river to the gotlt'ccr

thãnce oD I ub|oi¡;ht llne in o rvotüolly <ìh'ectlon to tho hs¡rl of Greon Lalio,

thencs norther,ly to tho oìbol iD the Besver Iìlver, thenco dorvn the cfrirl

river. northerly to o poiDü ürvonby miles from the nrid elborv ; tl¡euce ltt n

wosler.ly rìir.ocbion,lcoeptng orr o llne genorally ¡rfl,rdlel tvlth the s¡id Boavel'

River. (obove the olbow), o¡¡cl nl:out tworrüy miles (ìi¡üo¡rco tlteroflotn, to tllo '

Eource of ths s{rld r,iver; thence northorly to the ¡rorth.eosbe¡'ly ¡roiut of ülro

goubl¡ ehors of Recl Deèr Laìro, oontlnulug woebolly olong ülro sold slìolo [o

the rvogtsrn llmit thereof, ßn(l tl¡€ncs (ìue'wo8! trl tlre ¡lthnlloeko ßivor',

bhuncs tlp tlìe ßtlil rivet', ogainst tlle strolm, to tlro Josper Horrre, ln [hd

lìoclcy lviountains; t¡onoo on û coun o nouth.eostrvortlly, follorvi'g tìre ensl'

erly rongo of tl¡o ilIountfrins, to tho source of the ¡noin bro¡¡ch of the ßc(l

Doe. River; tltenco dow¡r tho 8ti{l r¡vorr wibh bho 8!reùm, to the jurrcbiorr

tlrel,ervitl¡ of tho oullet of últe t'iver', being tlro orrtlct of tl¡o Bufi¡lo Loke ;

tl¡er¡ce due ouut twenty rnilce; the uce olt o ntlniShb li¡¡o souLh'ea¡bwnÌtlly to

tl¡e D¡outh of the enid Retl Dce[ Itiver on tl¡e sotttl¡ B¡'onch of lho soeliai'

chewfrn Iìiver; tl¡enco eosLrvnltlly orrrL nortlrrvortìl¡', foltorving on tìrc

boun<ìorioc of tìro tr,octe concede(l by tho several Tro¡rtiss ltttlnbers(ì l"ot¡r

antl tr'ive, to the place of begirrning ;

*A.Dtl ¡lco rrll tl¡eir righüs, tlblsg errtl privilogee whotaoovor'.to all other

lcnd,r, wher,ever eibuabeiì, tn tho Nr.rrth.Wosü Torrltorioe, or in ony obhor

Þruuín"u.o" portion of IIe¡. I\faJeaby'u Dominlona, sítuoted ond being rvit¡fn

the l)ominion of Cunoclo;
,Il¡o trncü comprlued rvithin the lines ol¡ove desct'lbetl, embracittg ftlr rlefb

of one hu¡rclred onil üwonty'otre thousantl oqu&ro milest be the ga¡no ¡¡tot'o

or lets ;
To h*"e ûnil to hold ühe g¡me to Hor Ñfojeaty ühe Quesn antl her stlccg¡"

s6¡g fg¡sver !
Ànd He¡. Ifojerty the Queen herelry egrees end ttntlertokog to loy ouidrr

,.r.ruu, {or for.ining loutlr, ¿ue rosp.ct beiug ho¿ to l¡ntl¡ aû preaetti culti'

""tu¿ 
t y'ths s¡ld l,,,lionr, qnd oiìre" r€se¡.v.' for tho benefit of ths soid

oo

I

rndions, to be admlnlsterocr nnd dearü with for crrenr by Hor Majontyru Gov.e¡nme¡rt of ths Domi.lon of conodo, provided nil silch ,ororuuu g'ho[ ¡robexceed in oll ono rquare m.llo for onoli iomily ,f five, or i¡r thn,ü proporbionfot'lorgor or smoller fornlllea, In maìrner fo[årving, th¡t iu to soy :_Thot tho chief superinte¡rclent of rn,l¡o.,-¡r.m¡ir¡ gl¡nil crc¡ute ond uontrngt¡itoble poreon to detsrmirro ond_ sot o¡,ori-it'o rosorves firr eoch bar,cr,oftor consulbing rviüh the rntrions theroof og to tr¡o rooolity ,ut,i.t, .nf t,ufountl to be mosÈ ¡uitoble for thom ¡
r)rovided, h,wovor, tl¡at Her MoJcsty re'orves the right to crcnr rvirh onyssttlor¡ within the bountrc of ony lnnilg roro"uorJ f,rr ony bo'<ì ac *r,u.irttrleem fit, ¿nrl ¿lso that trrs nforo¡oÍtr 

"oru"uo, 
of-ro,r,r u,,ony intur.ri ir,*,,¡nmoy bo eold or otherrvr¡s <riuponed of rry Ho'MaJosty,u Govo'nmo^c,d[¡r.thsu¡e or¡cl beneñt of ühe ¡nid r'dron¡ en¿itrett thereto, ï¡*, t¡.ì, ."ïrliin*,hotl ontì obtninerl; rna rvrt' o vierv to sr,ow tr,e ,ntírfJ;";;l';; ü;:;;rywith tho behovior¡ ontr gootr conrrucb of r¡or.rrrrriorru, nrro rrorerry, trrroug)rl¡er com¡nisgione.r, mokor ühom o pr.onerrt of-twervo <ìot¿rs for. cach man,wo¡nun o'd chiltl bolorrgi'g to tho-baude lre'o roprcuoutod, irr cxbiirg.iurrmcnbof ¿ll cloims heretofore prefelrod;

Årr. frrrther, Her rvfoJeuty ogreoa to ¡n¡rntorn school' for i¡r¿truction irrrttol¡ rouerveg heroby mirtre, o, tolror eo"o.n,nont of tìro Do¡ninio¡r, of c¡rr¿, r¿r¡nûy s€e¡n arlvísol¡le, whenever ür¡e r¡rcrínnr of tr¡o ror¡olvs arrtll crosíro i( ;Her lvrnjouty f urther ogreea wrth rror cni(r I¡rtlinng trrnt wirr¡in trrs bound.
Lr'v 1f I'rìian rsso'ves' u'til otherwieo (rcb0¡,¡nínerr rry rr<lr.Governnrorrt oftl¡e Domír¡lo¡r of cour<ra, no rr¡to.xioobi¡rgriquor rrruil rro uilorvotl ho llo i¡¡ùro.duced ol sold, arrrl all l¡rvg llorv ín forcs oi lreronftor to ìrc crro<,tcrl to'¡lro.
sorv-o_hor rr¡r.linn subjectv i'lrotritirrg tr¡o .exor.vos or, livÍrrg crservrrcl.o rvitr¡inhcr Norch'lYesb Territories from iho ovil irrfrrre'co of iho rrso of intoxicuti.gliquor.e, ¡hoìl be eür'ictly enforcod;

Her lvrnJesby further ogroos rvitrr her soi(r r.dinns ilrnt rhey, trro s*id rlr-dions, shall lrovo right to purrud tl¡cir ¡vocuüions of I¡.¡¡ti'g outl fiuhirrgthroughout tl¡o tract aurron(rerotr or l¡crci¡lbeforl descrirlctr, ,,,i'¡,,.t to-ru.r.,regulotiorrr es mey fro¡n timo.to tinro l.re lnorre hy l¡cr Gover¡rrne¡rt of ll€,rDomlrrion of Conotìo, ancl aaving arrcl oxcepÈing auclr trncts 
^s 

ru4y frorntinre to tirng bs requírerr or tokon u¡, fn,: ouiuru,iont, rninin6, lu,in'or.i'g orothor purpoaes by lror ¡el<l Govcrnment, of the Dorrrinion of (.lu¡orl¿, 6¡ þylny of the subjects thereof, duly outhorizctr trrorofor, by i,lro s*icl o;;.,ì -

rt ls further ogree<r botrveon.IJer Mojesty nntr rrer soirr In.iarrs, trrat guch
¡ocüions of tho reserves obove inrric¡toi ris mry ot ony tmo lro requirotr for¡rubìio w.rke or rru'tlinge rf rv]rn!- uotu¡'o .oovi¡i ,nu.v rrn *¡r¡rrop*iotod f orfl¡ûÈ pul'poss 

'y 
Her MaJoety'n Govornn¡or¡t of tr¡o D'rnir,ì",, ol conìÀr,duo'compensation berng maae for tho va.¡o of nr.,y impr,ovenrentg thoroon :Äntl fur.Ëher, thot Hor.MaJeuty'u Co'''iurinue* ulrolì, ou soon ns ,,orrifiìiefter ühs executi<ln of ür¡íc trånty,.nuru tn tr.'ii,u,,, nn occrrr,ote censug of¡ll the Indi¿nr i'hobiting the r,*ct rù""" ã..oirrotr, aiutrib*Llrrg thorn in

.i.



354 . The Treøtiee of Cønq,d,ø 'tþitlL tlle Inc|''iang

fomilies, ontl sl¡all in overy yonr enouing the daüe horoof, a,t some poriod in

oach yonr, to bo tluly notifisd to the fntliane, ond oü I ploce or ploces to llo

nppointed for thot purpone, tvltlttn üho torrltorlss cotled, poy to esch L¡dion
porson the sr¡rn of five rlollore por heorì yeo{y ;

It ls furthor ngreod botrvoon Hor Mojerty ond the said I¡ldione th¡t tbo

¡um of fiftosrr lrurlrorl dollore por lnnumr sh¿ll lle yoarly oncl evory yeor

oxpoutlotl by Hor Mojorty in the purchaso of ¿mmunlüion ¿nd trvine for nets

for tl¡s uso of ths soíd lrxlians, ln monner followlng, ùhot ls to ooy r-In tho

¡eaRonnl¡le rliscretion nr rogortlu the tlietribubion thoreof, omong tho Intliane

inhoblting the ¡svet'ol ressrv€s, or otl¡erwiso fncludotl herein, of IIer Mojes'
ty'a Inrìion Aggnb hnviug tlte ouporvlslon of thls treoty ;

It le fnt'bherágrood betrveen Her MnJorty and bho eold Indians thot tho

follorving n¡'ticlos gholl bs cuppliotl to any bantl of tho sol(l fntliarr¡ rvl¡o nro

¡row culbivating tho ooil, or rvho sholl herenftsr colnmollco to cultivate the

lontl, thaü io to sny r-Four hoss for ovory fomily ootually cultivating, olso

two spados por fomlly. os oforo¡nltl ; ono plough for evor.y thrco fomllios ¡s

afororoid, one hnrrow for every three fomilles os oforestrid; two scytltcs,

antl ono rvhotstons ontl two hoyforko and trvo ronping'hookr for evory fnnrily
os oforoenltì; ond nloo two oxen, nntl aleo ono cross'cuü lolv, on<l olso ono

hond.Rnw, ono pit.oaw, tho nooasrory filoo, ono gltrtrluùotro ontì ono ougor for
oooh boncl; nnrl olso for e¡oh Chiof, for ths uso of hia ban<ì, o¡rs chogb of

orùinory carpont,or'e tools; aleo for oach bontl, onouglr of whcat, Lrarloy,

pototoos antl oots to plont tl¡e ltntl actuolly brol<on rrp for cultivotiou by

¡uch bn¡ci; nleo for eoch bond, four olrott, one bull antl ¡ix cows, olso otlo

l¡oor sr¡d two eows, ¿nd ons lt¡u¡rlnrill rvhon any boncl sltnll rolse ¡ufficiont
groln therefor ; oll bhe oforesoid o¡,iicles to be givon once for olt for fhc cn'

courngotnonü of the practice of ngrioulltrr€ emot¡g tho Ilrdions ;

It ie f urbhor agreed betrveon Hor Majesty ond tl¡e eaid fndiano, tltat cacll

Chief, rìuly recognized &s such, sh¿ll rsosivo on annual eolery of üweuty-fivo

dollars per ennum ; and eocl¡ subordinoüs offioor, not exceodtn$ four for orch

bancl, ahall roosive ôfteen dollar¡ per ennum; onil ooch suclr Chief and sub'

ordin¡to officer og aforeroid, sholl aleo roceivo, once €vely threo yearr, o

suit¡ble iuiü of clothing, and eoch Chief shotl receive, in recognition of

tho closlng of the trooty, ¡ suitnble flag and modol, and oko, &8 soon a'5 con'

venlont, ouo horao, harnoss ond rvoggon;
That tn tho evsnt beroaftsr of tho Indions cotnl:riaod within tìlls trecty

boing ovortnlion by any postilonce, or by a general famlno, tho Queorr, on

boing eatiofiod and cortifiod ühersof by her Intìi¡n Agenü or Agonte, will
grant to tho Indions oesieüoncs of suoh charnoùsr antl to suoh oxtont n¡ her

Chiof $uperinüondonb of Indi¡n Àffalre eholl deom nooeos¡rry ond eufficienù

to rsllsvo ths Indions from ths cohrnlliy ùh¡t sh¡ll have bofollen thorn ;

Thob durin¡¡ the nsxb throo yoaru, of tor two or moro of the reserve¡ l¡ors'

bv asreoil 
!3 

be rSt.lp,frb to !l'-',r^'ilî:'',:l,lll:::,-o::lì :1ïLi:ï-î:,1
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<lollor¡ to bo oxponded.for ühsm by Her *"j;ñ;;';;";purchaso of proviorone for tho ur. '"rî.rr'"i'ttru 
trnn¿ as ars octr¡oìry ¡et.

lf ilî :iì;îîîì:i,'nrr oro .'s;'ä' i;".'rtii"ri"o,r,. *ii' i,, 
",irîïîr,o*

That o medicine óhegü.¡hn' bo- kopt ot trre houso of each rnaicn Ágcncfor tl¡s uso qnd benefft of ttr" rnáräå,-.iirr.irrrretion of eucrr .rrsonr i.. 
Thoü with rogarcr to ths rnã-i-Jni'il;ilä'in,ru, ,,o chiefu orrrrerin¿; ro.no Drooiy aü Fort pitt, ana.to tltrr. ,,nio. èii,¡fs witr¡in trre ürcirüy rirrrirr!,ho mov heroorror cive.rherr act'uuion täutã'i.,..r"ri"iir,iiî,r.iJliii' ,n.rndi¿ns of tho cerrão" Rusion) ,1"". rr,Ji"ii)ì"s rrrroe yoarø, ofrer rrvo ormors ro'orvo' ahall hove boon rgrood 

";;;;il;;rvoyed, bo.icrri'ured e'c'apring ornong tho bonrl¡. oultivoting ïf,"l"il'.,, sr¡oh ro¡orves, by lterÀfoJesüv'e chief rn<rian Asonr fo.-ä,il';lJ;; in hia crÍscrerion, o oum 
'o!

oxcooding ons thousond' doitar¡,-in th;,;..iij,.'of provieione for tl¡s use ofruch mernber¡ of rhs rranrr o¡ ; ;;r;t;iäiit.¿ on rrre r6'e¡,v08 onrr,rn-
:iirliäii:cultivation ur tho uoli,-t"-"'í,,¡,i"""¿ .,,.nu.oiu-ii,."îî"ïr.r,
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Appendí,ø.

Thot, in lisrr of w&ûgon',. if thoy rJoairo it, ¡ntl doolaro t'eir option tothoteffooü, thers.¡h¡libo glven t".;;;'"f tiro-Chief¡ oclherln¡¡hereto, ot.rrort Pitt or elsswhbro.rr.i."rtu" iu*.i"ì¡".rï'"r trroso In tho c¡rrton Dis.ùrlcü) Ín rocognition of thls;r;;;;,'är"ïr'iÏtlro Bûmo can'o convenieu'ytrarsported, two oarüa, øtl¡ rron'úuehir*ï 
""j'r,r., i

_ And bhe undorxignod Chlofe, .,, ,i.i. ir.iìtr, ,,n,1 on l¡sholf <rf sll other.ncliens inhabitíng ühs trsct.wi.b'in ..¿.a, Jo-iìrury ooremnry p:romioo arrcrongago to strictly observe thie f;reoty, ond;lr; io concluct on, l¡el¡ovs thero.
'.lli'^.:t-g::1 and toyal oubjeor,u 

"f H;; M;j;riy tho eueen ;'ln.y promire ond engego thot thoy wi* ii alr roopoch orroy entl obiae tytho law, ond they will ¡i¡intain .rifå ;¡ ïåi .1g., berrveen each orhe r,ond also betwoen thomserves oncr oiher trirrru oi'rn¿¡ans, and betweon thonr.¡elves and orhers of H:: M*¡:,rrr,; il;;;il'"herher rn<lions or whiber,¡ow inh¡bitrng or rrorooftor irirr,"rrii rn/i.l.t .t tr¡o soid cocred trocte, andthot they will noü .nr.,.r-ll. ,:,"*; ii;,rffiy or any inhobiranr of euchcede<ì tracts, or the properüy ãf Hu" u"¡.riy-iír. eueen, or intsrfore withor troul¡le &ny per.on pa,sain* or trn"urring-ihråugÌ, tho s¿id tracte or an;yporü fheroof ; and ühat ùhoy wiltoid oncl *ririif,, officors of Her M¿jesgvIn bringins ro juerioo 
".i o":^:i,r9;-ö'i;;,an 

_offonc'ng ugainet thìrrt'lPulationa oI this troaty, or ínfrlnging t¡å ri* in foroo in lho country grl

In witnoss whoroof. Hor rf^aJesty's ¡oid commissionors ¿¡¡d tho s¿id InclianChiefs havo horounüo subsorib_sd End ,., lmi, iì_*la, et or l¡o¡r Irorl; Carlton,
ll,ålr 

o.r ond voar aioroserd, 
"na 

nu"i'¡.ìïïìr, 
"n 

rhe crav arrovo afore..

/Ql-",-r\ ¡ --
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APPENDIX 5

SECTTONS OF THE CONSTITUTTON ACT, 1982,
PERTAINING TO ABORIGINAL PEOPLES

25 The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and freedoms shall not be construed
so as to abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights or
freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada including:

(a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognized by the Royal
Proclamation of October 7, 1763; and

(b) any rights or freedoms that may be acquired by the aboriginal peoples of
Canada by way of land claims settlements.

35(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples in Canada are
hereby recognized and affrrmed.

35(2) In this Act, 'aboriginal peoples of Canada' includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis
peoples of Canada.

37(1) A constitutional conference composed of the Prime Minister of Canada and the
first ministers of the provinces shall be convened by the Prime Minister of Canada
within one year after this Part comes into force.

37(2) The conference convened under subsection (1) shall have included in its agenda
and item respecting constitutional matters that directly affect the aboriginal
peoples of Canada, including the identification and definition of the rights of
those peoples to be included in the Constitution of Canada, and the Prime
Minister of Canada shall invite representatives of those peoples to participate in
discussions on that item.

37(3) The Prime Minister of Canada shall invite elected representatives of the
govemments of the Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories to participate
in the discussions on any item on the agenda of the conference convened under
subsection (1) that, in the opinion of the Prime Minister, directly affects the
Yukon Territorv and the Northwest Territories.
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APPENDIX 6

GOYERNMENT OF CANADA
TNDIAN HEALTH POLTCY (1979)

The following statement represents current Federal Government practice and
policy in the field of Indian health. It differs from the Indian Health Policy statement of
November 1974 in that it emphasizes issues which the Federal Govemment considers to
be of greatest significance in the immediate future. Studies relating to Indian health
Policy and practice are being undertaken by the National Indian Brotherhood and some
provincial Indian associations, studies which Nation Health and Welfare supports. The
Federal Government is committed to joining with Indian representatives in a fundamental
review of issues involved in Indian health when Indian representatives have developed
their position, and the policy emerging from the review could supersede this policy. As
an indication of good faith, the Federal Government has withdrawn the Guidelines for the
Provision of Uninsured Health Benefits to Indian and Inuit People of September 1978,
which will be replaced by professional medical or dental judgement, or by other fair and
comparable Canadian standards.

The Federal Indian Health Policy is based on the special relationship of the Indian
people to the Federal Government, a relationship which both the Indian people and the
Govemment are committed to preserving. It recognizes the circumstances under which
many Indian communities exist, which have placed Indian people at a grave disadva:rtage
compared to most other Canadians in terms of health, as in other ways.

Policy for federal programs for Indian people (of which the health policy is an
aspect), flows from constitutional and statutory provisions, treaties, and customary
practice. It also flows from the commitment of Indian people to preserve and enhance
their culture and traditions. It recognizes the intolerable conditions of poverty and
community decline which affect many Indians, and seeks a framework in which Indian
communities can remedy these conditions. The Federal Govemment recognizes its legal
and traditional responsibilities to lndians, and seeks to promote the ability of Indian
communities to pursue their aspirations within the framework of Canadian institutions.

The Federal Government's Indian Health Policy reflects these features in its
approach to programs for Indian people. The over-riding fact from which the policy
stems is the intolerably low level of health of many Indian people, who exist under
conditions rooted in poverty and community decline. The Federal Govemment realizes
that only úrdian communities themselves can change these root causes and that to do so
will require the wholehearted support of the larger Canadian community.

Hence, the goal of Federal Indian Health Policy is to achieve an increasing level
of health in Indian communities, generated and maintained by the Indian communities
themselves.
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The increasing level of health in Indian communities must be built on three
pillars. The first, and most significant, is community development, both socio-economic
development and cultural and spiritual development, to remove the conditions of poverty
and apatþ which prevent the members of the community from achieving a state of
physical, mental and social well-being.

The second pillar is the traditional relationship of the Indian people to the Federal
Government, in which the Federal Government serves as advocate of the interests of
lndian communities to the larger Canadian society and its institutions, and promotes the
capacity of Indian communities to achieve their aspirations. This relationship must be
strengthened by opening up communication with the Indian people and by encouraging
their greater involvement in the planning, budgeting and delivery of health programs.

The third pillar is the Canadian health system. This system is one of specialized
and interrelated elements, which may be the responsibility of federal, provincial or
municipal governments, Indian bands, or the private sector. But these divisions are
superficial in the light of the health system as a whole. The most significant federal roles
in this interdependant system are in public health activities on reserves, health promotion,
in the detection and mitigation of hazards to health in the acute and chronic disease and in
the rehabilitation of the sick. Indian communities have a significant role to play in health
promotion, and in the adaptation of health services delivery to the specific needs of their
community. Of course, this does not exhaust the many complexities of the system. The
Federal Government is committed to maintaining an active role in the Canadian health
system as it affects Indians. It is committed to encouraging provinces to maintain their
role and to filling gaps in necessary diagnostic, treatment and rehabilitative services. It is
committed to promoting the capacity of Indian communities to play an active, more
positive role in the health system and in decisions affecting their health.

These three pillars of community development, the traditional relationship of the
Indian people to the Federal govemment, and the interrelated Canadian health system
provide the means to end the tragedy of Indian ill-health in Canada.
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APPENDIX 7

\ilINNIPEG REGIONAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
SUMMARY OF JURISDICTIONAL REVIE\ryS

Summary of Recommendations on Jurisdictional fssues in Health
Past Reports/Consultations/Forums

Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (1993):

(a) conclude agreements recognizing their respective jurisdictions in
areas touching directly on Aboriginal health;

(b) agree on appropriate arrangements for funding health services
under Abori ginal jurisdiction; and

(c) establish a framework, until institutions of Aboriginal selÊ
government exist, whereby agencies mandated by Aboriginal
governments or identified by Aboriginal organizations or
communities can delivery health and social services operating
under provincial or territorial jurisdiction. (3.3.3)

Aboriginal nations, organizations or communities, as appropriate to:

(a) develop a system of healing centres to provide direct services,
referral and access to specialist services;

(b) make the service network available to First Nations, Inuit and
Metis communities, in rural and urban settings, on an equitable
basis. (3.3.6)

nations, regional Aboriginal service agencies, community governments
and Aboriginal organizations, as appropriate, to adapt legislation,
regulations and funding to promote;

(a) integrated service delivery that transcends restricted service
mandates to separate ministries and departments;

(b) collaboration and shared effort between federal,
provinciaVterritorial and local govemments; and
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(c) the pooling of resources flowing from federal, provincial,
territorial, municipal, or Aboriginal sources. (3.3.7)

Aboriginal organizations, regional planning and administrative bodies and
community governments currently administering health and social
services transform current programs and services into more holistic
delivery systems that integrate or co-ordinate separate services (3.3.8)

Federal, provincial and territorial governments, in consultation with
Aboriginal nations and urban communities of interest, co-operate to
establish procedures and funding to support needs assessment and
planning initiatives by Metis and other Aboriginal collectives, in rural and
urban settings, to....(3.3.9)

Canadian Medical Association (BridgÍng the Gap):

and economic life that would improve the health of their communities.

work toward resolving issues of selÊdetermination for Aboriginal peoples
and their communities in areas of social, political and economic life.

self-determination and land use.

Manitoba Health (Quality Care for Manitobans: The Action PIan for the New
Millenium)

jurisdictional barriers and to forge new partnerships to establish an
Aboriginal health strategy

Priorities for Action: Towards a Strategy for Aboriginal People Livingin Winnipeg

providers to address jurisdictional dispute and improve service delivery

that lead to policy development and resource allocation

people in health care decision making process
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Study Investigator:

Address:

Phone:

APPENDIX 8

CONSENT FORM

Jurisdiction and First Nations Health and Health Care
Participant Information and Consent Form

Dr. Catherine Cook

University of Manitoba

750 Bamatyne Avenue

'Winnipeg, Manitoba

R3C OV/9

(204) 926-80tt9

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Please take your time to
review this consent form and discuss any questions you may have with me.

Purpose of the Study

This is a study on how the health care delivery system presently works for First
Nation peoples in the province of Manitoba, and a review of any potential gaps in service
or barriers to service that arise as a result ofunresolved iurisdictional issues at the federal
and provincial govemment levels.

This project will review the key areas of: Public Health services available to First
Nation peoples on reserve, the Home Care supports available for First Nation peoples on
and off reserve, and transportation services for individuals requiring access to medical
care.

The purpose of this study is to review the jurisdictional issues between the
Federal and Provincial governments and their level of responsibility as it relates to
service delivery for First Nation peoples. It will identify any gaps in service, or barriers
to service as a result of unresolved jurisdictional issues. Issues around barriers, such as

poor or lack of accessibility to medical or supportive care, or gaps in service which
impact on the health care delivery to First Nation peoples, will be discussed in interviews
between voluntary participants and the interviewer. The results of this study may be used
to assist in program development that is controlled by First Nations.
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Studv Procedures

V/e will ask to interview you and the interview will take place wherever the
volunteer feels most comfortable. The interview will be taped, and the interviewer will
be taking notes. This will ensure that the information is not written down incorrectly or
inaccurately. All information you provide in this interview will be kept strictly
confidential and summary reports of the information provided by all participants will be
compiled.

Al1 the information shared will be kept strictly confidential and individuals, their
roles, and their communities or departmental affiliation will be kept anonymous.
Individual names will not be used. The information will be reported in general terms to
demonstrate their perceptions of how service is delivered.

As part of this study, we ask your permission to use documents such as

organizational reports and ask that you provide access to information tht you feel may be
relevant to this study. All interview information will be analyzed and will have no person
identifiers. The data will be analyzed to illustrate key themes that emerge from the
interviews. To ensure that you are not identified through the interview, your name will
be kept separate from the interview and transcripts, and will be kept in a locked cabinet.
Upon transcription of the audiotapes, they will be erased.

Risks

The stakeholder group involved in providing health services for Aboriginal
peoples is small. As a result, there is potentially a risk that events or activities on which
you report may be recognízable or linked to you, just as other persons mentioned may
also be identifiable. We cannot suarantee absolute confidentialitv.

Costs

There are no costs to you for participating in this study. You will receive no
payment, and you will not receive reimbursement for any expense related to taking part
in this study.

BenefTts

There may not be any direct benefit to you for participating in this study. This
information may be useful to the First Nation peoples who are involved in the
organizatíon, development, implementation and provision of community health services.
It may also be useful to those governments and administrators, as well as health care
providers who are responsible for the orgarizatíon and delivery of services within the
system.

Pavment

You will receive no payment or reimbursement for any expenses related to
participating in this study.
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Confîdentiality

Information gathered in this study will be published by the University as a
completed thesis. Your name, or other identifying information will not be used or
revealed. Despite efforts to keep your personal information confidential, absolute
confidentiality cannot be guaranteed.

Voluntarv ParticipationAilithdrawal from the Study

Volunteers have the right to refuse to participate. If they do agree to participate,
they can refuse to answer any question they want. Participants are allowed to withdraw
from the Study at arry time after they have signed the consent. Trained interpreters will
be used in the interviews where language barriers exist.

Ouestions

You are free to ask any questions that you may have about your rights as a
research participant.

Do not sign this consent form unless you have had a chance to ask questions
andhave received satisfactory answers to all of your questions.

Statement of Consent

Pørticipant:
I have read this consent form. I have had the opporfunity to discuss this study. I

have had any questions answered in the language I understand. The risks and benefits
have been explained to me. I will be given a copy of the consent form after signing it.

My participation in this study is voluntary, and I may choose to withdraw at any
time. I understand that I can refuse to answer any questions or withdraw from the study
at any time. I understand that everything I say will be treated as confidential and will
only be used in a genercl way. I understand that individual names will not be used, and
my personal identity will be kept confidential, but that confidentiality is not guaranteed.

Before the final information is presented, I shall have a chance to read the report
and talk about any changes I think are necessary. All the volunteers involved will receive
a final copy of the report. A presentation of the final results will be available for those
who wish.

Date:

Participant Signature :

Participant Printed Name:
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Research Staff:

Investigator:
I have fully explained the relevant details of this study to the participant named above
and believe that the participant has understood and has knowingly given their consent.

Date:

Signature:

Printed Name:

fnturpreter:
I have interpreted the information in the language of the participant's choice and I believe
the participant has understood and has knowingly given their consent.

Date:

Signature:

Printed Name:
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APPENDIX 9

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Format: semi-structured

Duration: one - two hours

Setting: chosen by the informant

Themes: Perceptions of the Current Health Care Delivery Structure

e Jurisdictionalresponsibility

e Accountability and availability of services

o Roles and responsibilities

o Integrity and responsiveness of the system

Bariers to Service or Gaps in Service for First Nations

o Accessibility to service

e Appropriateness of service

o Difficulties encountered in accessing service

o Specific areas

Strategies for the Future
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APPENDIX 10

NON-INSURED HEALTH BENEFITS TABLES
SOURCE: NON-INSURED HEALTH BENEFITS ANNUAL REPORT

Table 1: Eligible Client Population by Region

Iotal 721,086
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Table 2: Eligible Client Population by Region 1998 -2002

REGION Marct¡/98 March/99 March/00 March/01 March/O2

Atlantic 32,514 32,484 33,211 33,910 J¿{,OOZ

Quebec 48.905 49,791 50,745 s1,593 52.365

0ntario 1 43,603 1 47,385 151,7 41 1 55,443 158,086

Manitoba 98,725 101,319 -t04,821
107,177 i 10.51 7

Saskatchewan 98,481 101 ,639 i04,1 B0 1 07,1 05 1 09,659

Alberta 78,90',1 80.981 83,596 B5,9OB BB,1 60

Pacific 105,475 101,512 109,847 1 1 1,562 r 1 3,366

Yukon 7,063 7,1 s9 7,272 7,373 7,477

N.W.T. & Nunavut 42,710 43,906 44.738 45,667 46,794

Total

Annual % change

656,377

2.5%
672,176

2.4o/o

690,'l5i
2.7%

706,338

2.3"/o

721.086

2.1%
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Table 5: Expenditures by Benef,rt and Region

REGTON Iransportat Pharmacy Dental 0ther
Health Care

Premiums Visíon Care TOTAL

Atlantic $ 6,234.500 $ 12,667.100 $ 5,195,700 $ 173,300 $ 1,433,400 $ 25,704,000

Quebec 1 6,589,400 22,208,600 1 0,505,400 543,300 1,1 19,000 50,965,700

0ntario 40,264,200 51,1 66,900 27,s68,300 2,182,800 4,886,300 126,068,500

Manitoba 48,320,200 36,078,000 1 6,31 8,700 4,023,s00 2,859,600 107,600,000

Saskatchewan 23,862,200 38,240,1 00 1 5,707,600 2.663.300 3,1 1 3,1 00 83,586,300

Alberta 29,796,500 36,780,500 1 6,680,000 3,371,100 8,91 4,300 4,396,800 99,939,200

Pacific 1 4,038,900 33,591.700 1 8,230,600 1,164,500 9,681,800 2,622,000 79,329,500

Yukon 2,019,600 2,648,600 1,283,800 1 3,100 199,300 6,164,400

N.W.T. & Nunavut 1 4,594,300 8,382,700 8,228,400 1,390,500 32,595,900

Headquarters 1 1,081,400 4,749,200 15,830,600

Total $'195,719,800 $252,845,600 $1 24,467,700 $ 14,1 34,900 $ 18,596.100 $ 22,020,000 $627,784,100
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Table 6: Per Capita Expenditures by Region

$ 1,200

$ 1,000 $ 974

{ ?o'7

Manitoba Saskatchewan Alberta
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Table 7:Dental and PharmacvUtllization Rates

REGION Dental Utilization
1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001t02

Pharmacy Utilization
1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 20o1to2

Atlantic 41% 38"/o 40% 39% 39% 62% 61% 600/o 59% 58%

Quebec 46% 45% 49% 47% 48% 64"/o 64% 63% 63% 62%

0ntario 32% 31% 33% 31% 32o/o 60% 57% 57% 56% 56%

Manitoba 29% 24% 27% 23% 22o/o 71% 10% 70o/o 68% 68"/o

Saskatchewan 37o/o 35o/o 39% 38% 39"/o 82% 79% 82% 79"/o 78%

Alberta 44o/o 42% 46% 43% 43% 83% B0% B0% 7B% 77Yo

Pacific 43% 42% 43% 39o/o 40% t1% 70o/o 63% 67% 66%

Yukon 36% 34% 39% 32% 36% 60% 59o/o 61% 61% 61o/o

N.W.T. & Nunavut 43% 42% 40% 40% 43o/o 44% 44o/o 44% 44% 45o/"

Total 3B% 36% 38% 36% 36% 69% 67o/" 67% 65% 65%
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REGION

Atlantic

Quebec

0ntario

Prescription

Drugs

I/annoba

Saskatchewan

s 8,s83,800

Alberta

1 8,51 6,1 00

OTC

Drugs

Pacr I rc

39,020,400

s 1,839,600

Yukon

N.W,f & Nunavut

Headquarters

26,821,700

Drugs/MS&E

Regional

21,

2.868,400

702,500

27,261,000

7,089,200

s 45,600

total

26,i7 3,1 00

6,1 94,i00

Operattng

2,1 40.800

6,837,?00

Medical

Suppl les

32,100

6,889,600

4,1 03,500

s 296,700

175,000

3,307,200

5 183,709,000

Med¡cal

Equipment

$ 526,100

800

0

950,600

1 80,200

285,800

1,058,700

786,900

851,400

s 33,207,400

1,059,500

1 33,200

1.033,000

1 24,800

487,800

Other

Costs

1,1 16.600

2,084,500

5

1,875,200

s

0

729.300

2, 521,400

l,

Totâl

operatlng

680,000

0

40,900

3,1 80,700

365,600

s

0

Contributions

11,

2,231,300

s 5,838,800

0

291,800

Contributlon
Agreements

22,1 90,800

1 ô1,900

0

49,220,500

30s,600

s 1,375,300

0

35,951,900

s 12,533,100

0

38,203,800

0

Total

Costs

1 7,800

36,780.500

'1,946,400

0

s 12,667,100

1 1,081 ,400

33,1 7 4,1 00

s 1 1,081,400

0

126,100

?2,208,600

2,648,600

36,300

51 ,1 66,900

36,078,000

8.347,700

1 1,081,400

s 248,891,100

0

4 1 7,600

38,240,1 00

I

C\

36,7 80,500

0

35,000

33,591,700

5 3,954,500

2,648,600

0

8,382,700

1 1.081,400

s 252,845,600



Table 9: Total Dental Expenditures by Type and Region

REGfON

Operating Contributions

Total

Costs

Fee-For-

Service
Contract
Dentists

Other
Costs

Total

Operating
Contribution
Agreements

Atlantic $ 5,089,300 ù 0 2,800 $ 5,092,100 $ 103,600 $ 5,19s,700

Quebec 10,314,000 1 30,300 61.100 1 0,50s,400 0 10.505,400

0ntario 22,070,300 1,459,000 57.700 23,587,000 3,981,300 27,568.300

Manitoba 10,431,900 3,1 47.900 400 1 3,580,200 2,738,500 16,31 8,700

Saskatchewan 1 4,845,400 59,700 5,200 i 4,910,300 797,300 1 5,707,600

Alberta 16,390,200 280,000 9,800 1 6,680,000 0 16.680,000

Pacific 1 8,1 1 8,800 1 1 1,700 100 1 8,230,600 0 18.230.600

Yukon 1,273,800 9,400 600 1,283,800 0 1.283,800

N.W.T & Nunavut 7,211,300 0 0 7,21 i,300 1.01 7,100 8,228,400

Headquarters 4,749,200 4,149,200 0 4,749,200

otal $ 105.745,000 $ 5,198,000 $ 4,886,900 $ i15,829.900 $ 8,637,800 $124,467,700
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l 97,000

Total

s 251.800
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% Change from 00/01

g 2,751,700

0

20,200

TYPT

0

'1 't,900

$ 6.234.s00
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0
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2,854,000

0

Saskatchewan

1 5,650.900

s 16.589.400

0utside Canada

s 2,092.300

s 10,197,',l00

3, 728,

0ther 0perating

100

Total Operat¡ng

s 20.255,900

500

2,8 1 4,900

ì 1 ,634,1 00

1.

Contr¡but¡ons

2%

5,3 1 7,800

0

992,

Total

20,008,300

s 40,264,200

r1,

Alberta

$

600

6,31 3,900

921,

% Change from 00/01

600

63.600

1.600

s 17,823.000

s 33,462.900

1,465.300

0

14.8o/r

1.

0

0

981,

s 23,862,200

6,039,200

1 4,8s7,300

1 1,764,200

s 48,320,200

$ 61 1.100

900

Pacific

s 15,275.000

0

1

38,300

4.8%

0

586,800

14.

s 29,796,500

s 605,400

Yukon

927.

500

800

S

0

878.1 00

6.0%

2,1 64,000

0

N.W.T & Nunavut

3 43.300

1 1,874,900

s 14,038,900

5

1 92.800

s 2,019.600

0

10.4%

0

0

0

5 2,019,600

s 21,564.400

Total

0

0

0

ù

23,1 08,000

0

9.0%

1 2,285.300

0

1 4.594.300

s 1 4.594.300

37.730,800

0

r--

N
I

2.1 00

s 94.690,600

12.3%

0

'101 
,029,200

s 195,719,800

7.0%


